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Abstract
Since hundreds of years it is known that the world is not flat but
spherical. Similarly, most of the objects in our daily life are not planar,
but bendable and foldable like documents and textiles. The integration of electronic functionality into everyday objects can improve their
benefit to the user, and also give rise to new applications such as flexible displays and smart textiles. The main obstacle which prevents
the combination of electronics with deformable objects is the fact that
electronic devices are fabricated on rigid substrates. The attachment of
rigid electronics to flexible substrates restricts the bendability, is contrary to our aesthetic demands, and additionally causes problems with
the localization of strain between flexible and stiff areas. One possibility to overcome these limitations is the fabrication of flexible electronic
devices like thin-film transistors (TFTs) on plastic foils.
The thermal properties of plastic have to be considered during the fabrication. Therefore amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide
(IGZO) is a promising semiconductor since it provides a carrier mobility >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 when deposited at room temperature.
In this thesis, IGZO based TFTs were fabricated on free standing
50 µm thick polyimide substrates. Double gate structures and selfalignment was used to improve the electrical performance of the TFTs.
Double gate TFTs exhibited an improved DC performance when compared to single bottom gate reference TFTs. In particular, a subthreshold swing as low as 69 mV/decade was demonstrated. On the other
hand self-alignment enabled the fabrication of flexible IGZO TFTs with
channel lengths of 0.5 µm. The short channel and the simultaneously
reduced parasitic capacities resulted in a transit frequency of 135 MHz.
Bending of flexible electronics induces strain. This strain can not
only cause changes in device performance, but also trigger the formation of cracks and lead to the failure of the electronics. Under tensile and compressive strain IGZO TFTs stayed functional down to a
bending radius of ≈4 mm (strain  ≈+0.6 %) and ≈1.1 mm ( ≈-2.2 %)
respectively. At these bending radii, tensile strain increased the effective mobility by ≈4 % while compressive strain decreased the effective
mobility by ≈8 %. It was also found that illumination amplifies the
influence of strain by a factor up to 5. In addition, the effects of up to
20 000 repeated bending and reflattening cycles were investigated.
To reduce the minimal possible bending radius of flexible IGZO
TFTs the increase of the ductility of the TFT, and the reduction of the
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strain induced by bending have been evaluated. Focused ion beam
images showed that the use of ductile metals to fabricate the TFT
gate contact is a practicable way to enable smaller bending radii. This
finding led to TFTs with Cu gate contacts, which could be bent to a
tensile radius of 1.7 mm. A reduction of the by bending induced strain
was possible by the reduction of the substrate thickness. IGZO TFTs
on a 1 µm thin parylene membrane could be placed on nearly any kind
of surface, such as a 2 mm radius plastic rod.
For applications like the rectification of an AC signal diodes are
beneficial. Room temperature deposited nickel oxide was evaluated as
a potential oxidic p-type material for flexible electronics. Nickel oxide
in combination with IGZO was used for the fabrication of flexible
oxidic pn diodes. The resulting diodes exhibited a threshold voltage
of 1.1 V, and could be operated while bend to a radius of 10 mm.
As a step towards the application of flexible electronics, digital and
analog circuits were demonstrated. Prior to the fabrication of circuits,
a set of design rules was compiled. These design rules guarantee the
functionality of the circuits even when they are bent to a radius of
5 mm. Based on these rules logic gates, a 1-bit SRAM cell, as well
as different amplifiers were fabricated. In particular, common source
amplifiers exhibited a cutoff frequency of 1.2 MHz while bent, and
thereby demonstrated operation in the megahertz regime.

Zusammenfassung
Seit Hunderten von Jahren ist es eine bekannte Tatsache, dass die Erde
selbst die Form einer Kugel hat. Genau so sind die meisten Objekte,
welchen wir in unserem täglichen Leben begegnen, nicht flach. Dokumente oder Textilien sind beispielsweise flexibel und können gefaltet
werden. Gleichzeitig verspricht die Kombination von elektronischen
Bauelementen mit Alltagsgegenständen einen grossen Nutzen für die
Anwender und sogar neue Applikationen wie flexible Bildschirme
oder elektronische Textilien. Die Integration von Elektronik mit derartigen Objekte scheitert meist daran, dass sich integrierte Schaltungen
praktisch immer auf starren Halbleitersubstraten befinden. Werden
starre elektronische Bauelemente auf flexible Substrate aufgebracht,
ergeben sich dort versteifte Bereiche. Diese Bereiche reduzieren die
Biegsamkeit des Substrates und stören das ästhetische Empfinden des
Benutzers. Zudem können mechanische Spannungen am Übergang
von starren zu flexiblen Bereichen zum Versagen der Elektronik führen.
Die Lösung dieser Probleme liegt in der Herstellung von elektronischen Bauelementen auf flexiblen Substraten. Ein vielversprechender
Ansatz für die Verwirklichung von flexibler Elektronik ist die Herstellung von Dünnschichttransistoren (TFTs) auf Plastikfolien.
Durch die limitierten thermischen Eigenschaften von Plastik muss
die Herstellung von elektronischen Bauelementen auf Plastiksubstraten bei niedrigen Temperaturen erfolgen. Dies führt zur Verwendung von amorphem Indium-Gallium-Zink-Oxid (IGZO), welches
bei Raumtemperatur abgeschieden werden kann, und dabei eine
Ladungsträgerbeweglichkeit >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 aufweist.
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt auf 50 µm dickem Polyimid hergestellte IGZO TFTs. Doppel-Gate Strukturen und selbstausgerichtete Kontakte wurden verwendet, um die elektrischen Eigenschaften der Transistoren zu verbessern. Doppel-Gate TFTs zeigten
verbesserte DC Eigenschaften als vergleichbare TFTs mit unten liegendem Gate-Kontakt. Insbesondere war es möglich, den SubthresholdSwing auf einen Wert von 69 mV/Dekade zu reduzieren. Gleichzeitig
ermöglichte die Selbstausrichtung von Kontakten TFTs mit einer
Kanallänge von 0.5 µm und verkleinerten parasitären Kapazitäten, was
zu TFTs mit einer Transitfrequenz von 135 MHz führte.
Die Biegsamkeit von flexibler Elektronik stösst an ihre Grenzen, sobald mechanische Spannungen zur Bildung von Rissen in
den Bauelementen führen. Aber auch kleinere Spannungen können
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die Eigenschaften von flexiblen, elektronischen Bauelementen beeinflussen. Zugspannung zerstört einen IGZO TFT bei einem Biegeradius
von ≈4 mm (Dehnung  ≈+0.6 %) und führt zusätzlich zu einer Erhöhung der effektiven Ladungsträgerbeweglichkeit von bis zu ≈4 %.
Druckspannung anderseits zerstört einen IGZO TFT erst bei einem
Biegeradius von ≈1.1 mm ( ≈-2.2 %) und verringert die effektive
Ladungsträgerbeweglichkeit bei diesem Radius um ≈8 %. Darüber
hinaus wurde festgestellt, dass die Beleuchtung der TFTs den Einfluss
von mechanischer Spannung um einen Faktor 5 verstärken kann. Abschliessend wurden auch die Auswirkungen von bis zu 20 000 wiederholten Biege- und Entspannungsvorgängen auf die TFTs untersucht.
Zur Reduzierung des minimalen Biegeradius wurden zwei Ansätze
verfolgt: die Erhöhung der Duktilität der TFTs, und eine Verringerung
der durch Verformungen verursachten Spannungen. Untersuchungen
der gebogenen TFTs zeigten, dass der Gate-Kontakt verantwortlich für
die Entstehung von Rissen ist. Folglich kann die Biegsamkeit von IGZO
Transistoren durch duktilere Gate-Metalle verbessert werden, was zu
IGZO TFTs mit Cu Gate-Kontakten und einem minimalen Biegeradius von 1.7 mm (Zugspannung) führte. Durch die Reduzierung der
Dicke des Substrates war es möglich, die durch Biegen verursachten
Spannungen zu verringern. IGZO TFTs auf einer 1 µm dicken Parylene
Membran konnten auf verschieden Objekten, wie hier einem Plastikstab mit 2 mm Radius, platziert werden.
Anwendungen, wie die Gleichrichtung von Wechselstrom, profitieren von der Verfügbarkeit von Dioden. Zur Realisierung von flexiblen pn-Dioden wird ein p-Typ Halbleiter benötigt, welcher sich analog
zu IGZO bei niedrigen Temperaturen abscheiden lässt. Dazu wurde
die Brauchbarkeit von Nickeloxid erforscht. Die Kombination von
Nickeloxid und IGZO führte zu pn-Dioden mit einer Schwellspannung von 1.1 V. Diese pn-Dioden konnten ausserdem betrieben werden, während sie zu einem Radius von 10 mm gebogen waren.
Die Anwendung flexibler Elektronik wurde durch verschiedene
digitale und analoge Schaltungen untersucht. Um die Biegsamkeit
der auf IGZO TFTs basierenden integrierten Schaltungen zu maximieren, wurden Regeln bezüglich deren Design erarbeitet. Diese
Regeln garantierten die Funktionsfähigkeit aller Schaltungen auch bei
Biegeradien von 5 mm. Die hergestellten Schaltungen umfassen Logikgatter, eine 1-bit SRAM Zelle, sowie mehrere Verstärker. Insbesondere
flexible Common-Source Verstärker zeigten eine Grenzfrequenz von
1.2 MHz und ermöglichen damit Betrieb im Megahertzbereich.

1
Introduction
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Since the first transistor was fabricated in 1947, semiconductor industry
continuously improved the performance and the integration density
of transistors, which led to the fact that in the meantime virtually every
electronic gadget is equipped with integrated circuits [1]. Later, the rise
of solar cells and flat panel displays pushed the development of large
scale electronics. Nowadays, flexible electronics promises once again
to change the daily life of billions of people in the world. Mechanically flexible and therefore bendable devices can be unobtrusively
integrated into wearable devices, textiles, or healthcare equipment,
and thereby lead to a higher functionally of everyday objects [2]. Furthermore, completely new applications like bendable displays or smart
tags seem to be possible, and even the possible implantation of flexible
medical devices into the human body is foreseen. Despite the unique
mechanical properties of the devices itself, flexible electronics promise
two additional advantages when compared to standard silicon technology. First, the fabrication can be done directly on plastic or paper
substrates; therefore size and weight are not determined by the available single crystalline semiconductor wafers. Second, the bendability
of the flexible large area substrates enables roll to roll fabrication methods. The system on panel approach which aims at the simultaneous
integration of functional circuit blocks, sensors, and actuators on one
flexible substrate, promises to reduce the integration efforts, and to enable large scale and light weight systems while keeping the fabrication
costs low [3, 4].
At the same time it also has to be mentioned that the operation
frequency and complexity of electronic circuits fabricated on flexible substrates will probably never be able to compete with circuits
on semiconductor wafers. Hence, flexible electronics will enable new
products, but not replace high performance devices based on materials
like Si, GaAs, or SiC. This is because flexible plastic substrates are e.g.
non-crystalline, mechanically instable, and have a limited thermal resistance. As a result, the fabrication of features smaller ≈1 µm, the use
of crystalline semiconductors, and the choice of materials are general
limited.
Electronics on flexible substrates are normally build using thin-film
transistors (TFTs) [5] based on low temperature deposited semiconductors. The search for an appropriate semiconductor was and still is one
of the most important tasks. Here, several classes of materials rang-
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ing from amorphous silicon, organic molecules and solution processed
carbon nanotubes to oxidic semiconductors are possible canidates. The
first demonstration of a SnO2 based oxide semiconductor TFT fabricated on glass was in 1964 [6]. Moreover, the high bandgap (typically
>3 eV) of oxide semiconductors causes only little light absorption and
hence allows the fabrication of transparent electronics.
Nevertheless, it took almost forty years until oxide semiconductor electronics clearly outperformed devices fabricated using other
low temperature deposited semiconducting materials [7]. In particular
amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (IGZO) can be deposited at
room temperature and enables the fabrication of flexible TFTs with
a field effect mobility around 15 cm2 V−1 s−1 , and on/off current ratios
>108 . Since oxide semiconductor TFTs also exhibit an electrically stability as least as good as the stability of a-Si:H TFTs, they can be used
to fabricate circuits. The fact that solely for transparent displays [8] a
revenue of more than 100 billion US$ is predicted for the year 2030
demonstrate the great potential of oxide semiconductors.
This thesis investigates and describes the mechanical and electrical
performance of oxide semiconductors based electronics on bendable
plastic substrates. Ways to achieve smaller bending radii, as well as
higher transconductance values and transit frequencies are explored,
and the application of digital and analog circuits is demonstrated.

1.2 State of the Art
This section summarizes the state of the art concerning flexible electronics, whereas the focus is on IGZO based TFTs. The first part describes fabrication techniques and materials suitable for the fabrication
of flexible electronic devices. Second, the performance and the scaling
behavior of flexible TFTs are reviewed. Finally an overview on the
bendability and the influence of strain on flexible TFTs is given.
1.2.1 Flexible electronics
Mechanically flexible electronic devices are investigated since the 1960s
[9], and a variety of approaches to fabricate flexible devices has been developed. Some of these approaches require manufacturing techniques
and materials which are not used in standard silicon technologies.

4
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Fabrication methods
Flexible electronic devices can be fabricated by several approaches;
each of them has individual requirements regarding the process parameters and utilized materials:
• A silicon wafer thinned down to thicknesses below 50 µm becomes flexible [10]. The thinned die can then be attached to a
flexible substrate [11, 12].
• The fabrication of silicon electronics on the free standing plastic
foil is possible by the transfer of Si nanomembranes to a flexible
substrate and subsequent continuation of the device fabrication.
This technique requires a silicon oxide sacrificial layer, while the
transfer itself can be done by direct flip transfer [13] or soft stamp
methods [14].
• Post-processing of Si wafers, prior to the device fabrication, creating a porous layer underneath the fabricated devices [15], or
engineering of the intrinsic stress [16] can be used to create thin
chips without the need for a sacrificial layer or thinning process.
These thin chips can also be placed on flexible substrates.
• Devices can be fabricated on polymers which are spin coated
to a rigid substrate [17]. After fabrication the polymer is peeled
off from the host substrate which results in flexible electronic
devices. Here, it has to be ensured that no extensive strain is
induced during the peel-off process.
• Inkjet [18] or transfer [19] printing methods can be used to fabricate electronic devices on a large scale. Here, the minimum
feature size is limited by the available printing tools, and the
employed materials have to be solution processable [20, 21].
• Direct fabrication of devices on free-standing, flexible substrates
[22] can combine the advantages of standard semiconductor technologies and large area processing, but also suffers from the limited thermal and mechanical stability of flexible substrates [23, 9].
Materials
The fabrication of flexible electronic devices incorporates different
classes of materials, these are: bendable substrates, conductors, insulators, and most important semiconductors. A schematic of a thin-film

1.2. State of the Art
Conductors:

Substrates:

Contacts, interconnections
• Bulk metals
• Conductive polymers
• Graphene
• Nano particle solutions

Flexible support
• Plastic foil
• Thinned wafer
• Metal foil
• Paper

Semiconductors:

Insulators:

Channel material
• Oxide semiconductors
• Amorphous silicon
• Organic semiconductors
• Molybdenum disulﬁde

Gate dielectric, passivation
• Silicon oxide /nitride
• High-k dielectrics
• Polymers
• Self-assembled monolayers
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a passivated, bottom gate thin-film transistor,
and visualization of the materials most commonly used in flexible
electronics.
transistor including numerous materials which are usable for the fabrication of flexible electronics is given in Fig. 1.1.
Flexible Substrates: The thickness, the surface roughness and the
stability of the substrate influence the bendability, the fabrication, and
the performance of the electronic devices fabricated on them [24, 25].
Concerning the potential commercialization, the costs of the substrate
also has to be considered. A possible low cost material is paper [26],
which is cheap, but also has a surface roughness between 0.4 µm and
20 µm [27]. Organic TFT have also been fabricated on conventional
banknotes [28]. An alternative substrate is metal foil with a thickness
around 100 µm. Metal foils can withstand high temperatures >650 ◦C
[29], but have to be electrically insulated by an additional coating [30].
The most common substrates for flexible electronics are polymers. Numerous polymers like polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) or polyethylene terephthalate (PET) can be used for the fabrication of electronic
devices [31]. Many polymers suffer from a low glass transition temperature around 100 ◦C [32]. An exception is polyimide which has a
higher glass transition temperature around 300 ◦C [33]. Additionally,
polyimide is not attacked by etchants and solvents needed during the
fabrication process. Therefore electronic devices on polyimide in gen-
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eral exhibit a better electrical performance than devices fabricated on
other polymers. At the same time polyimide has limited light transmittance (absorbance ≈200 cm−1 at a wavelength of 405 nm [34]).
Conductive layers: Contacts and interconnection lines can either be
done by metals which can be vacuum deposited from the bulk [35],
or spin coated and printed using a solution of nano particles [36].
Alternative materials which exhibit higher resistivities than metals are
conductive polymers like PEDOT:PSS [37], conductive oxides like ITO
[38], or materials like solution processed graphene [20].
Isolators: The most common insulators for flexible electronics are
low temperature PECVD deposited silicon oxide or silicon nitride [22].
The transconductance of TFTs can be increased by the use of high-k
gate dielectrics like aluminum oxide or hafnium oxide, which exhibit
dielectric constants r up to 30 [39]. Additionally, polymers can be used
to insulate the gate contact of a transistor, but these insulators provide
lower capacitance values. This is due to the compared to inorganic
materials reduced r and in general increased layer thickness [40]. One
promising approach to fabricate organic layers with a high specific
capacitance could be the use of self-assembled monolayers [41], or a
hybrid silicon dioxide /silicone polymer [42].
Semiconducting materials: The performance of flexible electronic
devices, especially thin-film transistors, is to a large extent determined
by the properties of the employed semiconductor. In particular a large
carrier mobility is important for the DC and AC performance. At the
same time, high carrier mobilities are normally correlated with a high
semiconductor crystallinity [43], and hence deposition or annealing
temperatures which are not compatible with flexible plastic substrates
[44]. Beside the possibility of transferring single crystalline semiconductor membranes or thin chips to flexible foils [12], the deposition of
the semiconductor has to be done at temperatures <300 ◦C [22].
Silicon is used to fabricate large scale electronics like display backplanes. Low temperature deposited silicon results in amorphous layers
with a reduced carrier mobility around 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 [45]. An advantage
of amorphous silicon is that it can be doped to fabricate n- and p-type
semiconducting layers [46].
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Nanowires made from carbon or other semiconductors can be prepared at higher temperatures and afterwards solution processed [47].
The high mobility in single nanowires potentially enables flexible semiconductor layers with mobilities similar to the mobility of crystalline
semiconductors, but the often random nanowire alignment can lead to
a reduced mobility <1 cm2 V−1 s−1 [48].
P-type semiconducting polymers can be deposited at room temperature using by e.g. spin coating or evaporation processes. Due to the
weak intermolecular interactions between the molecules, the mobilites
in semiconducting polymers are normally <1 cm2 V−1 s−1 [49]. Higher
hole mobilities up to 8 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been demonstrated with smallmolecules like C10-DNTT [50]. Furthermore, recent developments also
enabled electron mobilities around 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 in n-type organic semiconductors [51]. However, the instability of organic semiconductors
under ambient conditions causes parameter changes (e.g. threshold
voltage shifts >5 V), and has to be improved prior to a commercial
application [52].
Since 2004 oxide semiconductors emerged as possible semiconductors for flexible electronics [7, 53]. N-type material like Zinc-Oxide [54],
Zinc-Tin-Oxide [55], Cadmium-Indium-Antimony-Oxide [56], and in
particular Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide [7] can be deposited at room
temperature and exhibit carrier mobilities above 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 . While
grain boundaries in polycrystalline oxides like ZnO cause mobility
variations on a substrate [57], amorphous materials like IGZO result
in uniform layers. Similar to organic semiconductors, oxide semiconductors have the drawback that n- and p-type materials are not available with similar performance [58]. Nevertheless recent developments
showed oxidic p-type materials like cuprous oxide (Cu2 O) with improved hole mobilities of 3.9 cm2 V−1 s−1 [59]. Compared to amorphous
silicon, amorphous oxide semiconductors also have a better electrically stability. This is due to the (compared with amorphous silicon)
reduced tailing state and deep level state density [60].
An additional, more exotic way to deposit a semiconductor on a
flexible substrate, which is not compatible with large scale processing,
is the exfoliation of two-dimensional semiconductors. In contrast to
graphene, transition-metal dichalcogenides like molybdenum disulfide MoS2 exhibit a bandgap, and are therefore suited for the fabrication of transistors. While it is not yet clear what mobility values can be
expected from MoS2 TFTs [61, 62], mobilities up to 30 cm2 V−1 s−1 have
been demonstrated in MoS2 TFTs on flexible substrates [63].
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Overall, amorphous oxide semiconductors have the most beneficial
properties for the fabrication of large scale electronics at low temperatures. Consequently, the commercial fabrication of IGZO backplanes
for high resolution displays started in 2012 [64].
1.2.2 Flexible devices
Already before the first realization of a bipolar transistor, the field effect
transistor concept was proposed in 1930 [65]. Field effect transistors can
be fabricated by stacking material layer with nanometer scale thicknesses. Thin-film transistors have an increased mechanical flexibility
and a smaller material consumption, when compared to transistors
fabricated with bulk semiconductors. Therefore thin-film transistors
are well suited for the fabrication of flexible large scale electronics.
Hence, the first flexible TFT based on Tellurium and fabricated on
paper was demonstrated already in 1968 [9]. Nowadays, oxide semiconductors provided the most favorable tradeoff between electrical
performance, mechanical flexibility, as well as compatibility with large
area and low temperature fabrication techniques of all semiconductors
for flexible electronics. Therefore, the following two sections focus on
oxide semiconductor based TFTs.
IGZO based TFTs
TFTs with IGZO as channel material can be fabricated directly on free
standing plastic substrates [7]. IGZO can be deposited by e.g. sputtering [7], spin coating [66], or pulsed laser deposition [67], whereas room
temperature RF magnetron sputtering is the most common deposition
method. State-of-the art flexible n-type IGZO TFTs can be designed
to operate at voltages ≤5 V with an average threshold voltage around
0.5 V, an effective carrier mobility around 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 , subthreshold
swings below 100 mV/decade and on-off current ratios up to 1010 [68].
At the same time mobilities of 160 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been demonstrated
for IGZO TFTs with a calcium reduction layer fabricated on Si [69].
Other possibilities to improve the TFTs properties are the following:
The electrical performance and the stability of IGZO TFTs can be
improved by a post-annealing step at a temperature around 300 ◦C
[70].
The use of high-k dielectrics like hafnium oxide (r ≈30 [71]) can
increase the gate capacitance [72] and, depending on the deposition
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method, also improve the interface between IGZO and gate insulator
leading to a reduced interface trap density [73]. A widely used gate
insulator in flexible IGZO TFTs is ALD deposited Al2 O3 , because this
material shows a low pinhole density, can be grown at temperatures
below 150 ◦C, and has a dielectric constant close to 10 [74].
IGZO TFTs are affected by ambient conditions like the humidity
[75]. The passivation and encapsulation of the IGZO layer in bottom
gate TFTs (using materials like SiOx , TiOx or Al2 O3 ) can prevent the
penetration of water into the IGZO and hence improve the electrical
stability under gate bias stress [76, 77]. Additionally, the passivation of
the IGZO surface can also improve the device performance, in particular the subthreshold swing [78].
Typical IGZO TFTs with metallic source and drain contacts exhibit
contact resistances in the order of 2 × 105 Ω µm−1 . This value can be
lowered by the use of an suitable source /drain contact metal, whereas
Cu is an appropriate choice [79]. Furthermore the contact resistance
has been reduced by plasma treatment [80], or doping of the IGZO in
the source /drain contact region with Hydrogen [81]. This measures
can decrease the resistivity of IGZO by 4 orders of magnitude, and
thereby also reduce the contact resistances.
Besides the possibility of changing or modifying the material properties, improved TFT structures can be adopted to enable better device
performances:
Self-alignment of the source and drain contacts has been used to
realize flexible IGZO TFTs with a channel length of 4 µm, and overlap length down to 0.89 µm on glass [82]. Similar to standard silicon
technology, self-alignment can be done by doping the semiconductor to fabricate source and drain contacts [83]. At the same time the
transparency of IGZO also allows the use of backside illumination
techniques [84].
Double gate structures either with two independent bottom and top
gates, or one connected double gate contact have been used to increase
the coupling between the gate and the IGZO channel [85]. Even an
additional, floating gate contact can be used to tune the threshold
voltage of IGZO TFTs [86]. Double gate geometries can also be used
to improve the stability of IGZO TFTs by a better encapsulation of the
IGZO layer [87].
Furthermore, IGZO TFTs can be entirely transparent if the metallic
contacts are replaced by a transparent and conductive material like
Indium-Tin-Oxide [88].
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IGZO TFT based circuits
The operation frequency of n-type IGZO TFTs, and the yield of the fabrication process is often demonstrated by ring oscillators, here typical
propagation delay values per inverter stage are ≈0.5 µs -1 µs [17, 30].
Ring oscillators fabricated with self-aligned IGZO TFTs at the same
time exhibit propagation delay values down to 17 ns per stage [82].
Ring oscillators have only limited application possibilities; therefore
the fabrication of digital and analog circuits is much more important.
Since one of the targeted applications for IGZO TFTs, are display backplanes, driving circuits are an active field of research [89]. In contrast to
other circuits like amplifiers, operation frequencies around 100 Hz are
sufficiently high for display backplanes [90]. Due to this small operation frequencies, the fabrication of complete, IGZO TFT driven, active
matrix displays was already demonstrated [91].
Digital circuits like inverters, NAND and NOR gates operated at
frequencies up to 5 kHz have been presented [92]. Based on these elements, also more complex digital circuits such as a shift register [93]
were realized on rigid substrates.
Due to the high requirements concerning device performance and
stability, there are only few IGZO based analog circuits. A RFID chip
based on more than 1000 IGZO TFTs [94], and a DC-DC converter operated at a clock frequency of 1 MHz were fabricated on glass substrate.
The to our knowledge only analog IGZO circuit on a flexible substrate
was demonstrated by our own group at the Electronics Laboratory.
This circuit was a transimpedance amplifier with a cutoff frequency of
≈8 kHz and a current-to-voltage gain of 86.5 dB [95].
The problem of a missing complimentary oxide semiconductor in
addition to n-type IGZO was tackled by the investigation of hybrid
complimentary circuits based on IGZO in combination with organic ptype semiconductor. Vertically-stacked complementary inverters using
n-type IGZO and p-type pentacene could be operated with a supply
voltage of 5 V, and exhibited a voltage gain of 61 [96]. Besides complimentary circuits, IGZO TFT based circuits using ‘pseudo’ CMOS
designs [97], and n-type dual gate TFTs [98], can achieve improved
circuit performance. Nevertheless, recently developed materials and
deposition techniques also enabled the fabrication of the first purely
oxidic complimentary circuits using IGZO and e.g. p-type SnO, which
resulted in CMOS inverters on paper (in this case also the gate insulator
is paper) [99].
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1.2.3 Bendability of flexible devices
The bendability of flexible electronic devices strongly depends on the
thickness of the devices. This is the reason why the bendability of
thinned Si wafers is normally limited to bending radii around 10 mm
[100]. Additionally, the ductility of the employed materials influences
the minimum bending radius. Hence, ductile organic TFTs are more
flexible than TFTs based on brittle inorganic materials. The impact of
mechanical strain on performance parameters like the effective mobility and the threshold voltage of TFTs depends on the particularly used
semiconductor. Even within the class of oxide semiconductors large
differences concerning the bendability can occur. Our group showed
already in the past that, polycrystalline ZnO based TFT are strongly
affected by bending, whereas amorphous IGZO TFTs show only small
changes of the performance parameters [101] while bend. IGZO TFTs
on flexible substrates can normally be bent to radii in the order of 4 mm
[30]. Here, tensile mechanical strain of ≈1 % increases the effective mobility of IGZO TFTs by ≈5 %, and decreases the threshold voltage by
up to 250 mV [102].
The influence of bending on the operation frequency is normally
investigated using ring oscillators. The increased mobility of IGZO
TFTs under tensile mechanical strain causes an enhancement of the
oscillation frequency of IGZO ring oscillators by up to 9 % when bent
to a radius of 4 mm [30]. The under strain changed effective mobility also changed the gain and the cutoff frequency of a flexible IGZO
based transimpedance amplifier. A bending radius of 5 mm reduced
the transimpedance gain by 1 dB Ω and increased the cutoff frequency
from 8.38 kHz to 9.83 kHz [95]. Furthermore, also digital circuits under
mechanical strain have been presented. Encapsulated organic inverters could be bent to a radius of 100 µm [103], Additionally, inverters, NAND and NOR gates based on nanocarbon and fabricated on
a 300 µm thick substrate survived tensile strain of 50 % induced by
bending to a radius of 8 mm [104]. At the same time inverters made
from pentacene and IGZO could only be strained to a value of 1.25 %
(radius: 5 mm) [102]. In addition, a-Si:H inverters were also three dimensionally deformed to a spherical dome with a 66◦ field of view
[105].
A reduction of the minimal bending radius of flexible TFTs in general and IGZO TFTs in particular is possible by the use of materials with
a higher ductilities or mechanical strength and by a reduction of the,
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by bending induced, strain in the device. The following approaches
were demonstrated:
• Encapsulation of the devices using a material layer with similar
thickness and Young’s modulus as the substrate shifts the neutral strain axis towards the devices and thereby enables smaller
bending radii. This approach has been used to bent IGZO TFTs
(demonstrated at the Electronics Laboratory, ETH Zurich) [106]
as well as organic TFTs [103] to radii in the order of 100 µm.
• Since the substrate is nearly always the thickest material layer of a
flexible TFT, it determines the strain which is induces by bending
[107]. Hence a reduction of the substrate thickness results in a
reduction of the mechanical strain and smaller bending radii.
Polysilicon TFTs fabricated on a 8 µm thin polyimide foil could
be bent to a radius of 1 mm [108]. Organic transistors have even
been fabricated without substrate (here the gate insulator acts as
mechanical support) and bent to a radius of 5 µm [109].
• A hybrid silicon dioxide /silicone polymer gate insulator with a
high ductility is presented in [42]. Amorphous silicon TFTs based
on this gate insulator could be bent to down to 0.5 mm radius in
tension and down to 1 mm radius in compression. Additionally,
TFTs made from a hybrid Indium-Zinc-Oxide /carbon nanotube
composite stayed operational when bent to a radius of 0.7 mm
[110]. This is because the carbon nanotubes reinforced the oxide
semiconductor, and led to a higher mechanical strength.
• It has also been demonstrated that patterning of material layers
can successfully prevent propagation of cracks and lead to more
strain resistive layers [111]. This concept led to a reduction of the
failure rate of bent (radius: 5 mm) ZnO TFTs by nearly 50 % [112].
• TFTs on flexible substrates can also be fabricated on ridges islands [113, 105] or locally protected by a stiff material layer [114].
These results have partially been reported by our group at the
Electronics Laboratory. In this case the TFTs are not exposed to
strain, but depending on the fill factor of the rigid areas, the
overall bendability of the flexible electronic is reduced.
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1.3 Objectives
This thesis discusses the fabrication and the properties of flexible electronics based on oxide semiconductors. The first objective focuses on
the electrical properties of IGZO TFTs and how the device structure and
the manufacturing process can be modified to increase the transconductance and transit frequency of flexible IGZO TFTs. Additionally,
the use of p-type semiconducting NiO for oxide electronics is explored.
The following two objectives deal with the influence of strain induced
by bending: The second objective is on the measurement of electronic
devices while bent, and discusses the strain induced parameter shift of
flexible IGZO TFTs, as well as their minimum bending radius. The formation of cracks which is the dominant failure mechanisms under high
mechanical strain is studied in the third objective. Here, approaches
to reduce the minimum possible bending radius are also verified. In
the last objective, the application of IGZO TFTs in integrated circuits
is discussed, and the properties of these circuits are investigated.
1.3.1 Electrical performance of flexible oxide semiconductor based
electronic devices
The fabrication and hence the electrical performance of electronics
on free-standing plastic foils is affected by several substrate specific
limitations like the mechanical instability or the low temperature resistance of plastic substrates. Simultaneously, flexible devices have to
fulfill certain requirements e.g. a as high as possible drain current for
the fabrication of display driving circuits, or an maximized transconductance and transit frequency for the fabrication of amplifiers..
In this thesis the following research questions concerning the electrical performance of flexible electronic devices based on oxide semiconductors are discussed:
• Which properties of flexible substrates limit the miniaturization
and electrical performance of TFTs on free-standing plastic substrates?
• How can the gate capacitance and therefore the transconductance
of flexible TFTs be increased?
• Can the channel length of TFTs fabricated on free-standing plastic
foil be scaled into the submicron regime?
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• How can the overlap capacities of a flexible TFT be reduced?
• What is a suitable p-type semiconductor for flexible oxide electronics?
1.3.2 Influence of mechanical strain
The full potential of flexible electronics can only be utilized if the
devices are deformable or mounted on a curved surface. Bending of
the devices at the same time induces mechanical strain which can
influence the device performance, and ultimately lead to permanent
device failure. Concerning the application of flexible electronics, it
is important to understand the origin and the magnitude of the strain
induced performance parameter shifts of flexible devices. Additionally,
it has to be known up to which value the devices can be strained.
Furthermore, roll to roll fabrication techniques can only be applied if
the devices survive the strain induced during the fabrication process.
The following research questions are investigated within this thesis,
aiming at the evaluation of the influence of mechanical strain on flexible
electronic devices:
• How can the influence of strain on flexible electronics be measured?
• What is the effect of mechanical strain on the performance parameters of flexible IGZO TFTs?
• Is there a difference between tensile and compressive strain?
• What is the maximum strain at which flexible IGZO TFTs can be
operated?
• How does repeated bending and reflattening affect flexible IGZO
TFTs?
1.3.3 Maximum bendability of transistors
The robustness and the number of possible applications of flexible
transistors increase with their bendability. TFTs based on oxide semiconductors exhibit a reduced flexibility when compared to organic
TFTs. Applications like smart textiles require ways to enable smaller
bending radii of IGZO TFTs. Since the bendability of IGZO TFTs is
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limited by the strain induced formation of cracks in the TFT stack, either the ductility of the TFT has to be increased or the strain at a given
bending radius has be decreased.
Answers to the following research questions will be given in this
thesis, and TFTs with improved flexibility will be demonstrated:
• What are suitable approaches to reduce the mechanical strain in
bent electronic devices?
• Which layer of the device stack is responsible for the formation
of cracks under bending?
• Can the ductility of the IGZO TFT stack be improved, without
degenerating the electrical device performance?
• Is the reduction of the substrate thickness a suitable way to increase the flexibility of IGZO TFTs?
1.3.4 Flexible circuits
Commercially available flexible electronics will not only incorporate
single transistors but requires integrated circuits. Here, digital circuits
e.g. to store data, and analog amplifiers for sensor readouts or signal transmission are requested. However, challenges related to the
comparatively small transconductance and operation frequency (in
contrast to standard semiconductor technologies), and the fact that no
commercial design tools are available, have to be handled.
In this thesis, the following research questions concerning the application of flexible IGZO TFTs are addressed:
• How can the influence of strain on the performance of circuits be
minimized?
• Is it possible to fabricate flexible integrated circuits using IGZO
TFTs?
• Can flexible IGZO based circuits operate in the megahertz
regime?
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1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured into ten chapters. In chapter 2, a summary
of the achievements, the limitations, a conclusion of the work as well
as an outlook of possible future research directions can be found. In
chapters 3 to 10, scientific publications according to the order in Table
1.1 are presented. Fig. 1.2 visualizes the structure of the thesis and
indicates the relation of the single scientific publications to each other.
In chapter 3 flexible IGZO TFTs and ways to improve their DC performance are presented. Chapter 4 introduces a custom build bending
tester able to characterize TFTs while bent. The influence of mechanical
strain on IGZO TFTs is quantified and explained in Chapter 5. Chapters 6 and 7 describe two possible ways to prevent the formation of
cracks in flexible IGZO TFTs and thereby enable smaller bending radii.
Design rules for the fabrication of flexible circuits based on IGZO TFTs
are given in Chapter 8. Applications of these design rules are given
in the last two Chapters. Chapter 9 shows an integrated flexible 1bit SRAM element, and Chapter 10 demonstrates bendable amplifier
circuits.
Single TFTs
Device
Structure

Influence
Application

Compensation

Mechanical
strain

Circuits

Flexible IGZO TFTs
Chapter: 3

Bending of flexible IGZO TFTs
Chapter: 4
Influence of mechanical strain
Chapter: 5

TFTs on a thin membrane
Chapter: 6
TFTs based on ductile materials
Chapter: 7

Design of strain resistive circuits
Chapter: 8

Flexible digital circuits: SRAM
Chapter: 9
Flexible analog amplifers
Chapter: 10

Figure 1.2: Outline of the thesis, structured into ten chapters.
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Table 1.1: Publications and their corresponding sections in this thesis.

Chapter

Publication

3

Flexible double gate a-IGZO TFT fabricated on free
standing polyimide foil
N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, L. Petti, T. Kinkeldei, G.A. Salvatore, and G. Tröster
Solid-State Electronics, 84, pp. 198–204, 2013.

4

Testing of flexible InGaZnO-based thin-film transistors
under mechanical strain
N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and G. Tröster
The European Physical Journal Applied Physics, 55 (2), pp.
23904-p1–23904-p5, 2011.

5

The Effects of Mechanical Bending and Illumination on
the Performance of Flexible IGZO TFTs
N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and G. Tröster
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, 58 (7), pp. 2041–2048,
2011.

6

InGaZnO TFTs on a Flexible Membrane Transferred to
a Curved Surface with a Radius of 2 mm
N. Münzenrieder, G.A. Salvatore, T. Kinkeldei, L. Petti, C. Zysset, L. Büthe, and G. Tröster
71st Device Research Conference, DRC, Notre Dame, USA,
pp. 165–166, 2013.

7

Investigation of gate material ductility enables flexible
a-IGZO TFTs bendable to a radius of 1.7 mm
N. Münzenrieder, L. Petti, C. Zysset, D. Görk, L. Büthe,
G.A. Salvatore, and G. Tröster
43rd European Solid-State Device Research Conference, ESSDERC13, Bucharest, Romania, pp. 362–365, 2013
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8

Design rules for IGZO logic gates on plastic foil enabling
operation at bending radii of 3.5 mm
N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, and G. Tröster
IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, 59 (8), pp. 2153–2159,
2012.

9

A flexible InGaZnO based 1-bit SRAM under mechanical strain
N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, K. Cherenack, and
G. Tröster
Semiconductor Conference Dresden, SCD, Dresden, Germany, pp. 1–4, 2011.

10

Flexible a-IGZO TFT amplifier fabricated on a free
standing polyimide foil operating at 1.2 MHz while bent
to a radius of 5 mm
N. Münzenrieder, L. Petti, C. Zysset, G.A. Salvatore,
T. Kinkeldei, C. Perumal, C. Carta, F. Ellinger, and G. Tröster
IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting, IEDM, SanFrancisco, USA, pp. 5.2.1 - 5.2.4, 2012

1.5 Additional Publications
The following publications have been written in addition to those
presented in this thesis:
• K. Cherenack, N. Münzenrieder, and G. Tröster. Impact of Mechanical Bending on ZnO and IGZO Thin-Film Transistors. In
IEEE Electron Device Letters, 31 (11), pages 1254–1256, 2010.
• K. Cherenack, C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, N. Münzenrieder, and
G. Tröster. Wearable Electronics: Woven Electronic Fibers with
Sensing and Display Functions for Smart Textiles. In Advanced
Materials, 22 (45), page 5071, 2010.
• N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and G. Tröster. Testing of
InGaZnO TFTs under applied compressive strain. Plastic Electronics, Dresden, Germany, 2010.
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• N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and G. Tröster. Testing of flexible IGZO based TFTs under mechanical strain. 3rd International
Symposium on Flexible Organic Electronics, Halkidiki, Greece, 2010.
• C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, K. Cherenack, N. Münzenrieder, and
G. Tröster. Verwebbare Elektronik. MikroSytemTechnik Kongress,
2011.
• T. Kinkeldei, N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, K. Cherenack, and
G. Tröster. Encapsulation for Flexible Electronic Devices. In Electron Device Letters, 32 (12), pages 1743–1745, 2011.
• C. Zysset, N. Münzenrieder, T. Kinkeldei, K. Cherenack, and
G. Tröster. Indium-gallium-zinc-oxide based mechanically flexible transimpedance amplifier. In Electronics Letters, 47 (12), pages
691–692, 2011.
• N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and G. Tröster. Flexible
InGaZnO thin film transistors & The impact of tensile & compressive mechanical stress on a long time scale. 7th International
Thin-Film Transistor Conference (ITC), Cambridge, United Kingdom, 2011.
• T. Kinkeldei, C. Zysset, N. Münzenrieder, and G. Tröster. Influence of Flexible Substrate Materials on the Performance of Polymer Composite Gas Sensors. In International Meeting on Chemical
Sensors, Nürnberg, Germany, 2012.
• T. Kinkeldei, C. Zysset, N. Münzenrieder, L. Petti, and G. Tröster.
In Tube Integrated Electronic Nose System on a Flexible Polymer
Substrate. In Sensors, 12 (10), pages 13684–13693, 2012.
• C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and
G. Tröster. Integration Method for Electronics in Woven Textiles.
In IEEE Transactions on Components, Packaging, and Manufacturing
Technology, 2 (7), pages 1107–1117, 2012.
• T. Kinkeldei, C. Zysset, N. Münzenrieder, and G. Tröster. An electronic nose on flexible substrates integrated into a smart textile.
In Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, 174, pages 81–86, 2012.
• C. Zysset, N. Münzenrieder, T. Kinkeldei, K. Cherenack, and
G. Tröster. A Woven Active-Matrix Display. In IEEE Transactions
on Electron Devices, 59 (3), pages 721–727, 2012.
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• N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, L. Petti, G.A. Salvatore, and G. Tröster. Mechanically Flexible Double Gate a-IGZO
TFTs. In 42nd European Solid-State Device Research Conference (ESSDERC12), Bordaux, France, pages 133–136, 2012.
• R. Erb, K. Cherenack, R. Stahel, R. Libanori, T. Kinkeldei,
N. Münzenrieder, G. Tröster and A. Studart. Locally Reinforced
Polymer-Based Composites for Elastic Electronics. In ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 4 (6), pages 2860–2864, 2012.
• T. Kinkeldei, C. Zysset, N. Münzenrieder, and G. Tröster. The
influence of bending on the performance of flexible carbon
black/polymer composite gas sensors. In Journal of Polymer Science
Part B: Polymer Physics, 51 (5), pages 329–336, 2013.
• L. Petti, N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, G.A. Salvatore,
and G. Tröster. Influence of Mechanical Strain on Flexible IGZOBased Ferroelectric Memory TFTs. In 9th International Thin-Film
Transistor Conference (ITC), Tokyo, Japan, 2013.
• C. Zysset, T. Kinkeldei, N. Münzenrieder, K. Cherenack, and
G. Tröster. Fabrication technologies for the integration of thinfilm electronics into smart textiles, in Multidisciplinary know-how
for smart-textiles developers, ed. T. Kirstein, Cambridge: Woodhead
Publishing, 2013.
• N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, L. Petti, T. Kinkeldei, G.A. Salvatore,
and G. Tröster. Room temperature fabricated flexible NiO/IGZO
pn diode under mechanical strain. In Solid-State Electronics, 87,
pages 17–20, 2013.
• C. Zysset, N. Nasseri, L. Büthe, N. Münzenrieder, T. Kinkeldei,
L. Petti, S. Kleiser, G. Salvatore, M. Wolf, and G. Tröster. Textile Integrated Sensors and Actuators for Near-Infrared Spectroscopy.
In Optics Express, 21 (3), pages 3213–3224, 2013.
• R. Shabanpour, K. Ishida, C. Perumal, B.K. Boroujeni, T. Meister, C. Carta, F. Ellinger, L. Petti, N. Münzenrieder, G.A. Salvatore, and G. Tröster. A 2.62 MHz 762 µW Cascode Amplifier in
Flexible a-IGZO Thin-Film Technology for Textile and WearableElectronics Applications. In International Semiconductor Conference
Dresden - Grenoble (ISCDG), Dresden, Germany, pages 1–4, 2013.
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• C. Perumal, K. Ishida, R. Shabanpour, B.K. Boroujeni, L. Petti,
N. Münzenrieder, G.A. Salvatore, C. Carta, G. Tröster, and
F. Ellinger. A Compact a-IGZO TFT Model Based on MOSFET
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2.1 Contributions
2.1.1 Flexible IGZO TFTs
Thin-film transistors (TFTs) based on Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide
(IGZO) have been fabricated on free standing polyimide foil. Their
device structure and electrical properties are described in the following section. Additionally, possibilities to improve the performance of
these TFTs are presented.
a) Device structure
The inverted-staggered and passivated bottom-gate TFT geometry
used to fabricate flexible IGZO transistors is shown in Fig.2.1. If not
mentioned otherwise all TFTs presented in this thesis are fabricated by
standard UV lithography using five photolithography masks, and are
based on the following materials:
25 nm Al2O3 passivation
10 nm Ti / 60nm Au
source- / drain contacts
15 nm a-IGZO
25 nm Al2O3 gate isolator
35 nm Cr gate contact
50 µm flexible substrate
50 nm SiNx adhesion layer

Figure 2.1: Photograph of a fully processed flexible substrate with
IGZO TFTs, and schematic cross section of the passivated, invertedstaggered, bottom-gate IGZO TFTs.
As substrate a 50 µm thick polyimide foil (Kapton E from DuPont)
was used.
50 nm thick PECVD deposited SiNx layers on both sides of the
substrate increased the adhesion between the substrate and all other
material layers, and also reduced the outgassing of the substrate during
the fabrication process.
Since Chromium provides a better adhesion than the most other
metals, and can easily be structured by wet etching, evaporated Cr
was used to fabricate the 35 nm thick bottom gate contact.
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As gate insulator 25 nm ALD deposited Al2 O3 was used. This material layer is conformal, provides a high dielectric constant (r =9.5)
and a low pinhole density. The ALD deposition temperature of 150 ◦C
is the highest temperature during the TFT fabrication process.
Room temperature RF magnetron sputtered 15 nm thick amorphous IGZO served as semiconductor.
Source and drain contacts were made from evaporated 10 nm Ti
and 60 nm Au. Here, Ti acts as adhesion layer and Au provides a high
electrical conductivity.
Passivation of the device was done by additional 25 nm ALD deposited Al2 O3 .
The manufacturing process is described in section 5.2 (page 123),
and was optimized concerning: device performance, low temperature
fabrication, thicknesses of brittle material layers, and adhesion between different material layers aiming at electrical performance, long
term reliability and bendability.
b) Electrical performance of flexible IGZO TFTs
IGZO TFTs have been electrically characterized according to their
DC performance (e.g. chapter five, page 121), stability (chapter
three, page 83), capacitance, and AC performance (both chapter ten,
page 203).
IGZO TFT DC performance: Typical IDS -VGS transfer and IDS VDS output characteristics of an IGZO TFT with a W/L ratio of
280 µm/10 µm, measured under ambient conditions, are shown in
Fig. 2.2. Based on this measurements a linear field effect mobility µlin of 15 cm2 V−1 s−1 , a saturation field effect mobility µsat of
15 cm2 V−1 s−1 , a threshold voltage Vth of 1 V, an on/off current ratio
>9 × 108 , a subthreshold swing (inverse of the subthreshold slope) SS
of 120 mV/decade, and a transconductance gm (at VGS =5 V) of 650 µS
was extrapolated using the Shichman–Hodges model of the TFT current.
The following two paragraphs describe the improvement of the
IGZO TFT DC performance (higher transconductance, smaller subthreshold swing) by an increase of the transistor channel capacitance.
The channel capacitance can be increased by the use of a gate insulator
with a higher dielectric constant, or by a change of the geometrical
properties (thinner insulator thickness, higher effective area). Since
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Figure 2.2: Typical IGZO TFT transfer characteristic measured at
source–drain voltages of 0.1 V (linear regime) and 5 V (saturation
regime). The inset shows the corresponding output characteristic.
Al2 O3 already exhibits a r of 9.5, and also forms a low trap density
interface with IGZO [1], the geometry of the TFTs was changed.
Reduction of the gate insulator thickness: The high conformability, and low pinhole density of ALD deposited Al2 O3 allows the
fabrication of flexible IGZO TFTs with a gate insulator thickness of
only 10 nm which is demonstrated in chapter three (page 83). Compared to TFTs with a 25 nm thick gate insulator (Fig. 10.4, page 208)
TFTs with 10 nm Al2 O3 exhibit a by a factor 2.7 increased gate capacitance (9.4 fFµm−2 instead of 3.4 fFµm−2 ). The resulting reduction of the
subthreshold swing to 84 mV/decade is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Flexible double gate TFTs: Since a further decrease of the gate insulator thickness (below 10 nm) is expected to increase the gate leakage
current and decrease the yield, the double gate concept (described in
chapter three, page 83) was applied to flexible IGZO TFTs. The bottom
and the top gate were electrically connected to form an IGZO TFT controllable with a single gate voltage, and thereby ensures comparability
with standard TFT designs. The inset of Fig. 2.4 shows the modified device structure. The increased gate area of the double gate TFTs results
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Figure 2.3: Extracted subthreshold swing (∂ logIDS /∂ VGS )−1 of flexible
IGZO TFTs with 25 nm and 10 nm thick Al2 O3 gate insulator, as well
as of double gate TFTs.
in a gate capacitance CG of 17.1 fFµm−2 in the on regime. At the same
time, the gate capacitance of the corresponding bottom gate reference
TFT, with identical layer structure, is 9.4 fFµm−2 . This corresponds to
an by ≈78 % increased CG of the double gate TFT, as shown in Fig. 3.4
(page 90). This capacitance increase results in a subthreshold swing of
69 mV/decade (also shown in Fig. 2.3).
The transconductance values gm = ∂ IDS /∂ VGS of a bottom gate TFT
and a double gate TFT are shown in Fig. 2.4. The Figure also shows
the transconductance ratio between the two TFTs. The increased gate
capacitance due to the additional top gate, increases gm from 364 µS to
700 µS. This corresponds to an increase of ≈92 %.
IGZO TFT AC performance: Chapter ten (page 203) describes that
for numerous applications, such as flexible radios the speed of the
utilized TFTs is a crucial parameter. One possibility to quantify the AC
performance of a field-effect transistor is the transit frequency ft which
is defined as the unity gain frequency of the small-signal current gain
h21 [2]:
µFE
gm
ft =
∝
2 · π · CG
L · (L + LOV )
Here, gm is the transconductance of the TFT, CG the gate capacitance, µFE the effective mobility, L the channel length, and LOV the
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50 nm Ti source- / drain contacts
15 nm a-IGZO
35 nm Ti
bottom gate contact
10 nm Al2O3 50 nm Cr
gate isolator top gate contact

50 µm
flexible substrate

Double gate TFT
Bottom gate TFT

Figure 2.4: Transconductance of an IGZO double gate TFT, and a bottom gate TFT (with identical layer structure), and the ratio between
the transconductance values of double and bottom gate TFT. The W/L
ratio is 280 µm/10 µm. The inset shows the device structure.
gate to source /drain overlap length. LOV is important since it determines the parasitic gate to source /drain overlap capacities and thereby
contributes to the gate capacitance.
While the mobility is determined by the IGZO semiconductor, the
structure sizes of the TFT have to account for the deformation of the
free-standing plastic substrate during the fabrication process (a substrate expansion of ≈25 µm was observed on a 7.6 cm × 7.6 cm polyimide foil). These deformations require tolerances in the order of 10 µm
on the photolithography masks, and thereby limit the minimum gate to
source /drain overlap length to similar values.Additionally, the minimum feature size achievable by conventional photolithography (using
glass photolithography masks and a mask aligner) on flexible substrates limits the channel length of flexible TFTs [3] to values >2 µm,
leading to maximum ft values of flexible IGZO TFTs in the order of
10 MHz [4].
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d)

ℏw
h)

Figure 2.5: Manufacturing process flow of flexible, self-aligned IGZO
TFTs. a) deposition and structuring of the Ti gate, b) deposition and
structuring of the Al2 O3 gate insulator and the IGZO semiconductor, c) backside illumination of photoresist, d) resist development, e)
evaporation of the Cr /Au top metallization, f) channel structuring by
lift-off, g) top metallization etching, h) Al2 O3 passivation deposition
and structuring.
TFTs with self-aligned source and drain contacts1 : Self-alignment
using backside illumination through the polyimide substrate is one
possibility to perform a layer structuring without critical photolithography mask alignment steps. Thereby, self-alignment techniques overcome the problems related to the deformation of flexible substrates,
and are able to reduce the channel length and the gate to source /drain
overlaps in large area TFT fabrication on flexible foils [5, 6], resulting
in higher TFT frequencies.
Self-aligned IGZO TFTs on flexible polyimide foil were manufactured as follows: First, a 50 nm thick SiNx adhesion and a 35 nm thick
Ti gate contact (Fig. 2.5a) were fabricated. Next, 25 nm of Al2 O3 (ALD),
and 15 nm of IGZO (RF magnetron sputtering) were deposited, and
structured by conventional photolithography (Figure 2.5b). Here, a
mask aligner was used to align the glass photolithography masks on
the substrate. To structure the TFT channel by self-alignment positive photoresist was spin-coated and illuminated through the back of
the semitransparent substrate. Here, the predefined, metallic gate contacts acted as photolithography mask (Fig. 2.5c). Because of the limited
1 This section is based on: N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, L. Petti, T. Kinkeldei, G.A. Salvatore, and G. Tröster, Flexible self-aligned amorphous InGaZnO thin-film transistors
with sub-micrometer channel length and a transit frequency of 135 MHz. In IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices, 60 (9), pages 2815–2820, 2013. c 2013 IEEE.
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Figure 2.6: a) SEM micrograph of a complete flexible IGZO TFT illustrating the employed Ground-Signal-Ground layout of the contact
pads. Damages of the contact pads originate from previous probe tip
placement. b) Enlargement of the channel region showing the lift-off
edges of the self-aligned source and drain contacts. (The sample was
tilted by ≈35 ◦C inside the SEM), c) top view of the channel, used to
determine the exact channel length and gate to source /drain overlaps.
transmittance of polyimide (absorbance ≈200 cm−1 at a wavelength of
405 nm [7]), the required illumination time, using the available UV
lamp, was 5 min. After the resist development a strip of photoresist
remained on top of the gate contact (Figure 2.5d). Since no glass photolithography mask alignment was necessary, no misalignment of the
resist strip can occur. Following the self-aligned lithography, 10 nm Cr
and 60 nm Au were deposited (e− -beam evaporation) on the substrate
(Fig. 2.5e). A lift-off was performed to remove the self-aligned photoresist and the Cr /Au metallization on top of the TFT gate electrodes, and
thereby define the TFT channel (Fig. 2.5f). The width of the TFTs and
the contact pads were structured by conventional lithography (glass
photolithography mask and mask aligner) and wet etching (Fig. 2.5g).
The fabrication process was finalized by the deposition and structuring
of a 25 nm thick Al2 O3 passivation layer (Fig. 2.5h).
A SEM micrograph of a complete TFT illustrating the employed
Ground-Signal-Ground (GSG) layout is shown in Fig. 2.6a. Magnifica-
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tions of the channel region (Fig. 2.6b and 2.6c) show the dimensions of
the TFT channel. The TFTs have a channel length of 0.5 µm (± ≈15 %)
and a gate to source /drain overlap of 1.55 µm. The overlap is caused by
the fact that the resist strip, structured by self-alignment, is narrower
than the gate contact itself. This is a result of the light scattering in the
resist, and the partially inhomogeneous light source used for backside
exposure. The Cr /Au residuals besides the TFT channel are a result of
the lift-off using the trapezoidal shaped self-aligned photoresist, but
do not harm the TFT operation. The 0.5 µm long, self-aligned TFTs
exhibits an effective mobility of 7.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , a threshold voltage of
0 V, a subthreshold swing of 0.13 V/decade and an on-off current ratio >109 . Compared to a 10 µm long TFT fabricated with conventional
photolithography (page 39), the effective mobility and the threshold
voltage are reduced. This is due to the following reasons: First, the
smaller channel resistance of the 0.5 µm long self-aligned TFT increases
the relative influence of the contact resistance and thereby reduces the
effective mobility. Second, the drain-induced barrier lowering shifts
the threshold voltage of the self-aligned short channel TFT to smaller
gate voltages.
If self-aligned TFTs are compared to flexible IGZO transistors fabricated using conventional lithography a decrease of the gate to source
/drain overlap length and therefore the total gate capacitance was observed. Fig. 2.7 compares the normalized gate capacitance of a selfaligned and a conventional flexible IGZO TFT. Since conventional TFTs
with channel length <1 µm could not be fabricated on polyimide foil,
both TFTs have a channel length of 1 µm. Self-alignment decreased
the total gate to source /drain overlap from 8 µm to 3.1 µm, this corresponds to a reduction of the total gate length (channel length and
gate to source /drain overlaps) by 54 %. The gate capacitance is reduced from 55 fF µm−1 to 41 fF µm−1 (-26 %). The difference between
gate length reduction, and gate capacitance reduction can be explained
by fringe effects, e.g. caused by the Cr /Au residuals besides the TFT
channel.
The AC characteristic of the shortest fabricated self-aligned TFTs
(channel length 0.5 µm) was characterized by S-parameter measurements. Fig. 2.8a shows a photograph of a tensile bent substrate (r
=3.5 mm) connected to a network analyzer, including a micrograph of
a bent TFT contacted with 2 GSG probe tips. The current-gain h21 of
a TFT measured while flat and bent is plotted in Figure 2.8b. From
this plot, the transit frequency of the self-aligned flexible IGZO TFTs
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Figure 2.7: Gate capacitance of flexible TFTs (fabricated using selfalignment and conventional lithography). The reduced gate overlap
(inset) of self-aligned TFTs leads to a decrease of the overlap capacities
and therefore to a decrease of the total gate capacitance.
(unity gain frequency of |h21 |) was extracted to be 135 MHz in the
flat case, and 138 MHz while bent to a radius of 3.5 mm ( ≈0.7 %). The
demonstrated frequency performance enables flexible electronic applications, in frequency domains hardly achievable with conventionally
fabricated IGZO TFTs.
Self-aligned double gate TFTs: While a double gate structure can
improve the DC performance of flexible IGZO TFTs, self-alignment of
the source and drain contacts is a suitable way to decrease the parasitic overlap capacities and thereby enable higher transit frequencies. A combination of the self-alignment and double gate approaches
promises to enable flexible IGZO TFTs with superior DC and AC behavior. Since the bottom and the top gate of a double gate TFT contribute to the gate capacitance in the same way, all lithography steps
influencing the source /drain to (bottom and top) gate overlaps have to
be done by self-alignment. In the case of flexible IGZO TFTs this calls
for self-aligned source, drain and top gate contacts. Self-alignment of
the top gate contact using negative photoresist and backside alignment
requires transparent source and drain contacts (including transparent
source /drain contact pads and interconnections), otherwise the top
gate contact would form parasitic overlap capacities with the source
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Figure 2.8: a) Photograph of a polyimide substrate bent to a tensile
radius of 3.5 mm parallel to the TFT channel, and prepared for AC
characterization. A single bent TFT contacted by 2 GSG probe tips is
shown in the inset. b) Absolute value of h21 extracted from S-parameter
measurements conducted on a flat TFT (channel length: 0.5 µm), and
subsequently bent to a tensile radius of 3.5 mm ( ≈0.7 %).
/drain metallization. Therefore, the metallic source /drain contacts have
been replaced by transparent and conducting Indium-Tin-Oxide (ITO).
ITO was deposited by room temperature RF magnetron sputtering.
With the exception of the ITO source /drain contacts, the first part of
the self-aligned double gate TFTs fabrication was identical to the selfaligned TFT fabrication described in the previous section (page 43),
whereas the 25 nm thick Al2 O3 device passivation was used as second gate insulator for the self-aligned 60 nm thick Cu top gate. The
complete device structure is shown in Fig. 2.9a. Additionally, the ITO
source and drain contact pads have been coated with 50 nm of Ti to
improve the electrical contact during the TFT characterization.
Characteristics of a self-aligned double TFT, and a bottom gate
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Figure 2.9: a) Schematic of a self-aligned double gate IGZO TFT with
transparent ITO source /drain contacts. b) Transfer characteristics of
a self-aligned double and bottom gate TFT, both fabricated on the
same substrate using ITO source /drain contacts. The inset shows the
corresponding current gain measurements.
TFT with similar device structure (W/L ratio =45 µm/7.5 µm), both
fabricated on the same substrate are shown in Fig. 2.9b. The graph
shows the transfer characteristics measured in the saturation regime
and visualizes the improved device performance of the double gate
TFT: Maximum transconductance is increased from 82 µS to 138 µS
(+68 %), and subthreshold swing is decreased from 172 mV/decade to
109 mV/decade (-37 %).
The parasitic gate overlap capacitance is as low as 6.2 fF µm−1 , in
contrast to 320 fF µm−1 for non-self-aligned double gate TFTs with
10 nm Al2 O3 gate insulator (Fig. 3.4, page 90). Therefore self-aligned
double gate TFTs are able to operate in the megahertz regime. This
is demonstrated in the inset of Fig. 2.9b, were the self-aligned double
gate TFT exhibits an transit frequency of 5.6 MHz (this value is nearly
identical to a self-aligned bottom gate TFT with similar gate length,
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see also page 49).
Additionally, the self-aligned double gate TFTs stay fully functional
while bent, whereas the high brittleness of the ITO contacts limits the
minimum bending radius to values around 6 mm ( =0.4 %).

Transit frequency fT (MHz)

Scaling: An overview of the effect of channel length scaling on the
transit frequency is given in Fig. 2.10. Here, self-aligned bottom and
double gate TFTs are compared to conventionally fabricated bottom
gate IGZO TFTs (page 205) with different gate to source /drain overlaps.
A reduction of the gate to source /drain overlap and the channel length
to 4 µm and 1 µm increases the transit frequency of conventional (nonself-aligned) IGZO TFTs to 48 MHz. Within this thesis conventional
IGZO TFTs with channel length <1 µm were not fabricated on free
standing plastic foil, and was to our knowledge also not reported in
the past. Self-alignment could be used to fabricate TFTs with a channel
length of 0.5 µm and a transit frequency of 135 MHz.
100
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Self aligned bottom gate
Self aligned double gate
Conventional bottom gate
(overlap 4 µm)
Conventional bottom gate
(overlap 15 µm)
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Figure 2.10: Influence of channel length scaling on the measured transit frequency of conventionally fabricated flexible IGZO TFTs with
different source /drain overlaps, flexible self-aligned TFTs, and flexible self-aligned double gate TFTs with ITO source and drain contacts.
Due to the different TFT characteristics, different bias points had to be
used to maximize ft , whereas all measurement where performed in the
saturation region.
Measurements on flexible IGZO TFTs with different channel length
also show two constrains:
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• The measured ft values in Fig. 2.10 do not follow a 1/L2 relation expected from an ideal transistor which exactly follows the
Shichman–Hodges model and has no parasitic capacities. This
is due to the overlap capacities, but also because of the source
and drain contact resistances. The extracted contact resistance is
66 kΩ µm−1 (conventional TFTs), and 290 kΩ µm−1 (self-aligned
bottom gate TFTs). This increase is due to the following reasons:
First, the from 15 µm /4 µm to 1.55 µm decreased contact area
(identical to the gate to source and drain overlaps) of self-aligned
TFTs, and second a higher IGZO surface contamination under the
source /drain metallization (in particular resist leftovers) caused
by the self-aligned lithography. The contact resistance (which is
independent from the channel length) leads to a reduction of the
effective mobility in short channel TFTs and therefore to a less
distinguished increase of ft . The even higher contact resistance of
self-aligned double gate TFTs with ITO contacts also limits their
performance.
• Short channel effects decrease the output resistance gds of flexible
IGZO TFTs with decreasing channel length (independent of the
fabrication method). This leads to the fact that the gm /gds ratio
of self-aligned bottom gate TFTs is degraded from ≈40 (channel
length 10 µm) to values around 2 for TFTs with channel length
<1 µm. A small gm /gds ratio complicates the circuit design and
limits the e.g. the gain of amplifiers.

2.1.2 Bendability of flexible IGZO TFTs
A method to characterize flexible TFTs under mechanical strain is
presented. The influence of strain on the electrical performance and
the mechanical stability of flexible IGZO TFTs are discussed. Finally
methods to improve the flexibility and to enable smaller bending radii
of flexible IGZO TFTs are investigated.
a) Measurement of IGZO TFTs under strain
To characterize TFTs on flexible plastic foils while bent to arbitrary
tensile and compressive radii a custom build bending tester (Fig. 2.11)
was used. This bending tester is described in chapter four (page 107).
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Figure 2.11: Custom-built bending tester with a loaded carrier substrate and close up of the attached flexible TFT bent to a radius of
≈8 mm. The TFT is loaded to apply tensile strain parallel to the length
of the channel.
To simplify the mounting process of TFTs in the bending tester, and
to exclude any influence of the contacts on the mechanical properties
of the TFT channel, the TFTs for the bending tests were fabricated in
a special stripe layout (Fig. 4.3, page 113): The TFT stripes (32 at the
same time) were fabricated on a 7.6 cm × 7.6 cm polyimide foil. Each
stripe had a size of (34.5 mm × 4.75 mm). The TFT channel is located
in the center of the stripe, three contact pads for the source, drain,
and gate contacts (size ≈3 mm × 3 mm) are fabricated at the edges of
the stipe. Therefore the distance between contact pads and the TFT
channel was ≈1 cm. To perform the measurement, a single TFT stripe
was cut from the fabrication substrate and attached to a flexible carrier substrate (using double sided tape). An electrical contact between
the pads of the TFT and interconnect lines on the carrier substrate
was made with glued Cu wires. The interconnect lines on the carrier
substrate itself were connected with a HP4156A parameter analyzer.
The large distance between channel region and contact pads ensures
that the mechanical properties of the TFT are not influenced by the
measurement setup or the glued wires. Next, the carrier substrate is
mounted between the two movable plates of the bending tester. The
substrate has to be inserted with the TFT facing upwards to apply tensile strain and facing downwards to apply compressive one. A change
of the plate distance enables bending radii from infinity (flat substrate)
down to values <1 mm (this corresponds to mechanical strain >3.5 %
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in the described TFTs). The actual bending radius was monitored with
a CCD camera.
b) Influence of mechanical strain on flexible IGZO TFTs
The bending setup described in section 2.1.2a) (page 50) was used to
evaluate the influence of mechanical strain on flexible IGZO TFTs. It
was found that the influence of mechanical strain on IGZO TFTs depends on the direction of the applied strain, the illumination condition
as well as the time scale.
Direction of applied strain: The geometrical alignment of the strain
influences its impact on flexible IGZO TFTs. Here two cases have to be
considered:
• Strain can be applied in tensile (positive strain under outward
bending) or in compressive (negative strain under inward bending) direction.
• Strain can be applied parallel or perpendicular to the TFT channel and therefore parallel or perpendicular to the current flow
(Bending in arbitrary directions relative to the channel is a superposition of parallel or perpendicular bending).
Tensile and compressive strain: The influence of bending parallel to the TFT channel on the normalized effective mobility µFE and the
shift of the threshold voltage ∆Vth are illustrated in Fig. 2.12. A more
detailed explanation can also be found in Chapter five (page 121). Under tensile strain the IGZO TFTs, described in section 2.1.1a) (page 38)
stay functional down to a bending radius of ≈4mm ( ≈+0.6 %). At this
bending radius an increase of µFE by ≈4 % and a decrease of the threshold voltage by ≈80 mV was observed. At the same time the TFTs stay
operational down to a radius of ≈1.1 mm ( ≈-2.2 %) when exposed to
compressive strain. Here a decrease of µFE by ≈-8 % and an increase of
the threshold voltage by ≈90 mV was measured.
Since tensile /compressive strain modifies the distance between
the atoms, the changes of effective mobility and threshold voltage
can be explained by a decrease /increase of the energy level splitting
∆E of the binding and antibinding orbitals between the atoms in the
semiconducting layer [8]. This changes the carrier density and causes
a threshold voltage shift in the observed directions. The increase and
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Figure 2.12: Influence of bending (parallel to the TFT channel) flexible IGZO TFTs in tensile (a) and compressive
(b) direction on the effective mobility and the threshold voltage (W/L ratio =280 µm/115 µm and 280 µm/60 µm).
The insets show the degeneration of the corresponding transfer characteristics at high strain values.
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decrease of the effective mobility can be explained by a change of
the electron-lattice interaction due to variations of the inter atomic
distance, which results in a change of the effective mass m∗ (k·p method
[9]) and affects the mobility.
At smaller bending radii the formation of cracks perpendicular to
the applied strain causes a degeneration of the TFT performance (see
insets of Fig. 2.12) resulting in a drop of the effective mobility by several
orders of magnitude and an increase of the threshold voltage. The
direction of this crack induced shifts are independent of the direction
of the strain (tensile /compressive).

Mobility reduction
due to capillary cracks

TFT broken

Normalized effective mobility
µFE / µFE, 0

Bending parallel and perpendicular to the TFT channel: Figure 2.13 shows a typical evolution of the TFT effective field-effect
mobility versus mechanical strain induced by tensile bending of the
substrate. Strain was applied parallel and perpendicular to the TFT
channel (W/L = 280 µm/35 µm). Parallel bending increases the mobility until the TFT is destroyed above 0.72 % strain (). Perpendicular
bending at the same time only slightly increases the mobility for small
values of strain (≈0.3 %) but leads to a strong mobility degradation if
the strain is increased above ≈0.3 %.

Figure 2.13: Typical effective mobility changes caused by tensile stain
induced by bending. As indicated by the insets, strain was applied
parallel and perpendicular to the IGZO TFT channel.
The performance degradation of TFTs exposed to perpendicular
stains >0.3 % is caused by the formation of capillary cracks, perpendicular to the applied mechanical strain. The average width of the
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cracks measured while the substrate was bent to a radius of 3.5 mm
was ≈90 nm. The cracks propagate through the chromium (gate contact), IGZO (semiconductor), and Al2 O3 (gate insulator, passivation)
layers. Ductile gold contacts are only damaged in areas where they are
covered with Al2 O3 . We measured an average distance between two
neighboring capillary cracks of ≈100 µm, but in approximately 50 %
of all cases, only one crack within one TFT channel was visible in the
SEM. Therefore, and because the width of the TFT channels is larger
than their length, capillary cracks in the tested glsglos:TFTs occurred
only during bending perpendicular to the channel. Consequently, perpendicular bending disconnects a part of the gate, which explains the
reduction of the effective mobility by the reduced effective W/L ratio.
Reflattening reestablishes the electrical contact between the separated
parts of the gate contact, and the original W/L ratio, as well as the original device performance is recovered. Independent from perpendicular
or parallel bending, bending to radii smaller than 3.5 mm ( >0.72 %)
leads to extended cracks, causing short circuits between different material layers, and permanently destroys the TFTs.
Influence of light on the bending performance: The effect of bending IGZO TFTs with and without illumination (90 lx) on the effective
field effect mobility and the threshold voltage is shown in Fig. 2.14, see
also chapter five (page 121). In darkness the effective mobility changes
by +3.1 % (-1.8 %) and Vth is modified by -15 mV (+19 mV) under tensile (compressive) bending down to a radius of 8 mm ( ≈0.3 %). Since
the TFTs are not damaged at a bending radius of 8 mm, the TFTs can
be reflattened after bending. As seen in Fig. 2.14 reflattening leads to
a recovery of the performance parameters to their initial values. Under illumination, the response of the IGZO TFTs to mechanical strain
changes: Here µFE varies by +14.8 % (-3.7 %) and Vth is changed by
-110 mV (+37 mV) under tensile (compressive) strain. This measurements represent an increase of the influence of strain up to a factor
>5 (compared to the measurement in darkness). Additionally, the relaxation behavior of the effective mobility and the threshold voltage
is modified: Under illumination µFE and Vth remain nearly constant at
the values they reached at the maximum strain even when the strain is
reduced to 0 % after bending. The performance values only gradually
return to their original values over 5 h - 10 h in the darkness. The influence of light on the strain induced shift of the subthreshold swing is
shown in Fig. 5.6d (page 129). The direction of the strain induced pa-
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Figure 2.14: Normalized effective mobility (a), and threshold-voltage
shift (b) for increasing and subsequently decreasing strain in darkness
and illuminated with 90 lx. The time interval between two consecutive
measurement points was always 5 min.
rameter shift under illumination is identical to the measurement without illumination. At the same time unstrained but illuminated TFTs
do not show a comparable parameter shift. Hence, the measurements
show the combined light /bending influence (and not a superposition
of two independent effects).
This combined light /bending influence is explained by the fact that
the by strain modified energy spacing between the bonding and antibonding orbitals of the semiconductor changes the light absorption of
the IGZO. Therefore more (tensile strain) or less (compressive strain)
photogenerated, positively charged holes h+ are present in the n-type
IGZO [10]. This h+ can neutralize negatively charged oxygen inside the
IGZO [11], [12] and/or negatively charged trapped electrons e− near the
Al2 O3 /IGZO interface [13], [14]. The resulting change of the scattering
center density influences the mean free path, and thus the mobility.
At the same time, the increasing (tensile strain) or decreasing (compressive strain) number of photogenerated charge carriers changes
the conductivity and therefore the threshold voltage. Additionally, the
threshold voltage can also be affected by photogenerated holes near
the dielectric/semiconductor interface or inside the gate insulator.
These results show that the parameter shift of flexible IGZO TFTs
under tensile and compressive bending strongly depends on illumination of the device, which is especially important for bendable display
applications.
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Figure 2.15: Effective mobility variation (a) and threshold voltage shift
(b) of flexible IGZO TFTs after repeated bending and reflattening.
Bending to a minimum radius of ≈5 mm was performed in tensile
and compressive direction ( ≈ ±0.5 %); total experiment time was
≈87.5 h. The measurements have been done while the TFTs were flat.
Influence of repeated bending and reflattening: Figure 2.15 shows
the normalized effective mobility and the threshold voltage shift after different numbers of repeated cycles of bending and reflattening.
Bending was performed in tensile and compressive direction, whereas
a maximum strain of ≈ ±0.5 % was applied parallel to the TFT channel.
The used bending tester (section 2.1.2a)) requires a timespan of ≈90 s
to perform one bending cycle, resulting in a total cycling time tStr of
≈87.5 h (3500 bending cycles). The graphs illustrates that the measured
parameter shifts are different on long and short time scales.
Short term cycling: As shown in the detail diagrams of Fig. 2.15,
100 bending cycles (tStr =2.5 h) increase µFE by ≈0.5 % for tensile and
decrease µFE by ≈1 % for compressive bending while Vth is shifted by
-5 mV (tensile) and +22 mV (compressive). The directions of the ob-
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served shifts correspond to the results obtained from measurements
performed while the TFTs are bent in tensile or compressive direction (Fig. 2.14). Therefore the influence of repeated bending can be
explained by an incomplete recovery of the strain induced parameter
shifts. The effects of up to 24 repetitions of bending and reflattening
IGZO TFTs in darkness and under illumination are also shown in
Fig. 5.8 (page 135).
Long term cycling: After longer cycling (up to 3500 bending cycles) a decrease of the effective mobility, and an increase of the threshold
voltage was observed for tensile and compressive cycling. After 3500
bending cycles a decrease of µFE by -2.2 % (-7.3 %) and an increase
of Vth by +35 mV (+158 mV) for tensile (compressive) cycling was
measured. Additional long term cycling measurements are shown in
Fig. 4.6 (page 117). The observed shifts can be explained by the electrical
stress induced by multiple TFT transfer characteristic measurements
during the cycling experiment, and by the formation of micro cracks.
As described in section 3.3.2 (page 92) the electrical stress induced by
multiple transfer characteristic measurements decrease the effective
mobility and increase the threshold voltage. Therefore electrical stress
has a similar influence as compressive strain. In the presented cycling
experiment, the TFT transfer characteristic was measured 175 times
(after every 20 bending cycles). In the case of tensile cycling, electrical
and mechanical stress cause opposing effects. For a small number of
bending cycles the mechanical stress is dominant and results the shifts
described in the paragraph before. Over time the influence of the electrical stress gets more and more dominant and finally causes a negative
shift of µFE and an positive shift of Vth for more than 820 (tStr =20.5 h)
and 540 (tStr =13.5 h) bending cycles, respectively. In case of compressive cycling the influence of electrical and mechanical stress on the
performance parameters add up and lead to the observed decreased
of µFE and increase of Vth . In total it can be concluded that results obtained from long term cycling experiments (175 transfer characteristic
measurements, experiment time >13.5 h) represent the electrical and
not the mechanical stability of flexible IGZO TFTs.
c) Improvement of the bendability
The bendability of flexible TFTs can be improved by two different
approaches: First by increasing the ductility of brittle material layers
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in the device stack, which leads to TFTs able to withstand higher strain
levels. The second approach is the reduction of the strain in the TFTs
while bent.
Ductility of the gate metal: An investigation on the origin of cracks
in flexible IGZO TFTs is described in Chapter seven (page 155). The
most brittle material layer in the TFT stack was identified by cross
sectional FIB images of cracks in bent TFTs, as shown in Fig 2.16a. The
cross section shows that the crack has an average width of ≈30 nm,
and gets wider close to the flexible polyimide substrate. Despite that
the mechanical strain is higher in the upper layers of the TFT stack the
Ti /Au top metallization is partially able to bridge the crack, while the
lower Cr bottom gate is totally separated. This can be explained by the
higher ductility of Au compared to Cr, but it also demonstrates that
the limiting factor for the bendability is not the ceramic IGZO semiconductor or the Al2 O3 gate insulator but the metallic and normally
crystalline Cr [15]. To improve the TFT flexibility the Cr gate contact
(rupture strain R ≈0.5 % [16]), has been replaced by more ductile metals. These are Ti (R ≈2 % [17]), Pt (R ≈4 % [18]), and Cu (R ≈4.5 %
[19]). TFTs fabricated with these gate metals show comparable electrical performance (Tab. 7.1, page 160), but a significantly different strain
resistance.
The influence of bending on TFTs with different gate metals is
shown in Fig. 2.16b. Here, the evolution of the normalized effective
mobility for different bending radii is plotted. The Cr gate TFT shows
only a small variation of the mobility (≈4 %) as long as the strain is
smaller than 0.7 % (r =3.8 mm), whereas at higher strain values a decrease of the mobility by several orders of magnitude is observed. This
decrease is caused by the formation of cracks in the channel region. The
strain value at which crack formation starts was defined as the threshold strain TH . The threshold strain is a measure for the bendability
of TFTs. Compared to the Cr gate TFT, the TFTs with more ductile
gate metals exhibit higher TH values. In particular the Cu gate TFT is
operational up to a stain value of 1.55 % (corresponding to a bending
radius r of 1.7 mm) (Fig. 7.7, page 165). The inset of Fig. 2.16b displays
the minimal bending radii of TFTs with different gate metals (average
value and standard deviation) obtained from multiple bending tests
(up to 5 per gate material). The graph shows a clear correlation between the measured TH and the reported R of the gate metals, and
that IGZO TFTs with Cu gates can be reliably bent to radii <2 mm.
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Figure 2.16: a) FIB image of a crack in a flexible IGZO TFT (Cr gate
contact) bent to a radius of 3.5 mm. b) Evolution of the normalized
effective mobility with increasing mechanical strain for flexible IGZO
TFTs fabricated using gate metals with different ductilities, the inset
shows the influence of the gate metal on the minimum bending radius
(the data points and error bars give the mean values and the standard
deviation).
These results in combination with the fact that Cu is a cheap material
with a high electrical conductivity indicates that, among chromium,
titanium, platinum and copper, Cu is the most suitable gate material
for flexible IGZO TFTs.
TFTs on a 1 µm thin membrane: The advantage of a substrate thinner
than 50 µm is illustrated by the following example: A flexible TFT on
50 µm thick polyimide substrate is exposed to a strain of ≈0.5 % when
bent to radius of 5 mm. At the same time, an identical TFT bent to the
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Figure 2.17: a) Releasing process: H2 O dissolves the PVA and release
the 1 µm thick parylene membrane incl. the TFTs. b) Micrograph and
SEM image of a parylene membrane (including TFTs) transferred to a
plastic rod with a radius of 2 mm. Due to the thin membrane the strain
is only 0.02 %.
same radius, but on top of an only 1 µm thick substrate is strained by
only ≈0.01 %. Since such thin substrates are hard to handle during the
fabrication a different approach concerning the manufacturing process
is proposed in chapter six (page 145). In contrast to the fabrication on a
free-standing polymer foil, TFTs are fabricated on top of a multi-layer
polymer stack deposited on a Si carrier wafer. The polymer stack consist out of a spin coated 400 nm thick water soluble polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) layer and a thermally evaporated 1 µm thick parylene film. The
chemical stability of parylene enables the fabrication of IGZO TFTs
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using standard fabrication techniques. After the TFT fabrication the
parylene membrane is released from the Si wafer by floating the chip
in water, which dissolves the PVA. For a 2 × 2 cm2 chip the release takes
≈10 minutes after which the parylene membrane including the TFTs is
floating on the water. This release is illustrated in Fig. 2.17a. The floating membrane can then be transferred to the final surface by dipping
the desired substrate into the water, moving it towards the membrane,
and lifting it. The membrane was successfully transferred to different
substrates including polyimide, polypropylene, glass, plant leafs, and
human skin; on these substrates the membrane sticks due to adhesion
forces (the transfer to polyimide is demonstrated in Fig. 6.3, page 148).
At the same time the adhesion is not sufficient to permanently place
the membrane on rough materials like cotton textiles.
The transfer of TFTs to a curved surface is demonstrated in
Fig. 2.17b. The parylene membrane with TFTs is attached to a plastic rod with a radius of 2 mm. The transferred TFTs are fully operational while bent to a radius of 2 mm, and exhibit an Ion /Io f f of 2 × 108
(VDS =VGS =5 V), a threshold voltage of ≈2.1 V, a subthreshold swing
of 230 mV/decade, and a field effect mobility of ≈21 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The
corresponding TFT characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.6 (page 152).
Additionally to the high flexibility of the thin parylene membrane,
the transfer process has the advantage that the membrane, including
the IGZO TFTs, can be placed on nearly any kind of flexible, elastic,
or shaped surface. It thereby enables the functionalization of surfaces
with electronics which are not compatible with semiconductor manufacturing technologies.

2.1.3 Flexible pn diode based on IGZO and NiO2
Besides thin-film transistors, thin-film diodes are important components for the realization of flexible electronic circuits. This section describes the fabrication of NiO/IGZO pn diodes on flexible polyimide
substrate and their performance under mechanical strain [20].
2 This section is based on: N. Münzenrieder, C. Zysset, L. Petti, T. Kinkeldei, G.A. Salvatore, and G. Tröster, Room temperature fabricated flexible NiO/IGZO pn diode under
mechanical strain. In Solid-State Electronics, 87, pages 17–20, 2013. c 2013 Elsevier Ltd.
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a) Device structure and fabrication
Due to the lack of an oxidic p-type semiconductor with a performance
comparable to the one of IGZO, we fabricated and evaluated room
temperature deposited nickel oxide (NiO) as material for the fabrication of pn diodes on flexible polyimide substrates. NiO was deposited
by DC magnetron sputtering from a metallic Ni target [21]. Ni was
oxidized during the sputter process in a 50 % Ar, 50 % O2 atmosphere
at a pressure of 6 mtorr (Ar flow =10 sccm, O2 flow =10 sccm), while
a DC power of 200 W was applied. Under the described conditions, a
sputter rate of ≈6 nm min−1 was observed. To investigate the electrical
properties of the sputtered NiO a 120 nm thick layer, was contacted
by four evaporated Ti /Au contacts (Van der Pauw geometry) using
a shadow mask process. The resulting sample was characterized by
room temperature Hall measurements, which confirmed the p-type
semiconducting behavior of the sputtered NiO. In particular a carrier
density np of +1.6 × 1017 cm−3 and a Hall mobility µH of 0.45 cm2 V−1 s−1
were measured. This parameters resulted in a specific resistivity of
85 Ω cm.
The corresponding n-type semiconductor of the pn diodes was
IGZO. RF magnetron sputtering from a ceramic InGaZnO4 target resulted in a carrier density ne of -2.2 × 1019 cm−3 , and a Hall mobility µH
of 11.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 .
The device structure of the flexible diodes is shown in Fig. 2.18. An
unstructured 50 nm thick evaporated Ti laver served as anode on top
of a 50 µm thick polyimide foil. The pn junction was formed by 120 nm
of NiO, and 40 nm of IGZO. These thicknesses account for the different
carrier concentrations in NiO and IGZO, and prevented the formation of pinholes. NiO and IGZO were structured by a lift-off process.
Cathode contacts on top of the semiconductor structures were formed
by evaporated 10 nm Ti /60 nm Au layers, and structured in an additional lift-off process. The ohmic behavior of the two Ti /semiconductor
junctions was confirmed by separate I–V measurements.
10 nm Ti + 60 nm Au
(cathode)
120 nm NiO
50 µm ﬂexible
substrate

40 nm a-IGZO
50 nm Ti
(anode)

Figure 2.18: Schematic of the fabricated flexible pn diodes.
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b) Electrical performance and influence of mechanical strain
I–V characteristics of a flexible NiO/IGZO diode with an area of
0.09 mm2 while flat and bent are plotted in Fig. 2.19. The diode exhibited a rectifying characteristic with an effective threshold voltage
Vth,e f f of 1.14 V, and an-off current ratio >103 (V = ±2.5 V). The reverse
breakdown voltage was ≈-5 V. The capacitance of the diodes, measured
at a DC voltage of 0 V was 428 nF/cm2 . This capacitance corresponds
to a depletion region width WD of ≈24 nm [10], calculated using an
average dielectric constant r of the IGZO/NiO stack of 11.8 [22, 23].
If voltages >1 V were applied the diode, the diode I–V characteristic
showed a ohmic behavior with a differential resistance of ≈100 Ω. This
ohmic behavior was due to a series resistance determined by the sheet
resistance of the Ti anode (≈20 Ω/). At voltages <≈0.7 V the rectifying property of the pn junction dominated the device performance. In
this region an ideality factor of ≈3.2 was extracted (The ideality factor
describes how closely the diode follows the Shockley ideal diode equation). This high ideality factor (a value of 1 corresponds to the ideal
diode equation) can be attributed to structural imperfections and/or
interface states of the NiO and IGZO layers [24, 25].
The flexibility of the fabricated NiO/IGZO pn diodes was investigated by attaching the diodes to a curved surface (using double sided
tape); in the way that tensile or compressive strain was applied. The
radius of the curvature was 10 mm, resulting in a mechanical strain  of
≈ ±0.25 %. The I-V characteristic of a NiO/IGZO pn diode before bending, and while bent to a tensile radius of 10 mm, as well as a photograph
of the bent and contacted substrate is shown in Fig. 2.19a. The flexible
diodes remained operational while bent. At voltages >1 V, the applied
tensile strain induced a reduction of the resistance by -6.3 %, and therefore an increase of the maximum diode current by 6.7 %. At voltages
<0.4 V the current is increased by ≈45 % (average value between V
=0.1 V and V =0.4 V). The same measurement for compressive strain
applied to the diode is shown in Fig. 2.19b. Similar to the tensile case,
the applied compressive strain induced a reduction of the resistance at
voltages >1 V by -23 %, corresponding to an increase of the maximum
diode current by 30 %. Simultaneously, compressive strain has a different influence in the diode dominated voltage region when compared
to tensile strain. Compressive bending decreases the current by ≈-15 %
(average value between V =0.1 V and V =0.4 V). The observed behavior
can be explained by the fact that IGZO decreases /increases and metals
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Figure 2.19: Diode I–V characteristic (diode area =0.09 mm2 ) measured
while flat, and while bent to a tensile (a) and compressive (b) radius
of 10 mm ( =0.25 %). The insets show the same data on a linear scale
and photographs of the bent substrates.
increase /decrease their resistance under tensile /compressive strain
(whereas compressive strain has a smaller influence on IGZO than
tensile one) [26]. The measurements also suggest that NiO changes its
resistance under strain in the same way as IGZO. The measurements
of the bent diodes show an increased reverse leakage current (independent from tensile or compressive bending). At negative voltages
the current is increased by up to 2 orders of magnitude, corresponding
to an absolute increase <0.7 µA. Possible explanations for this increase
are a higher temperature or stronger illumination during the measurements under strain.
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2.1.4 Flexible circuits based on IGZO TFTs
The application of flexible IGZO TFTs calls for integrated flexible circuits. The fabrication and performance of digital and analog circuits,
as well as a set of design rules to maximize the circuit bendability are
described in this section.
a) Design of bendable circuits
Design rules for the layout of flexible integrated circuits were defined.
These rules maximize the bendability of circuits compared to the bendability of the single TFTs. Section 2.1.2 (page 50) already described the
different influence of mechanical strain parallel and perpendicular to
the channel of flexible IGZO TFTs and the formation of cracks in the
TFT gate contact. Based on these findings concerning the influence of
the direction and strength of mechanical strain, design rules for digital
NMOS IGZO circuits have been derived in chapter eight (page 169).
The two most important one are the following:
1. All TFTs within a circuit should be aligned parallel to each other
and also parallel to the applied mechanical strain
2. To avoid capillary cracks perpendicular to the channel, the gate
length of TFTs strained parallel to the channel should be smaller
than the expected minimal distance between two neighboring
capillary cracks.
NAND gates (section 8.4.1, page 177) have been used to approve
the correctness of these design rules under mechanical strain. The
static n-type NAND gates were composed out of a load TFT (W/L =
140 µm/20 µm) and two driver TFTs (W/L = 1400 µm/20 µm) connected
in series. The factor of 10 between the W/L ratios of the load and
driver TFTs was a trade-off between the maximization of the output
voltage swing and the area consumption of the circuits. The 20 µm
long channels are shorter than the minimum distance between two
capillary cracks of 31 µm (measured on single TFTs while the devices
were bent to minimum possible bending radii of 3.5 mm). The circuits
were fabricated with load TFTs oriented parallel and perpendicular to
the driver TFTs. (Therefore, strain can be applied parallel to the driver
TFTs and, at the same time, parallel and perpendicular to the load
TFTs). The layout is shown in Fig. 2.20a.
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Figure 2.20: a) Layout of the fabricated flexible NAND gates. b) Input
and output signals of two NAND gates before bending, with strain applied parallel to the driver TFTs and hence perpendicular and parallel
to the load TFTs, and reflattened.
The circuits were characterized while flat, bent to a tensile radius of
3.5 mm ( ≈0.7 %) parallel to the driver TFTs, and after reflattening. The
corresponding input and output signals are plotted in Fig 2.20b. The
NAND gate with perpendicular strained load TFT shows an increased
load resistance, which is due to the smaller load TFT W/L ratio caused
by capillary cracks. This results in decreased output voltage levels.
Reflattening the circuit restores the original W/L ratio and, hence, the
original output signals. At the same time, the NAND gate with all TFTs
in parallel is insensitive to bending, and thereby confirmed validity of
the presented design rules.
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Figure 2.21: a) Circuit diagram and micrograph of the fabricated 1-bit
SRAM. b) Input and output signals of the 1-bit SRAM while bent to
tensile radius of 5 mm.
b) Flexible digital and analog circuits
To demonstrate the application of flexible IGZO TFTs, the following
two paragraphs present digital and analog circuits designed according
to the developed design rules.
Bendable SRAM cell: Digital circuit operation was demonstrated
by a fully integrated 1-bit SRAM cell, composed of 6 IGZO TFTs and
fabricated on flexible plastic foil. The layout and a micrograph of the
device are shown in Fig. 2.21a. More details can be found in chapter
nine (page 189). The circuit can be operated with a supply voltage of
5 V, and up to frequencies of 10 kHz. The ‘set’ (S) and ‘reset’ (R) signals
are active low, therefore the condition S =R =0 V is not allowed. The
input and output signals measured at an input signal frequency of
1 kHz and while the circuit is bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm ( ≈0.5 %)
are plotted in Fig. 2.21b.
The circuit shows the expected output signal: A low voltage pulse
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(0 V) at the S input saves a digital ‘1’ (output voltage ≈3.8 V). The output
voltage is constant until a low voltage pulse is applied to the R contact,
this changes the output voltage to ≈0.41 V (digital ‘0’). The rise and fall
times tr and t f are ≈60 µs and ≈13 µs, respectively (Fig. 9.6, page 196).
Additionally, the parallel alignment of all TFTs, and the uniform fabrication process ensures that bending affects all TFTs in the same way.
Hence, the ratio between the conductivities of the load and driver TFTs
stayed constant while the circuit was bent, therefore mechanical strain
of ≈0.5 % has no significant influence on the performance of the flexible
1-bit SRAM cell.
Bendable amplifiers: Common source and cascode amplifiers are
presented in chapter ten (page 203). The amplifiers have been fabricated on a free-standing plastic foil, using IGZO TFTs with a minimum
channel length of 2.5 µm (Fig. 10.3, page 207). A circuit schematic and
a micrograph of the flexible IGZO common source amplifier is shown
in Fig. 2.22a.
The amplifier was designed to work at a supply voltage VDD of 5 V.
The AC characterization was performed with an input signal peak-topeak amplitude vAC of 100 mV, and a total output load of RL =1 MΩ
and CL <2 pF. The common source amplifier was biased with an input
voltage VDC of 1.5 V. The amplifier exhibited a gain G of 6.8 dB, a
cutoff frequency fC of 1.2 MHz and a power consumption of 690 µW
(Fig. 2.22b), which is in line with the expectations extracted from SPICE
simulations [27].
The impact of mechanical strain on the flexible amplifiers was evaluated by bending the circuits to a tensile radius of 5 mm ( ≈0.5 %)
parallel to all TFT channels in the circuits. A micrograph of the bent
circuit and the resulting Bode plots are also shown in Fig. 2.22b. Mainly
because of the under strain nearly invariant transconductance ratio
between the TFTs in the circuits, the measured variations of G and fC
(between flat and bent amplifiers) are less than 4 %, and 6 %. To emulate a realistic application scenario and to evaluate the influence of
multiple bending, the flexible common source amplifier were characterized before and after 1000 cycles of repeated bending (5 mm radius)
and re-flattening, corresponding to 25 h of continuous bending with
the custom build bending tester. As shown in Fig. 10.11 (page 215), the
common source amplifier stayed fully operational after 1000 bending
cycles.
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Figure 2.22: a) Circuit schematic and micrograph of the fabricated
flexible common source amplifier. b) Bode plots of the flexible amplifier
measured while the circuit was flat, bent around a rod of 5 mm radius,
and re-flattened. The inset shows the evolution of gain and cutoff
frequency, as well as an micrograph of the bent and contacted substrate.
This was the first demonstration of IGZO based amplifiers fabricated on a free-standing plastic foil which exhibited cutoff frequencies
>1 MHz, and therefore showed the suitability of this technology for
new electronic applications, like flexible AM-radios, or LF-RFID tags.
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2.2 Conclusion
This thesis focuses on the development of flexible oxide semiconductor based electronics. Semiconducting IGZO has been used to fabricate transistors and diodes on free standing plastic substrates. Selfalignment techniques and double gate structures improved the DC and
AC performance of IGZO TFTs, respectively. The effect of bending was
extensively investigated, and methods to decrease the minimal possible bending radius, as well as to minimize the influence of strain on
flexible circuits have been proposed. The performance and bendability
of flexible circuits for digital and analog applications were presented.
Based on the summary from section 2.1, the following conclusions can
be drawn:
• Depending on the exact application of IGZO based electronics in
future flexible devices, the electrical performance of IGZO TFTs
on plastic foils has to be adopted. While e.g. rollable displays require TFTs with a high on-current and small subthreshold swing,
flexible transceivers call for small parasitic capacities and therefore high frequencies.
The increase of the channel capacitance was identified as a suitable way to increase the transconductance (and therefore the oncurrent) of flexible bottom gate IGZO TFTs, as well as to decrease
their subthreshold swing. The high conformability and high dielectric constant (r =9.5) of low temperature (<150 ◦C) ALD deposited aluminum oxide makes this material a appropriate gate
insulator for flexible IGZO TFTs. Additionally, IGZO TFTs with
Al2 O3 gate insulator and backchannel passivation show high
electrical stability and low interface trap density. It was dem onstrated that flexible IGZO TFTs with a 10 nm thin Al2 O3 gate
insulator benefit from the high oxide capacitance (8.4 mF/m2 ),
and exhibit a subthreshold swing of 84 mV/decade. A further
increase of the gate capacitance was possible by the use of an
additional top gate. The resulting double gate TFTs show an increase of the gate capacitance by 78 %, and a subthreshold swing
of 69 mV/decade.
If TFTs should be reliably fabricated on a 7.6 cm × 7.6 cm (3 × 3
inch) plastic substrate, the mechanical instability of plastic foils
and the temperature induced expansion during the TFT fabrication process limit the minimal channel length and the gate
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to source drain overlaps to values around 1 µm and 5 µm. This
problem can be solved by self-alignment between the gate and
source /drain contacts, which is the most critical alignment during the fabrication process of bottom gate TFTs. Self-alignment
is done by backside illumination through the semitransparent
plastic substrate. Due to the use of the developed self-alignment
process it was possible to shift the minimum channel length of
flexible IGZO TFTs into the submicron regime. Self-aligned TFTs
exhibited channel length as small as 0.5 µm and gate to source
/drain overlaps of 1.5 µm. This resulted in TFTs with a measured
transit frequency of 135 MHz.
In addition, the use of transparent ITO source and drain contacts
enabled a combination of the self-aligned and double gate approach. Due to this technology, flexible IGZO TFTs with a high
gate capacitance, and low overlap capacities are possible at the
same time. lengths >10 µm.
• Bending flexible IGZO TFTs showed that mechanical strain
causes a reversible performance parameter shift at small strain
values, and induces cracks at higher strain values. Additionally,
the influence of mechanical strain depends on several factors:
It was found that tensile strain causes a negative shift of the
threshold voltage and an increase of the effective mobility, while
compressive strain has the opposite effect. This shift is induced by
a change of the effective mass and density of the electrons caused
by a change of the interatomic distances in the IGZO. These parameter shifts recover nearly immediately when the TFTs are
reflattend. Also the maximum bendability of IGZO TFTs is different for tensile and compressive bending. In tensile direction,
minimum bending radii around 4 mm have been observed, while
in compressive direction identical TFTs can be bent to a radius
of 1.1 mm without the formation of any cracks harming the TFT
functionality.
The direction of the strain relative to the TFT channel also influenced the impact of strain. Bending parallel to the channel
and therefore parallel to the current flow causes larger reversible
parameter shifts. At the same time, the normally larger width of
TFTs compared to their length increased the probability of crack
formation under bending perpendicular to the TFT channel.
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Since strain changes the interatomic distances in the IGZO and
therefore the IGZO band structure the influence of strain interacts with the light absorption, leading to a combined strain –
illumination effect. This interaction leds to an amplification of
the influence of strain under illumination (90 lx) by a factor up
to 5, when compared to measurements performed in darkness.
Illumination also increased the recovery time of strain induced
parameter shifts up to several hours.
The influence of repeated bending and reflattening is determined
by the direction of the bending. The parameter shifts induced by
repeated bending are comparable to the parameter shifts caused
by electrical stress. This leads to the fact that on a long time scale
flexible IGZO TFTs (with a voltage applied to the gate) always
shift to higher threshold voltages and smaller effective mobilities
(determined by electrical stress).
• A reduction of the minimal possible bending radius of flexible
IGZO TFTs was achieved by the reduction of the induced strain
(by decreasing the substrate thickness from 50 µm to 1 µm), and
by the use of, compared to Cr, more ductile gate contact materials
to fabricate the TFTs. TFTs on a thin parylene substrate and
TFTs with Cu gate contacts could be bent to radii of 2 mm and
1.7 mm, respectively. The TFTs on the parylene substrate had
the additional advantage that they could be placed on nearly
any kind of shaped or flexible surface. Both approaches did not
change the electronic properties of the TFTs.
• Nickel oxide was evaluated as a possible p-type semiconductor for flexible electronics. Room temperature sputtered NiO on
polyimide foil exhibited a Hall mobility of 0.45 cm2 V−1 s−1 and a
positive carrier density of +1.6 × 1017 cm−3 . NiO could be combined with IGZO to fabricate flexible oxide semiconductor based
pn diodes. The characterization of these diodes under mechanical strain resulted in a strain modulated current-voltage characteristic. Here the results are in line with the results obtained
from IGZO TFT bending experiments, with the exception that
the 160 nm thick and brittle oxide layer (NiO+IGZO) limited the
minimum bending radius in tensile and compressive direction
to 10 mm.
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• To minimize the influence of mechanical strain, and to guaranty
an as small as possible minimal bending radius of integrated
flexible circuits based on IGZO TFTs, design rules concerning
the geometrical alignment of the single TFTs were proposed. According to these design rules all TFTs in a circuits should be
aligned parallel to each other and parallel to the applied mechanical strain. In addition, the TFT channels should be shorter
than the expected minimal distance between two strain induced
cracks.
These design rules, in combination with flexible IGZO TFTs exhibiting channel length as small as 2.5 µm, and channel width
between 87.5 µm and 1400 µm led to different digital and analog circuits. The Circuits were operational while bent to a radius of 5 mm, and after ≥1000 cycles of repeated bending and
reflattening. Flexible common source and cascode amplifiers exhibited voltage gains and cutoff frequencies up to 7.8 dB and
1.2 MHz. These results already enable applications, like flexible
AM-radios, ultra-sound devices, and LF-RFID tags.

2.3 Limitations
• Although the carrier mobility of IGZO is higher than the one of
amorphous Si or organic semiconductors, the achievable values
around 15 cm2 V−1 s−1 are at least one order of magnitude smaller
than the carrier mobilities of crystalline semiconductors. This
limits the gain and the operation frequency of oxide semiconductor based electronics.
• The compared to standard silicon technology high contact resistances on the order of 10 kΩ µm−1 or even 100 kΩ µm−1 limit
the scalability of IGZO TFTs. This is an additional reason for the
limited operation frequency.
• Until now, the class of oxide semiconductors does not provide a
p-type semiconductor with a performance comparable to the one
of IGZO. Therefore it is not possible to benefit from the increased
functionality, performance, and power efficiency of CMOS circuits.
• The expansion of a flexible7.6 cm × 7.6 cm plastic substrate can
reach values >10 µm during the fabrication process. This defor-
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mation is caused by temperature changes and the absorption of
water and solvents. Fluctuations of the substrate size during the
fabrication have a negative impact on the accuracy possible during photolithography mask alignment, and therefore influence
the device performance and integration density.
• An unobtrusive integration of flexible electronic devices calls for
transparent substrates. Additionally, self-aligned backside illumination would profit from totally transparent substrates. While
polyimide provides only a limited transparency and has a yellowish color, commercially available transparent plastic foils like
PEN or PET exhibit a smaller thermal, chemical or mechanical
stability.
• Tensile stain >1.5 % cause the formation of cracks in the IGZO
semiconductor /Al2 O3 gate insulator stack, and hence limit the
bendability of IGZO TFTs. A further reduction of the minimal
bending radius seems only possible by a reduction of the strain
in the device which requires a more complicated fabrication process, or by the use of a more ductile semiconductor /gate insulator
stack which may decrease the electrical performance.

2.4 Outlook
Flexible electronics in general, and oxide semiconductor based devices
in particular promise to enable the integration of electronic functionality in a large number of objects, and thereby change the way people
interact with electronic systems. Some additional research questions
which could assist to achieve this goal are given in the following list:
• Oxide semiconductor based CMOS circuits would boost the performance and probably have a large effect on the commercialization of flexible electronics. Although the development of a low
temperature processable oxidic p-type semiconductor with a carrier mobility >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 is not impossible from the physical
point of view, it is not clear whether and, if so, when the development will be successful. An alternative solution could be
the use of hybrid CMOS circuits using an oxidic n-type and an
organic p-type semiconductor. In this case compatible fabrication techniques and a suitable device encapsulation to guaranty
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long term stability have to be established. Aside from the development of semiconductors, flexible oxide electronics could also
benefit from the combination of other materials. The use of electrolytes or self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as gate insulator
is a possible way to increase the gate capacitance and the bendability at the same time. Additionally, source and drain contacts
with an optimized work function would decrease the contact resistance of IGZO TFTs. Moreover, robust and transparent flexible
substrates have the potential to simplify the self-aligned backside
exposure lithography, or to increase the maximum possible fabrication temperature TMAX . An interesting candidate for such an
substrate is flexible glass [28].
• Alternative device structures inspired from standard semiconductor technology like vertical transistor or gate all around structures offer the possibility to improve the device performance
without the need for new materials or more sophisticated fabrication techniques. Additionally unconventional structuring techniques could be able to reduce the minimum feature size of
flexible TFTs. The use of electron beam lithography on nonconductive plastic foils is difficult because plastic foils are not
as flat as a semiconductor wafer. Therefore the adjustment of the
focus point has to be done close to the writing area which result
in problems correlated with the unintended illumination of the
resist. To avoid this problem, resist structuring by direct laser
writing could be used. Here the sample is viewed and illuminated by two independent systems. Furthermore, a possibility
to bring structured conductors like Carbon, Platinum or Tungsten directly onto the sample is the FIB induced chemical vapor
deposition of these materials.
• The market success of flexible electronics will also strongly depend on the manufacturing costs. Especially since the integration
density of devices on flexible substrates is low, fabrication has to
be done on large scale substrates, or even in roll to roll processes.
Display manufacturers already fabricate thin film electronics on
square-meter sized glass panels, nevertheless not all fabrication
techniques are compatible with large scale substrates. Solution
based printing processes of oxides can allow the large scale fabrication of electronic devices without losing the beneficial electronic properties of materials like IGZO and Al2 O3 .
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• The application of flexible oxide semiconductor based electronics to measure physiological signals, especially when the electronics are fabricated on a thin (<≈1 µm) membrane, could be a
promising approach. Thin flexible IGZO electronics can potentially be implanted into the body and enable more unobtrusive
and more accurate measurements. To achieve this, the biocompatibility of all employed materials has to be proven. At the same
time the electronics have to be able to communicate with the outside world. In the ideal case wireless transceivers based on oxide
electronics will be available.
• Analog circuits for which the performance, in particular the gain,
is determined by the ratio between different transistors, and with
all TFTs aligned in parallel are not affected by bending. At the
same time, if the performance of an analog circuit depends e.g.
on the absolute resistance of a circuit element bending has an
impact. This was demonstrated for a flexible transimpedance
amplifier [29]. An active compensation which cancels the influence of bending could improve the stability of flexible oxide
electronics based systems.
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Chapter 3: Flexible double gate IGZO TFTs

Abstract
In this paper, the concept of double gate transistors is applied to mechanically flexible amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) thin film
transistors (TFTs) fabricated on free standing plastic foil. Due to the temperature sensitivity of the plastic substrate, a-IGZO is a suitable semiconductor because it provides carrier mobilities around 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 when
deposited at room temperature. Double gate TFTs with connected bottom
and top gate are compared to bottom gate reference TFTs fabricated on the
same substrate. Double gate a-IGZO TFTs exhibit a by 78 % increased
gate capacitance, a by 700 mV higher threshold voltage, and therefore an
up to 92 % increased transconductance when characterized at the same
gate voltage above threshold (over-bias voltage). The subthreshold swing
and the on-off current ratios are improved as well, and reach excellent values of 69 mV/decade and 2 × 109 , respectively. The mechanical flexibility
of double gate TFTs compared to bottom gate TTFs is investigated, and
device operation is shown while the double gate TFT is exposed to tensile
strain of 0.55 %, induced by bending to a radius of 5 mm.

3.1 Introduction
Electronic devices, especially thin-film transistors (TFTs) fabricated
directly on flexible plastic substrates are a key requirement for a number of new large-area applications such as rollable displays, electronic
skins or woven electronics for smart textiles [1]. Additionally, the use
of roll to roll techniques allows cost effective, large scale processing on
flexible substrates [2]. While organic [3] and a-Si:H [4] based TFTs fabricated on flexible and temperature sensitive substrates in general suffer
from low mobilities around 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 , amorphous Indium-GalliumZinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) TFTs are nearly unaffected by the choice of the
substrate (rigid or flexible), and offer mobilities around 10 cm2 V−1 s−1
even when deposited at room temperature [5]. Besides the mobility,
there are other important parameters to take into account for device
performance, such as threshold voltage Vth , on-off current ratio Ion /Io f f ,
and subthreshold swing SS. TFT performance parameters aim at a large
Ion /Io f f , a small SS, and a Vth which allows TFT operation between 0 V
and 5 V. One important factor which influences the TFT performance
is the capacitance of the gate insulator. In the past, several groups used
different double gate structures [6], [7] to increase the coupling between the gate and the channel, and thereby improve the performance
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of a-IGZO TFTs, fabricated on rigid glass or Si substrates. Additionally, other approaches to increase the gate capacitance, and therefore
the gate-channel coupling, are the use of high-k materials [8], or thinner
gate oxide layers.
In this work, the double gate concept was combined with a 10 nm
thin gate oxide and applied to a-IGZO TFTs fabricated on free standing
flexible plastic foils. The bottom and the top gate were electrically connected to form an a-IGZO TFT controllable with a single gate voltage,
and ensure comparability with standard TFT designs. The resulting ntype a-IGZO TFTs showed improved performance, and remained fully
operational while subjected to mechanically induced strain of 0.55 %.
A-IGZO double gate TFTs while flat, as well as under mechanical
strain, exhibit subthreshold slopes of 69 mV/decade and on-off current
ratios >109 . In addition, the transconductance gm of double gate TFTs
was increased by 92 % when compared to single bottom gate reference
TFTs fabricated on the same substrate, and measured at the same gate
voltage above threshold (over-bias voltage).

3.2 Fabrication
A micrograph of a fully processed flexible a-IGZO double gate TFT
and the corresponding device cross section are shown in Figure 3.1. To
ensure the successful fabrication of the presented a-IGZO double gate
TFTs on flexible substrates, the following points had to be considered
during the design:
• Atomic layer deposition (ALD) enables the deposition of thin
(10 nm) and pinhole free aluminum oxide (Al2 O3 ) insulation layers with good sidewall coverage. Additionally, ALD deposited
Al2 O3 provides a dielectric constant r of 9.5.
• Evaporated Ti and Cr provide sufficient adhesion on polyimide
and a-IGZO, suitable for the fabrication of flexible TFTs. Additionally, the work functions of these two materials are comparable (φTi =4.33 eV, φCr =4.44 eV) [9]. Therefore the work functions
influence on the threshold voltage can be neglected if Ti and Cr
gate contacts are compared.
• Ti, in contrast to other metals e.g. Au, Cu or Al, has a high
resistance against all wet etchants used to structure Al2 O3 , aIGZO, and Cr. Hence, Ti is a suitable material for the bottom
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gate, which can be structured in a lift-off process, but should not
be damaged by the chemicals used during further processing.
• Since wet etching is applicable to Cr, it is an appropriate material
for the top gate contact.
To determine the influence of the double gate structure, flexible
a-IGZO double gate TFTs, as well as standard single bottom gate reference devices were fabricated on the same free standing 50 µm thick
Kapton R E polyimide foil from DuPont, using a maximum process
temperature of 150 ◦C. The total substrate size was 7.6 cm × 7.6 cm.
The manufacturing process for flexible a-IGZO TFTs on plastic substrates is described in the following paragraph:
a)

b)

50 nm Ti source- / drain contacts

Gate
15 nm a-IGZO
Source
200 µm

35 nm Ti
bottom gate contact

Drain
10 nm Al2O3 50 nm Cr
gate isolator top gate contact

50 µm
flexible substrate

Figure 3.1: a) Micrograph of a fully processed flexible a-IGZO double
gate TFT (W/L =280 µm/10 µm). b) Device cross section of double gate
a-IGZO TFT including layer materials and thicknesses.

3.2.1 Single gate reference TFTs
Prior to fabrication, the substrate was cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropanol for 5 minutes each, and was then pre-shrunk
in a vacuum oven at 200◦Cfor 24 h. To increase the adhesion of the
successive material layers, the top surface was treated with ozone for
60 minutes, using a ultra violet ozone cleaning system. Next, negative
MAN1420 photoresist and a Plassys MEB550SL e− -beam evaporation
system were used to deposit 35 nm Ti and structure gate contacts in
a lift-off process (photolithography mask 1). Resist leftovers were removed by an additional 60 min ozone treatment. A Picosun Sunale
R-150B was used to deposit 10 nm Al2 O3 as gate insulator by atomic
layer deposition at 150 ◦C. Following, we deposited the 15 nm thick
a-IGZO semiconducting layer using room temperature RF magnetron
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sputtering in a pure Ar atmosphere and a ceramic InGaZnO4 . The
semiconductor was patterned by standard photolithography (mask 2)
and diluted hydrochloric acid [10] (HCl : H2 O = 1 : 120). The Al2 O3
gate insulator was structured into islands 20 µm wider than the semiconductor islands by photolithography mask 3 and AL-11 aluminum
etchant from Cyantek heated to 50 ◦C [11]. We deposited and structured (mask 4) source and drain contacts (50 nm Ti) similar to the gate
with another e− -beam evaporation and lift-off step. A second layer of
Al2 O3 was deposited and structured identical to the gate insulation
layer. This concludes the fabrication process of the standard bottom
gate TFTs, which served as reference for the fabricated double gate
TFTs. In this case the second Al2 O3 layer worked as device passivation
[12].
3.2.2 Double gate TFTs
Double gate TFTs with an additional top gate connected with the bottom gate were fabricated on the same substrate. Therefore, 50 % of the
completed bottom gate TFTs were covered with 50 nm thick evaporated Cr. The Cr was then structured by standard photolithography
and wet etching using again mask 1. The top Al2 O3 layer served as
second gate oxide in this case. Thereby the structuring of the Al2 O3
into small islands ensured the electrical contact of the bottom and top
gate on both sides of the channel region, whereas the 50 nm thick Cr is
thick enough to establish a contact across the sidewalls of all previously
structured layers (2×10 nm Al2 O3 + 15 nm a-IGZO).

3.3 Results and Discussion
TFTs were characterized under ambient conditions using an Agilent
technologies B1500A parameter analyzer with current-voltage, and
capacitance-voltage measurement capabilities. Performance parameters were extrapolated from the transfer characteristics measured in
the saturation regime using standard MOSFET equations to model the
transistor current [9].
3.3.1 TFT characteristics
Figures 3.2a and 3.3a show transfer and corresponding output characteristics of a reference bottom gate a-IGZO TFT (W/L: 280 µm/10 µm),
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Figure 3.2: Typical a-IGZO TFT (W/L = 280 µm/10 µm) transfer characteristics measured in the linear and the saturation regime; a) bottom
gate reference transistor, and b) double gate transistor manufactured
on the same substrate.
and Figures 3.2b and 3.3b the equivalent measurements for an a-IGZO
double gate TFT. The most obvious difference between the bottom gate
and double gate TFTs is the change of the threshold voltage. The additional gate shifts Vth by +0.7 V from 0.25 V (bottom gate TFT) to 0.95 V
(double gate TFT). This shift is caused by the changed geometry [13]
and in good agreement with previously published double gate TFTs
[14]. Additionally, the higher Vth value of 0.95 V ensures that the double gate TFT is totally turned off at VGS =0 V, and therefore reduces the
source-drain off-current by more than three orders of magnitude from
8.8 nA to 3.3 pA. For easier comparison the following graphs are normalized by the different threshold voltages and show all measurement
results depending on the over-bias voltage VOB = VGS - Vth .
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b)

Figure 3.3: Typical a-IGZO TFT (W/L = 280 µm/10 µm) output characteristics; a) bottom gate reference transistor, and b) double gate transistor manufactured on the same substrate.
Figure 3.4 compares the total measured gate capacitance CG of a
bottom gate reference TFT and a double gate TFT (measured while
source and drain are grounded). The W/L ratios are 280 µm/10 µm.
The measurement shows the increased gate capacitance, and therefore stronger coupling between the gate contact and the TFT channel,
of the double gate TFT (Figure 3.4). Due to the additional top gate,
the area which defines the absolute capacitance is increased. The increased gate area of the double gate TFT results in a gate capacitance
of 191 pF in the on regime (VOB =2 V). In contrast, the gate capacitance
of the corresponding bottom gate reference TFT is 107 pF under equal
measurement conditions. This corresponds to an by ≈78 % increased
CG of the double gate TFT. The relative increase of the capacitance
is nearly independent of the bias voltage, and also shown in Fig. 3.4.
In particular the overlap capacitance between gate and the source /
drain contacts (measured at negative bias voltages) as well as the total
gate capacitance (overlap capacities + channel capacitance, measured
at positive bias voltages) is increased in the same way.
The stronger coupling between the gate and the channel of the
double gate TFT compared to the reference single bottom gate TFT has
a direct influence on the drain-source current IDS , which is increased
from 338 µA to 702 µA (VOB =2 V). This corresponds to an increase of
≈108 %.
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Overlap capacitance
(VGS << 0V)

drain

channel

top gate

Overlap + channel capacitance
(VGS > VTH)

source

drain

channel

source

bottom gate
Channel length L = 10 µm
Total gate to source/drain overlap = 30 µm
Drain
Gate
Contact 1

Contact 2
Source

Figure 3.4: Measured absolute gate capacitance CG , and ratio between
CG of a double gate TFT, and a corresponding bottom gate reference
TFT. The measurement principle is shown in the inset. The W/L ratios
are 280 µm/10 µm, the gate to drain and gate to source overlap length
were 15 µm each.
Besides the increased capacitance of the gate contact, also the effective field effect mobility is increased from 8.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the bottom
gate reference TFT to 8.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the double gate TFT (the calculation considers the measured gate capacitance increase of the double
gate TFT). The small increase of 2.5 % is within the process variations
of the presented flexible a-IGZO TFT. At the same time a small increase
of the effective mobility in double gate transistors was also correlated
with a reduced interface scattering, due to the reduced lateral electric
field, in the past [14].
The transconductance gm =∂ IDS /∂ VGS for the reference single bottom gate TFT and the double gate TFT is shown in Figure 3.5. The
Figure also shows the transconductance ratio between the two TFTs,
and the square root of the drain current used to calculate gm . Due to the
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Figure 3.5: Calculated transconductance of an a-IGZO double gate
TFT, and corresponding bottom gate reference TFT for different values
of over bias (VGS - Vth ) at VDS =3.775 V, and the ratio between the
transconductance values of double and bottom gate TFT. The W/L
ratio is 280 µm/10 µm. The inset shows the square root of IDS used for
the calculation.
higher gate capacitance, and slightly increased mobility of the double
gate TFTs, gm exhibits a steeper slope. The absolute value of gm at VOB
= 2 V is increased from 364 µS to 700 µS due to the additional top gate.
This corresponds to an increase of ≈92 %.
The on-off current ratio is mainly improved due to the increased
gate capacitance and therefore maximum drain-source current while
the off current is nearly unaffected by the additional top gate. The
double gate TFT reaches a value of 2 × 109 , which is a factor 2.2 higher
than the on-off current ratio of the bottom gate reference TFT.
The subthreshold swings (inverse of subthreshold slope), for the
double gate a-IGZO TFT and the reference single bottom gate TFT, are
investigated in Figure 3.6. In Figure 3.6a the subthreshold region of the
transfer characteristic from Figure 3.2 is magnified for both TFTs. It is
visible that the double gate TFT exhibits a steeper slope. This is confirmed in Figure 3.6b were the subthreshold swing is calculated using
(∂ logIDS /∂ VGS )−1 . Compared to [15] where bottom gate a-IGZO TFTs
with a similar geometry, but 25 nm thick Al2 O3 gate oxide exhibited
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Figure 3.6: a) Enlargement of the subthreshold region of a double
gate a-IGZO TFT and a corresponding bottom gate reference TFT. b)
Extracted subthreshold swing (∂ logIDS /∂ VGS )−1 of the measurement
shown in (a) for different over-bias voltages.
a SS of 180 mV/decade, the reference bottom gate TFT in this paper
showed a decreased SS of 84 mV/decade (this is due to the decreased
oxide thickness and therefore increased capacitance). Furthermore, the
additional top gate of the double gate a-IGZO TFT further improves the
control of the channel potential [13] and reduces SS to 69 mV/decade.
The performance parameters of double gate TFTs and corresponding reference bottom gate TFTs are summarized in Table 3.1.
However, due to the thin gate oxide and the added top gate additional effects were observed. First, tunneling of carriers through the
10 nm thin gate oxide (single and double gate TFT) increases the gate
leakage current IGS in the "off" state (Figure 3.2). The tunnel current
increases with increasing VDS , but does not impair devices operated
with a supply voltage of 5 V. Second, the larger interface area of the
double gate TFT increases the gate leakage current IGS (Figure 3.2b) by
at least one order of magnitude.
3.3.2 Stability
The electrical stability of bottom gate reference- and double gate aIGZO TFTs, was determined by standard gate bias stress measure-
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Table 3.1: Performance parameters of a-IGZO double gate TFTs and
bottom gate reference TFTs.
Transistor
Bottom gate ref- Double gate
erence

Relative
change

Gate capacitance
(VOB =2 V)

107 pF

191 pF

+78 %

Field effect mobility

8.3 cm2 V−1 s−1

8.5 cm2 V−1 s−1

+2.5 %

Transconductance 364 µS
(VOB =2 V)

700 µS

+92 %

Threshold voltage

250 mV

950 mV

+700 mV

On-off ratio

9 × 108

2 × 109

×2.2

Subthreshold
swing

84 mV/decade.

69 mV/decade.

-18 %

Parameter
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ments [16]. First, the TFT transfer characteristic was measured. Then,
gate bias stress voltages between 0.1 V and 3 V were applied to the gate
contact while source and drain contacts were grounded. In reference
to the 10 nm thick gate insulator, this corresponds to a gate bias stress
field (EStr ) between 1 × 107 V m−1 and 3 × 108 V m−1 . The gate bias stress
field was always applied for a time period tGB−Str of 300 s. Afterwards,
a second measurement of the TFT transfer characteristic was used to
determine the threshold voltage shift (∆Vth ). A new a-IGZO TFT was
used for each measurement point. Figure 3.7 shows the observed results for bottom gate TFTs and double gate TFTs. The flexible bottom
gate and double gate a-IGZO TFTs exhibit maximum threshold voltage shifts of ≈33 mV (single gate reference TFT) and ≈99 mV (double
gate TFT). Thanks to the Al2 O3 passivation layer [12], these values are
small compared to unpassivated bottom gate a-IGZO TFTs [17]. Nevertheless the measurement also shows a significant difference between
the gate bias stress stability of bottom gate reference- and double gate
a-IGZO TFTs:
In contrast to the bottom gate reference TFTs, the double gate TFTs
show a positive shift of the threshold voltage for all applied gate bias
voltages. Additionally, the absolute value of ∆Vth is larger for double
gate TFTs. This can be explained by the injection of electrons into the
gate dielectric and the subsequent screening of the gate voltage [18].
Due to their larger gate area, this has a bigger effect on double gate
TFTs. While the same effect also explains the positive threshold voltage
shift of the bottom gate reference TFTs at high stress fields, the partially
negative threshold voltage shift of the bottom gate reference TFTs at
low stress fields can be explained by the interaction of the TFT with
the environment.
It is known that oxide semiconductor based transistors with applied
positive gate voltages are influenced by the absorption of oxygen (O2 )
and desorption of water (H2 O) molecules [19], which act as acceptors in
a-IGZO [20]. Since the bottom gate reference TFTs are passivated with
a 10 nm thick aluminum oxide layer, the permeability of the Al2 O3 has
to be taken into account when the absorption of oxygen and water is
discussed. According to the measurements performed in [21], an 8 nm
thick aluminum oxide layer on PET foil has an oxygen transmission
rate (WVTR) of ≈1.26 × 10−4 mol/m2 per day, and a water vapor transmission rate (OTR) of ≈6.61 × 10−2 mol/m2 per day. Therefore, the OTR
is a factor ≈500 larger than the WVTR, and the absorption (VGS <0) and
desorption (VGS >0) of water will dominate the interaction between
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the TFT and the environment. Positive gate voltage stress causes the
desorption of water at the backchannel of a-IGZO TFTs and thereby
increases the electron concentration in the a-IGZO (the less important
adsorption of oxygen under positive gate bias stress would decreases
the electron concentration) [22]. The increased electron density then
leads to a negative shift of the threshold voltage. This effect is less
dominant for the double gate TFTs since the additional 50 nm thick
Cr top gate should be a more effective barrier against water permeation compared to the only 10 nm thick Al2 O3 passivation layer of the
bottom gate reference TFT.

Stress time tstr =300 s

Figure 3.7: Threshold voltage shift of a-IGZO double gate TFTs and
bottom gate reference TFTs induced by different gate bias stress fields.
Source and drain contacts were grounded while stress voltage was
applied to the gate contact. Stress was applied for a time period of
300 s.
The long term stability of the TFTs was evaluated by measuring
their transfer characteristics before and after defined time intervals,
whereas no voltage was applied to the TFTs in between [23]. Figure 3.8
shows the threshold voltage shift ∆Vth for an a-IGZO double gate TFT
and a corresponding bottom gate reference TFT. The threshold voltage
shifts are shown relative to the first measurement of the respective TFT
performed at tLT =0 s. The time interval between the measurements was
continuously increasing from 30 s up to 80 h), whereas the accumulated
time between the first and the last measurements was tLT =6 × 105 s
(166 h). Both TFTs were measured in the saturation regime using
the same maximum VGS of 3 V. The bottom gate reference TFT shows
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a continuous shift of the threshold voltage towards higher voltages
(+90 mV after 166 h). This shift is due to the measurement itself:
The measurement of the transfer characteristic takes approximately
20 s. During this time gate voltages up to 3 V which act as gate bias
stress voltage are applied to the TFT. Similar to the gate bias stress
experiment described above, this lead to the injection of electrons into
the oxide, a screening of the gate potential and a positive shift of
the threshold voltage. Additionally to this direct effect, the electrons
trapped in the oxide have also an effect on the water absorption and
desorption during the time intervals without external gate voltages.
Since the trapped electrons behave like a negative gate voltage, the
absorption of water decreases the electron concentration in the a-IGZO
channel [22] and causes an additional positive shift of the threshold
voltage.
The double gate TFT shows a different behavior which can be separated into two main effects: In region I (t < ≈10 000 s) the double gate
TFT exhibits a continuously increasing threshold voltage, the shift is
a factor 2 - 3 larger than the threshold voltage shift of the single gate
TFT (+70 mV after 7200 s 2 h). In region II (t > ≈10 000 s) the threshold
voltage nearly recovered to its original value, and a nearly time independent threshold voltage shift of ≈10 mV is observed. The described
behavior was observed during several independent measurements.
Similar to the bottom gate reference TFT, the threshold voltage shift of
the double gate TFT in region I can be explained by the electrical gate
bias stress induced by the measurement itself, causing charge injection into the gate oxide. Since the double gate TFTs are more sensitive
to gate bias stress the measured threshold voltage shift is larger than
for bottom gate reference TFTs. The observed threshold voltage shifts
corresponds well with the shifts obtained from the gate bias stress measurements (compare Figure 3.7). As for the gate bias stress experiment
the absorption of water is less important for double gate TFTs since
they are better encapsulated by the additional top gate. In region II the
time intervals between the single measurements are larger than in region I (ranging from 1.5 h to 80 h), therefore the time intervals are long
enough for the double gate TFT threshold voltage to relax back to the
initial value after the gate bias stress during each measurement [24]. At
the same time the threshold voltage of the bottom gate reference TFT
continues increasing, which can be explained by the additional effect of
the absorbed water. Here, the measurement suggests that the positive
threshold voltage shift induced by the absorbed water has a relaxation
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Threshold voltage shift ∆VTH (mV)

time longer than the longest time intervals in this experiment (80 h).
The long term stability measurement shows that the encapsulation of
the double gate TFTs (additional 50 nm Cr top gate) reduces the interaction of the TFT with the environment, and leads to a better long term
device stability when compared to the bottom gate reference TFT.
100
80

Double gate transistor
Bottom gate reference transistor

60

region I

40
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20
0 1
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Figure 3.8: Threshold voltage shift of the same a-IGZO double gate TFT
and bottom gate reference TFT measured after different time periods.
No voltage was applied between the measurements.

3.3.3 Bendability
To investigate the flexibility of the fabricated a-IGZO double gate TFTs
in comparison to the bottom gate reference TFTs, bending tests were
performed as follows: Prior to any bending the transfer characteristic
and the gate capacitance of the TFTs were measured. Next, TFTs were
attached to double sided tape and wound around rods, in the way
that tensile strain was applied parallel to the TFT channel. Afterwards,
the bent transistors were contacted with probe needles as usual, and
re-measured [25]. The radius of the employed rods was subsequently
reduced to evaluate the minimum possible bending radius. Figure 3.9
shows a photograph of the bent and contacted double gate TFT. The
transfer characteristic of an a-IGZO bottom gate reference TFT and a
double gate TFT (W/L =280 µm/35 µm) before bending, and while bent
to the minimum possible bending radius is shown in Figure 3.10. The
measurement demonstrates that the transistors remained fully operational when bent, but also shows that the minimum bending radius
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1 cm

TFTs
r =5 mm

Figure 3.9: Photograph of a flexible substrate, including contacted double gate a-IGZO TFTs, bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm parallel to the
TFT channel.
before the TFT is destroyed is different for bottom gate and double gate
TFTs. While the flexible bottom gate reference TFTs can be bent to a
radius of 3.5 mm, the double gate TFTs are destroyed at radii <5 mm.
These bending radii correspond to tensile mechanical strain  of 0.72 %
and 0.55 % in the TFT channel. The values are calculated using the
strain theory developed in [26] using the layer thicknesses and properties of the tested TFTs, and the initial bending of the free standing
substrate (build in strain). Beside the different minimum bending radius, the influence of strain on the performance parameters of bottom
gate reference TFTs and a double gate TFTs is also different. The bottom gate reference TFT (Figure 3.10a) shows an increase of the field
effect mobility and a decrease of the threshold voltage by +2 % and
-75 mV. These results are in line other bending experiments of flexible
a-IGZO TFTs [27], and discussed in detail e.g. in [15]. At the same time,
the applied tensile strain induced a positive threshold voltage shift of
25 mV and a reduction of the effective field effect mobility by 7 % of
the double gate TFT (Figure 3.10b).
The gate capacitance of a bottom gate reference TFT and a double
gate TFT both with a W/L ratio of 280 µm/35 µm measured while flat
and bent are plotted in Figure 3.11. At an over-bias voltage of 0 V the
gate capacitance slightly increases for the bottom gate reference TFT
as well as for the double gate TFT by +0.7 % and +1.2 %, respectively.
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a)

Gate
Source

flat

Drain

bent

b)

Figure 3.10: Transfer characteristic of the same a-IGZO TFTs (W/L
=280 µm/35 µm) measured while flat and bent. a) bottom gate reference
TFT bent to a tensile radius of 3.5 mm, b) double gate TFT bent to a
tensile radius of 5 mm.
Although there is some noise visible in the measurements, the average
increase of CG due to bending is ≈1 % for bottom and double gate TFTs,
and is also nearly independent of the bias voltage. This increase can be
correlated to the by strain increased area of the TFT channel region and
the, by the Poison effect, reduced thickness of the layer stack [28]. The
measurement shows that the change of CG and therefore the channel
area is approximately the same for double gate and bottom gate TFTs,
and that these change exhibits a value comparable to the value of the
mechanically induced strain.
At the same time the different shift of the TFT field effect mobility
and threshold voltage under strain for double gate and bottom gate
TFTs, as well as their different minimum bending radii indicates a sig-
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Figure 3.11: Gate capacitance of a bottom gate reference TFT and a
double gate TFT (W/L =280 µm/35 µm) measured while flat, and bent
to a tensile radius of 5 mm.
nificant change of the mechanical properties by the additional 50 nm
thick Cr top gate contact. Figure 3.12a illustrates how the deposition
of 50 nm thick evaporated Cr on bare polyimide foil introduces strain.
Prior to the Cr deposition the polyimide foil was absolutely flat, after the Cr evaporation the substrate shows an inward curvature with
a bending radius of ≈3.5 cm. Therefore the Cr on the polyimide foil
is exposed to tensile strain while the surface of the flexible substrate
is exposed to compressive strain when no external force is applied.
Considering this build in strain and the fact that Cr is a quite brittle
material [29] it is expectable that the double gate TFTs are less resistant
to bending. Figure 3.12b shows a micrograph of a double gate a-IGZO
TFT while bent to a radius of 3.5 mm (corresponds to a strain of 0.79 %,
when the initial curvature of the substrate is taken into account). In
contrast to the bottom gate reference TFT, the micrograph shows multiple cracks perpendicular to the applied strain and therefore parallel to
the TFT channel. The cracks are formed only in areas covered with the
Cr top gate, but e.g. not on the more ductile Au contacts. Furthermore
no cracks have been observed when bottom gate reference TFTs were
bent to a tensile radius of 3.5 mm. The formation of cracks explains the
different behavior of the double gate TFT under strain compared to
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Bare polyimide

b)

101

25 µm

Evaporation of 50 nm Cr

Bending radius: ≈3.5 cm

100 µm

Figure 3.12: a) Photograph of a blank polyimide substrate, and a substrate coated with 50 nm of evaporated Cr. The curvature illustrates
the build in strain. b) Optical micrograph of a double gate a-IGZO TFT
bent to a tensile radius of 3.5 mm, cracks, parallel to the TFT channel
are formed in the Cr top gate contact.
strained bottom gate reference TFTs. We believe that the use of more
ductile metals like Cu as top gate contact would enable bending radii
between 1 mm and 2 mm without the need of modifying the device
structure, but at the cost of an even higher work function compared to
Ti (φCu =4.54 eV) [9].

3.4 Conclusion
A double gate structure was combined with 10 nm thick Al2 O3 gate oxide layers to fabricate TFTs on free standing flexible plastic foils. Double
gate a-IGZO TFTs yield improved performance parameters compared
to single bottom gate reference TFTs fabricated on the same substrate.
The by 74 % increased absolute gate capacitance increased the transconductance up to 92 % (VOB =2 V). On-off current ratio increased by more
than a factor of 2, while the subthreshold swing reached a value of
69 mV/decade. This is to our knowledge the smallest value ever reported on flexible a-IGZO TFTs. Although double gate TFTs are less
resistant to mechanical strain than bottom gate reference TFTs, tensile
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mechanical strain of 0.55 %, induced by bending the flexible a-IGZO
double gate TFTs to a radius of 5 mm did not impair the device functionality significantly. In particular, the subthreshold swing remained
unchanged while µFE decreased by 7 % and Vth increased by 25 mV.
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Abstract
Thin-film transistors (TFTs) fabricated on flexible plastic substrates are
an integral part of future flexible large area electronic devices like displays,
and smart textiles. Devices for such applications require stable electrical
performance under electrical stress and also during applied mechanical
stress induced by bending of the flexible substrate. Mechanical stress
can be tensile or compressive strain depending on whether the TFT is
located outside or inside of the bending plane. Especially the impact of
compressive bending on TFT performance is hard to measure, because the
device is covered with the substrate in this case. We present a method which
allows us to continuously measure the electrical performance parameters of
amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc Oxide (a-IGZO) based TFTs exposed to
arbitrary compressive and tensile bending radii. To measure the influence
of strain on a TFT it is attached and electrically connected to a flexible
carrier foil, which afterwards is fastened to two plates in our bending tester.
The bending radius can be adjusted by changing the distance between these
plates. Thus it is possible to apply bending radii in the range between a
totally flat substrate and ≈1 mm, corresponding to a strain of ≈3.5 %.
The tested bottom-gate TFTs are especially designed for use with our
bending tester and fabricated on 50 µm thick flexible Kapton R E polyimide
substrates. To show the different application areas of our bending method
we characterized our TFTs while they are bent to different tensile and
compressive bending radii. These measurements show that the field effect
mobilities and threshold voltages of the tested a-IGZO TFTs are nearly,
but not absolutely, stable under applied strain, compared to the initial
values the mobilities shift by ≈3.5 % in the tensile case and ≈-1.5 % in
the compressive one, at a bending radius of 8 mm. We also measured the
influence of repeated bending (2500 cycles over ≈70 h), where a shift of
the performance parameters can be observed, too. The saturation mobility
of the flat device decreases by 4.5 %, and the threshold voltage raises
0.1 V. These results show that it is possible to characterize the influence
of different kinds of bending on flexible thin-film devices in a very reliable
way with one experimental setup.

4.1 Introduction
Flexible electronic devices fabricated on plastic substrates, especially
thin-film transistors (TFTs), are an important part of a large number of future applications such as flexible displays, smart textiles and
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other large area electronics. One key point for such applications, because of the limited temperature resistance of plastic substrates, is
device fabrication at low temperatures [1]. Therefore a attractive alternative as semiconductor material are oxide semiconductors like amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc Oxide (a-IGZO), since they have good
electrical properties (e.g. mobilities >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) even when they
are deposited at room temperature [2]. Another important point is the
stability under electrical stress and, especially for devices used in flexible applications, mechanical strain induced by bending of the device.
While the electrical stability under gate-bias stress of IGZO TFTs is well
investigated, there is no easy way to characterize the influence of different bending radii on TFTs. To our knowledge bending experiments
have been carried out by other groups over a limited number of tensile bending radii on oxide semiconductor TFTs [3] or on a-Si:H TFTs
for compressive strain [4], always in such a way that TFTs were bent
around rods or the inner side of hollow cylinders with fixed diameters.
This method is not very flexible and it is difficult to place probe tips if
the bending radii are getting to small. Here we present a way, including
a custom build, labview controlled, bending machine, to measure the
electrical parameters of our a-IGZO TFTs for tensile and compressive
strain down to bending radii <1 mm, in an automated way without the
need to connect probe needles with the sample. Therefore it is possible
to make reliable measurements at different bending radii without any
changes of the contact resistance, between the device and the parameter
analyzer. The different possible bending options are demonstrated by
three different bending experiments performed with our a-IGZO TFTs
showing the influence of (I) tensile strain at various bending radii, (II)
compressive strain at various bending radii, and (III) repeated increasing and decreasing tensile strain over 70 h corresponding to 2500 cycles
of bending and reflattening.

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Bending machine
Our bending tester with a mounted carrier substrate (7.6 cm × 7.6 cm),
including an attached TFT, is shown in Fig. 4.1. The dimensions of
the machine are approximately 18.5 cm by 12 cm and 4.5 cm in height.
Bending strain can be applied to the mounted flexible foil by changing
the distance between the two points where the foil is fixed. The foil is
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fixed by clamping it, using two 2 mm thick metal plates and 4 screws,
on the left part of the machine and on the movable slide. The slide can
be moved by the rotation of a shaft screwed through it, where one complete rotation of the shaft corresponds to a movement of 1 mm. We use
a 012SR DC motor, with an IE2-512 pulse generator and an attached
20/1 planetary gear, all manufactured by Faulhaber, connected to the
shaft via two cogwheels and a gearbelt for the rotation. The transmission ratio of the gear is 23:1, while the cogwheel / gearbelt system
does not change the angular frequency. The movement is controlled
by a labview based program; therefore a computer is connected with
the motor via a Faulhaber RS-232 motion controller. With this control
system it is possible to drive the slide to certain positions and also to
cycle between 2 different positions at a maximum speed of 1 mm s−1 ,
adjustable in steps of 0.01 mm s−1 . Additionally a CCD camera can be
mounted in front of the carrier substrate to monitor the actual bending
of the foil. The exact measurement of the bending radius in the middle
of the substrate, where the active channel of the TFT and the highest
strain is located, is done by fitting circles into the pictures taken with
the camera.
Motor +
pulse generator

Carrier substrate

Shaft

Gear
Attached TFT

Attached wires

Active channel

2 cm

Contact pads +
glued wires

Gear belt

Slide

1 cm

Figure 4.1: Photo of our custom built bending tester with a loaded carrier substrate and an attached flexible TFT bent to a radius of ≈19 mm.
The TFT is loaded to apply tensile strain parallel to the length of the
channel.
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4.2.2 Bending properties
There are two major operating modes of our bending tester. (I) shown
in Fig. 4.1, able to bent the transistors -starting from a flat substratedown to radii of ≈8 mm, and (II) where spacers (glass plates) attached at
the bending tester are used to decrease the minimum possible bending
radius below 1 mm. The typical minimum bending radius of our TFTs
is larger than 1 mm. These spacers clog the substrate to expand over
the machine, and have to be not conductive to prevent shortcuts on
the carrier foil.
The plate spacing versus the bending radius of the TFT loaded into
the bending machine with and without glass spacers and the applied
strain to our TFTs calculated using the strain theory developed in [5]
can be seen in Fig. 4.2. Without spacers the maximum strain is limited
to ≈0.4 %, but this value can be increased to >3.5 % with the glass
plates.

Bending Radius r (mm)

100

without spacers
exponential fit

10

1
0

with spacers
exponential
+ linear fit
10 20 30 40 50 60
Plate Distance (mm)

b)
Strain ε (%)

a)

1

without spacers
with spacers

0.1

0.01
0

10 20 30 40 50
Plate Distance (mm)

60

Figure 4.2: a) Measured bending radius of the TFT. Without spacers the
behavior of the bending radius can be fitted by an exponential function,
while the measurement with glass spacers is fitted by an exponential
(distances >32.5 mm) and a linear function (distances <32.5 mm, here
the carrier is in large-area contact with the spacers). b) Calculated strain
vs. plate distance for tensile strain.
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4.2.3 Mounting process
To attach one of our TFTs to the carrier substrate, to be mounted to
the bending machine we perform the following steps: our TFTs are
fabricated in a stripe design (34.5 mm × 4.75 mm) especially designed
for bending experiments, therefore they have three very large contact
pads (≈ 3 mm × 3 mm) connected to the active region located exactly in
the middle of the stripe. A schematic drawing of a TFT stripe is shown
in Fig. 4.3. These stripes are separated with a scissor along dicing
streets surrounding them. Alignment marks on the carrier substrate
indicating the place where the TFT stripe should be placed, to ensure
that the active region is positioned exactly in the middle on the carrier
substrate, because this is the place with the highest curvature. Before
we attach the TFT stripe to the carrier substrate we solder three flexible
wires onto the three large 600 nm thick Cu contact pads at the edge of
the carrier substrate, these three large contact pads are connected with
three smaller one near the TFT mounting region via 300 µm wide Cu
lines. The free ends of the soldered wires can be connected with a
HP4156A parameter analyzer. We have made the experience that the
TFT often is not working anymore if it is attached before the soldering
step, maybe because of the evaporating parts of the solder. Afterwards
both ends of the TFT stripe are fixed, at the marked position, with
a small (≈ 2 mm × 3 mm) piece of double sided tape. To establish
an electrical contact between the TFT contact pads and the Cu pads
beside the TFT on the carrier substrate, we use enameled copper wire
with a diameter of 0.09 mm. The insulation layer is removed with a
razorblade. Afterwards we use approximately 4 mm long pieces of wire
to form small arches using a tweezers. Both ends of this wire arches are
dipped into conductive epoxy EE129-4 from Epoxy Technology, and
the wire is placed in a way that it connects one pad of the TFT and
one pad on the carrier substrate. This procedure has to be repeated to
connect all three (gate, source, and drain) contacts. After the gluing
the epoxy has to be cured at room temperature for at least 24 h. The
connections with the contact pads on the carrier substrate are shown
in Fig. 4.3, too. Two additional Cu lines on the carrier substrate which
can be used to align the carrier foil in the bending machine are used
to ensure that the substrate is loaded in the same way every time, and
that the TFT is located exactly in the middle between the 2 movable
plates of the bending machine. After the mounting the carrier foil to the
bending machine the soldered wires should always be located at the
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contact

34.5 mm
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and interconect lines
(carrier foil)
active
channel

glued
Cu wire
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source/drain
contact
gate
contact
4.75 mm
Figure 4.3: Schematic of a bending TFT stripe electrically connected
to the pads on the carrier substrate.
fixed part of the machine (not at the slide), to avoid big forces due to the
movement. The substrate has to insert with the TFT facing upwards
to apply tensile strain, and facing downwards to apply compressive
one. If spacers are needed, to bend the TFT to small radii, we add a
7.6 cm × 7.6 cm glass plate (for compressive tests) or two 2.54 cm ×
7.6 cm microscope slides (for tensile test, otherwise the contact wires
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can be pinched between the Kapton and the glass) on both mounting
points by fixing them with the same clamps, and in the same step, as
the carrier foil. This completes the TFT mounting process.
4.2.4 IGZO TFTs
We used a 50 µm thick Kapton R E substrate from DuPont that was
cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropanol, and was then preshrunk in a vacuum oven at 200 ◦C for 24 h to remove trapped residual
solvents [6]. We deposited 50 nm of SiNx on each side of the substrate
using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition in an Oxford Instruments PECVD80+. Following substrate preparation, we deposited
35 nm Cr using a Univex 500 e− -beam evaporator and patterned gates
using standard photolithography. We then deposited 25 nm Al2 O3 using atomic layer deposition in a Picosun Sunale R-150B at 150 ◦C, and
15 nm IGZO using RF sputtering at room temperature. Next, TFT islands were patterned and etched using HCl:DI water 1:120 [7]. Then,
gate vias were etched using AL-11 etchant from Cyantek heated to
50 ◦C [8], in the same step we also etch the Al2 O3 and the underlying
SiNx (RIE process, Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 80+) to form dicing
streets. We evaporated Ti /Au = 10 nm /60 nm contacts and structured
them with a lift-off process. Finally, we deposited and patterned an
additional 25 nm thick Al2 O3 passivation layer.

4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Experiment I+II: IGZO TFT bending
The standard test to characterize TFTs under bending is to measure
the transfer curve while the TFT is bent to a specific radius or after it is
reflattened [4]. We performed such tests on our a-IGZO TFTs for tensile
(experiment I) and compressive (experiment II) bending, parallel to
the channel length, and extracted the saturation field effect mobilities
(µsat ) and the threshold voltages (Vth ) of the same TFT at different
bending radii, using standard equations to model the TFT current
[9]. We show the parameters normalized by their values measured
while the TFT was not bent. The initial values of our a-IGZO TFTs
are µsat,0 ≈10 cm2 V−1 s−1 and Vth,0 ≈ 0.8 V. Fig. 4.4 shows the change of
the performance parameters for experiment I. The strain at the smallest
measured radius was ≈0.302 %. The mobility and the threshold voltage
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Figure 4.4: Experiment I: Influence of tensile bending on the saturation
field effect mobility (µsat ) and the threshold voltage (Vth ) of our aIGZO TFTs. Please note that a small bending radius corresponds to
high strain.
are pretty stable [10]; µsat increases less than 3 %, while Vth is decreased
by ≈ 0.0025 V. For experiment II the strain at the smallest measured
radius was ≈ 0.273 % the differences compared to tensile comes from
the build in strain of the deposited layers. The results are shown in
Fig. 4.5, here the mobility is even more stable and is decreased by only
1.7 %, while Vth is increased by ≈0.019 V.
We think the reason for this behavior is that the conductivity inside the IGZO takes place mainly over large spherical s orbitals, with
large overlaps, of the metal ions, mainly the indium [11], and therefore the electrical properties are pretty insensitive against mechanical
deformation. At the same time the small observed changes can be explained by a change in the energy level splitting of the binding and
antibinding orbitals between the atoms in the semiconducting layer
and by an modification of the distance between the atoms induced
by tensile/compressive strain [12]. This changes the carrier density
and causes a shift in Vth in the directions we observed. The mobility
changes can be explained by a change of the electron-lattice interaction due to variations in the inter atomic distance, which results in
an change of the effective mass m∗ (k·p method [13]) and affects the
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Figure 4.5: Experiment II: Influence of compressive bending on the
saturation field effect mobility (µsat ) and the threshold voltage (Vth ) of
our a-IGZO TFTs. Please note that a small bending radius corresponds
to high strain.
mobility.
4.3.2 Experiment III: IGZO TFT cycling
We have cycled our a-IGZO TFTs from an infinite radius (flat substrate) down to a radius of ≈8 mm tensile 2500 times, the bending
tester moved with 1 mm s−1 , and therefore the total experiment time
was ≈70 h. To determine the TFT parameters we stopped the cycling
for ≈10 s (at the moment when the TFT was flat) and measured the
transfer characteristic. The evolution of the threshold voltage (Vth ) and
the saturation field effect mobility (µsat ) can be seen in Fig. 4.6. Here
µsat decreases by ≈4.5 % and Vth is increased by ≈ 0.11 V, both values
show a saturation behavior if the number of cycles increased. We think
the large number of bending cycles impacts the semiconductor, by the
creation of additional scattering centers, maybe due to the formation
of micro cracks, what reduces the conductivity.
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2500

Figure 4.6: Experiment III: Influence of tensile cycling between a plate
distance of 60 mm and 10 mm at a speed of 1 mm s−1 on the saturation
field effect mobility (µsat ) and the threshold voltage (Vth ) of our a-IGZO
TFTs.

4.4 Conclusion
The sensitivity of TFTs against applied mechanical stress induced by
bending and the effect of long term cycling clearly shows the need
to have the possibility to test these influences on transistors used in
applications like future flexible and rollable displays. This possibility
is given by the presented bending tester.
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Abstract
Amorphous indium–gallium–zinc–oxide (a-IGZO) is an interesting semiconducting material for use in flexible thin-film transistor (TFT) fabrication due to the high carrier mobility and low deposition temperatures.
To use these TFTs in flexible applications, their behavior under applied
mechanical strain and changing illumination, as well as the influence of
bending on reflattened TFTs, needs to be understood. We have fabricated
a-IGZO TFTs on flexible substrates and measured their behavior under
tensile and compressive strains down to bending radii < 10 mm. Bending
tests were applied in the dark, as well as under 90 lx illumination. Without
illumination, the tensile and compressive strains caused a little change in
the TFT performance, but the influence of the tensile strain combined with
illumination causes changes in the TFT mobility of 15 % and changes in
threshold voltage of -0.11 V. By comparison, the performance of illuminated TFTs under the applied compressive strain changes little compared
with measurements in the dark. The impact of repeated tensile bending and
reflattening shows a similar picture; bending tests carried out in the dark
resulted in a nearly constant threshold voltage, but with illumination, we
observed a shift of -0.1 V after 40 minutes of repeated bending.

5.1 Introduction
Electronic devices, including thin-film transistors (TFTs) fabricated on
flexible plastic substrates, can be integrated into a large number of
new applications such as flexible displays, smart textiles [1], and other
large-area electronics. One key requirement for such applications is the
ability to fabricate devices at low temperatures (<300 ◦C) [2] because
of the limited temperature resistance of plastic substrates. At the same
time, transistors need to be electrically stable under applied electrical
and mechanical stresses. TFTs fabricated using oxide semiconductors
such as amorphous indium–gallium–zinc–oxide (a-IGZO) are attractive for flexible electronics since they have good electrical properties
even when a-IGZO is deposited at room temperature [3]. Much research has focused on studying the electrical instability induced by the
gate bias stressing of a-IGZO TFTs [4]. Some groups also reported the
impact of tensile [5] or compressive [6] bending over a limited range
of radii and the impact of light on the electrical stability [7] of TFTs.
However, to our knowledge, the influence of light combined with the
mechanical stress has been not yet reported. Here, we show the results
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of bending experiments to continuously monitor the electrical behavior of a-IGZO TFTs exposed to tensile and compressive strains (both in
the dark and under illumination) down to the bending radii < 10 mm.
We also compared the impact of the electrical and mechanical stresses
for different illumination conditions over a longer time period and
show that, under certain conditions, the influence of the mechanical
stress can have the same order of magnitude effect on the TFT stability
as the electrical stress.

5.2 Device fabrication and Evaluation
5.2.1 IGZO TFTs
We used a 50 µm thick Kapton E substrate from DuPont (surface area
=7.6 cm × 7.6 cm), which was cleaned by sonication in acetone and
isopropanol for 10 min and was then preshrunk in a vacuum oven
at 200 ◦C for 24 h to remove trapped residual solvents [8]. We deposited 50 nm of SiNx on each side of the substrate using plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) in Oxford Instruments
PECVD 80+. TFTs had a standard bottom gate back channel passivated geometry (see Fig. 5.1). Following the substrate preparation, we
deposited 35 nm Cr using a Univex 500 e− -beam evaporator and patterned gates using standard photolithography (mask 1). We then deposited 25 nm Al2 O3 using atomic layer deposition in Picosun Sunale
R-150B at 150 ◦C. We used a PVD Products magnetron sputtering system to deposit 15 nm of IGZO at room temperature. This deposition
was performed in a pure Ar atmosphere (pressure =2 mtorr) at a radiofrequency power of 75 W, using a ceramic InGaZnO4 target. Next,
TFT islands were patterned and etched using standard photolithography (mask 2) and HCl:DI water of 1:120 [9]. Then, gate vias were
etched using standard photolithography (mask 3) and AL-11 etchant
from Cyantek heated to 50 ◦C [10]. We spin coated and patterned MAN1420 negative photoresist (mask 4) and structured the Ti /Au =10 nm
/60 nm contacts with a liftoff process. Finally, we deposited and patterned an additional 25 nm passivation layer of Al2 O3 [11] to improve
the electrical stability, using again the semiconductor island mask. The
TFTs discussed in this paper have a W/L ratio of 280 µm/115 µm or
280 µm/60 µm. TFT masks were designed so that the process substrate
could be cut into stripes with one TFT per stripe (dimensions: 4.75 mm
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× 34.5 mm). TFT electrodes were connected to interconnect lines leading to larger contact pads (3 mm × 3 mm) located on the same stripe.
25 nm Al2O3 gate dielectric

10 nm Ti /60 nm Au source- / draincontacts
15 nm a-IGZO
35 nm Cr
gate contact
50 µm substrate

50 nm SiNx adhesion layer

25 nm Al2O3 passivation

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the bottom gate back channel passivated
a-IGZO TFT.
Fig. 5.2(a) shows a typical a-IGZO transfer characteristic measured with a HP4156A parameter analyzer. The performance parameters for the shown characteristic are linear field effect mobility µlin
=9.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , saturation field effect mobility µsat =8.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
threshold voltage Vth =0.33 V, on/off ratio = 2.7 × 106 , and subthreshold
swing (inverse of the subthreshold slope)SS =0.18 V/decade, extrapolated using standard equations to model the TFT current [12]. The
gate–source leakage current IGS is always smaller than 10−7 mA. The
family curve plot of the same a-IGZO TFT is shown in Fig. 5.2(b); for an
applied gate–source voltage VGS of 5 V, the drain–source current IDS is
saturated above a drain–source voltage VDS of ≈4.5 V. The evolution of
Vth with time, although without electrical or mechanical stress applied
to the a-IGZO TFT, measured in the darkness and under illumination
(90 lx), is shown in Fig. 5.3. The shift is increased by the light, although
smaller than 5 mV, after 3000 s of illumination.
5.2.2 Bending measurements
TFTs were tested by attaching them to a reusable carrier substrate
and loading them between two parallel plates in a custom built bending tester, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). The plate can be adjusted from
14 mm (corresponding to a TFT bending radius of 8.7 mm) to a distance where the substrate is totally flat. The actual bending radius
applied to TFTs was measured by fitting circles to images taken using a camera mounted to face the edge of the carrier substrate. TFTs
are mounted as follows: 1) A flexible carrier substrate is coated with
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Figure 5.2: a) Typical a-IGZO TFT transfer characteristic measured
at source–drain voltages of 0.1 V (linear regime) and 10 V (saturation
regime). b) Typical a-IGZO TFT output characteristic with a maximum
saturation current of about 72 µA.
600 nm of Cu. The copper layer is patterned to form three large contact pads connected to interconnect lines leading to the center of the
substrate. 2) A TFT stripe is cut from the process substrate and is attached to the carrier substrate with double sided tape. 3) Electrical
contact between pads on the TFT stripe and the interconnect lines
on the carrier substrate is made using pieces of Cu wire (diameter of
0.09 mm) glued with conductive epoxy EE129-4 from Epoxy Technology. Fig. 5.4(b) shows a close up of a mounted TFT. 4) Three Cu cables
are soldered to the large contact pads on the carrier substrate, and the
free ends of these wires are attached the parameter analyzer to constantly monitor the electrical performance of the TFT. Afterward, the
carrier substrate, with the attached TFT, is loaded into our bending
tester (facing upward to apply tensile strain and downward for the
compressive strain), and the bending radius was varied from infinity
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Figure 5.3: Impact of illumination without electrical or mechanical
stress on the a-IGZO TFT threshold voltage.
(flat substrate) to ≈9 mm. TFTs are loaded to apply strain parallel to
the channel length. The range of strains  (where  = ∆L/L0 , with initial channel length L0 ) applied to the TFT channel region corresponds
to 0 % - 0.3 % tensile and 0 % - 0.27 % compressive strains. This was
calculated using the strain theory developed in [13] and taking into
account the built in strain in the substrate following the fabrication.
During the bending experiments, we measured the transfer characteristics of the TFTs by sweeping the gate–source voltage from 1.5 V to
-1 V V, while setting the drain–source voltage at 0.1 V and 5 V; these
two values are corresponding to the linear and saturation regimes of
the a-IGZO TFTs (compare with Fig. 5.2).We choose this small VGS
range to ensure that the measurements obtained while applying the
bending stress are not significantly influenced by the applied electrical
stress field during measurement. To be sure that the applied electrical stress during measurement does not impact the mechanical strain
measurement, we also waited for additional 5 min after measuring the
characteristic before changing the radius to a new value and remeasuring the TFT characteristic. The initial bending radius was infinite
(flat substrate) and was then stepwise decreased until the maximum
strain value was reached. Then, the TFT was flattened again to monitor the TFT relaxation behavior. For compressive measurements under
illumination, the complete bending setup was rotated so that the TFT
faced the light source. This was to ensure that the TFT active region
is exposed to the light. For the illumination itself, a conventional light
bulb emitting a black body spectrum (color temperature of ≈2700 K)
was used. This light source was chosen to simulate the use of our
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TFTs under everyday illumination conditions. The illuminance was
measured with a Gossen Mavolux lux meter.

a) Motor

Carrier substrate

b)
Interconnect
lines
TFT
Glued wires

Attached wires

Movable plate

Contact
pads

Figure 5.4: a) Photo of our custom built bending tester with a loaded
carrier substrate and an attached flexible TFT bent to a radius of
≈19 mm. The TFT is loaded to apply the tensile strain. b) Close up
of one TFT with attached contact wires.

5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 TFT bending
All TFTs were characterized at a specific bending radius by measuring
the TFT transfer characteristics and extracting the linear mobility, the
saturation mobility, the threshold voltage, and the subthreshold swing.
Fig. 5.5(a) shows the measured a-IGZO TFT saturation performance
characteristic for a TFT that is initially flat and is then bent to a tensile
bending radius of 9 mm and then to a compressive radius of 9 mm. All
measurements were taken in the darkness. It is obvious that the transfer
characteristic shifts in opposite directions for the tensile or compressive strain. It should be emphasized that, since the measurement of the
characteristic under the compressive strain follows a tensile bending
step, the observed shift caused by compressive bending is smaller than
the shift that would be observed if we had omitted tensile bending.
Fig. 5.5(b) shows the a-IGZO TFT saturation performance characteristic measured for a flat TFT and the same TFT bent to a 9 mm tensile
radius (illuminated with 90 lx and also without illumination). This
shows the strong impact that light has on the electrical properties of a-
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IGZO TFTs under bending. Compared with the measurement without
illumination, the influence of tensile bending is increased by a factor
of ≈5 due to the illumination. The different shapes of the a-IGZO TFT
characteristics shown in Fig. 5.5, as compared with Fig. 5.5, result from
a different measuring range and particularly form a worse electrical
connection of the device with the parameter analyzer caused by contacting the TFT via the carrier substrate for bending measurements.
This modification of the absolute values is not critical because we only
consider relative values in the next sections.
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Figure 5.5: TFT transfer characteristics for (a) a TFT measured without
illumination while it is flat and then while bent to ≈9 mm compressive
and tensile radii and (b) a TFT that is initially flat (without illumination)
and then bent to ≈9 mm tensile radius (in the darkness and while
under illumination). All transfer characteristics are measured in the
saturation regime (VDS =5 V). (Insets) Enlarged section of the transfer
characteristic (also using a logarithmic scale).
Typical measurement of normalized a-IGZO TFT linear and saturation mobilities versus applied strain (tensile and compressive) are
plotted in Fig. 5.6(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 5.6(c) shows the threshold voltage shift, and Fig. 5.6(d) shows the normalized subthreshold
swing extracted from measurements obtained during the same experiment. We use the definition where the tensile strain corresponds to
positive strain values and the compressive strain to negative strain
values. The mobility and subthreshold swing values are normalized
by their measurements at zero strain; the change in the threshold volt-
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age is shown as the difference to the value measured at zero strain.
The measured threshold voltage shift is much larger than the shifts obtained without the mechanical stress (see Fig. 5.3). The increase or the
decrease in the channel length L during bending is small (maximum of
0.3 %). It should be noted that the channel width W is constant during
bending because the strain is applied parallel to the channel. Therefore, the influence of the W/L ratio change on the mobility/threshold
voltage calculation is also small compared with the observed parameter variations, and we mainly observe a change in the semiconductor
material properties.
a) Parameter shift induced by bending in the darkness
For bending strains up to the maximum applied value of ≈0.3 %
(≈9 mm bending radius) in the absence of illumination, Vth shifts by up
to -15 mV (tensile) and 19 mV (compressive). The linear and saturation
field effect mobilities change by 1.5 % - 3 % with the applied strain. The
mobility increases for the applied tensile strain and decreases for the
compressive strain. The subthreshold swing increases for the tensile
and decreases for the compressive bending by ≈1 % (transistor performance is worsened by a higher subthreshold swing). All observed
parameters linearly change with the applied strain (therefore inversely
proportional to the bending radius).We can extract the linear mobility, the saturation mobility, the threshold voltage, and the subthreshold
swing to describe the response of the a-IGZO TFT performance parameters to the applied stain simply by fitting the parameter shift linearly
against the applied strain. As an example, the result for the linear mobility is shown in Fig. 5.7. The slope of the four linear fits and, therefore,
the response values of the four measured TFT parameters against the
applied mechanical strain (%) are (µlin /µlin,0 )/ =0.062 (see Fig. 5.7),
(µsat /µsat,0 )/ =0.081, SS/S0 / =0.035, and ∆Vth / =-0.057 V.
All measured TFT parameters (see Fig. 5.6), except for the threshold
voltage under the compressive strain and for the subthreshold swing,
return to their initial values if the strain is decreased to zero (after
reaching its maximum).
The observed behavior can be explained as follows:
Mechanical strain causes either an increase (in the case of the tensile
strain) or a decrease (in the case of the compressive strain) of the
distance between the atoms in the semiconductor layer and, of course,
also in all other layers of the transistor. The direction of this change

Normalized Linear Mobility
(µLin /µLin,0 )
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Figure 5.7: Normalized a-IGZO TFT linear mobility for different tensile
and compressive strains. The measured values show a linear behavior.
The linear fit gives the following relation between the linear mobility
and the applied strain: µlin =(0.062 + 1.005)µlin,0 .
of the interatomic distance is parallel to the applied strain. As we
applied the strain parallel to the channel length (∆Lk , corresponding
to the length variation of the a-IGZO channel) of our a-IGZO TFTs,
the change is also parallel to the current flow. The length variation
perpendicular to the applied strain (∆L⊥ , corresponding to the width
and thickness variations of the a-IGZO channel) induced by the Poisson
effect is quantified by the Poisson ratio ν, where ν (of a cube with L⊥
= Lk ) ≈ -∆L⊥ /∆Lk . The Poisson ratio of IGZO is not known, but the
theoretical value of the Poisson ratio has to be -1 < ν < 0.5 in an
isotropic material [14]. This means that, for example, an increase in the
distances in parallel direction of 1 % leads to a maximum decrease of
0.5 % in the perpendicular directions or also to a maximum increase of
1 %. Therefore, the direction of the originally applied strain remains the
dominant direction influencing interatomic spacing and, therefore, the
TFT current. The most similar material to IGZO with a known Poisson
ratio is ZnO, where νZnO ≈ 0.35 [15].
The decrease in the threshold voltage for tensile bending can be
now explained by an increase in the distance between the atoms that
cause an effective decrease in the energy level splitting (∆E) of the
bonding and antibonding orbitals between the atoms in the semiconducting layer [16]. This changes the value of the Fermi function (more
electrons are excited to the antibonding state for the material under
tensile bending strain, as compared with the relaxed material, at the
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same temperature). The additional electrons cause an increase in the
channel conductivity and, therefore, a negative shift of Vth . For compressive bending, the same argument is valid, but here, the decrease
in the interatomic distance leads to an increase in the energy spacing.
Therefore, this results in a decrease in the channel conductivity and a
positive shift of the threshold voltage.
The mobility increase for tensile bending can be correlated with a
decrease in the electron–lattice interaction due to the decreased energy
spacing in the direction parallel to the current flow. The k·p method
tells us that this decreases the effective mass m∗ of the charge carriers
(m∗ ∝ ∆E) [17] and affects their mobility (µ ∝ m∗−1 ). The mobility
decrease for compressive bending is then caused by the increase in
the energy spacing. Finally, the increase/decrease in the free carrier
concentration under tensile/compressive bending increases/ decreases
the capacitance of the semiconductor, resulting in an increase/decrease
in the subthreshold swing [18].
This observed behavior indicates that a-IGZO has a positive pressure coefficient dEG /dp, where EG is the energy spacing and p is the
pressure. Here, the pressure is proportional to strain  expressed by EG
=Y × . Y is the Young modulus of the material.
b) Parameter shift induced by bending under illumination
Under illumination, the TFT behavior significantly changes; the influence of the tensile strain is increased by a factor > 5, as compared with
the measurement without illumination, where Vth shifts by -110 mV,
µlin and µsat are increased by 9.2 % and 14.8 %, respectively, andSS rises
by 15.7 %. The relaxation behavior is modified as well. Even when
the strain is reduced again to 0 % after bending, the TFT parameters
remain nearly constant at the values they reached at the maximum
strain. These values only gradually return to their original values over
5 h - 10 h in the darkness.
The fact that the values only change when the strain is increased
shows that the observed parameter shift is not an effect of illumination or additional electrical stress (induced by the measurement itself)
but is caused by a combination of mechanical stress and illumination.
Therefore, this change in the TFT performance is a new instability
mechanism induced by a combination of the mechanical stress and the
illumination. For the compressive strain, the influence on the parameter shift is smaller but is still visible in the graphs (see Fig. 5.6). At
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the minimal applied compressive bending radius, Vth shifts by 37 mV,
µlin and µsat are decreased by 2.1 % and 3.8 %, respectively, andSS is
reduced by 6.7 %, as compared with the values measured at the flat device. Therefore, the illumination increases the impact of compressive
bending on the mobilities and the threshold voltage only by a factor
of ≈2 and the impact on the subthreshold swing by a factor of ≈5.
The relaxation behavior is also modified; all four performance parameters show the slow relaxation behavior already observed for tensile
bending.
These measurements again confirm the combined light/ bending
influence. The direction of the parameter shift is identical to the measurement without illumination and defined by the type of the applied
mechanical strain. Illumination only modifies the strength of the effect;
therefore, we do not measure only a superposition of two independent
effects.
Our explanation for the influence of light on the TFT performance
under bending is the following:
In the case of tensile bending, the smaller energy spacing between
the bonding and antibonding orbitals of the semiconductor enables
a-IGZO to absorb light with shorter wavelengths compared with the
relaxed material. The band gap of IGZO has a size of ≈3 eV - 3.4 eV [3];
therefore, the minimum absorbable wavelength is ≈400 nm - 360 nm.
This corresponds to the visible violet or ultraviolet light; the light in this
spectral range is present in the natural sunlight or the black body radiation of the lamp used for these experiments. The higher absorption of
the a-IGZO under tensile bending results in a higher electron/hole pair
generation inside the active channel of the TFT; this can have two effects. The generated holes h+ inside the n-type semiconductor [18] can
neutralize negatively charged oxygen inside a-IGZO [19], [20] and/or
negatively charged trapped electrons near the Al2 O3 /a-IGZO interface
[21], [22]. The resulting smaller scattering center density, particularly
at the interface, reduces electron scattering and increases the mean
free path, resulting in higher mobilities. Under compressive bending,
the absorption is weaker due to the increased energy spacing and
fewer holes, as compared with the flat substrate that are generated.
Therefore, the number of scattering centers increases with increasing
strain, and the mobility drops. At the same time, the increasing (in the
case of the tensile strain) or decreasing (in the case of the compressive
strain) number of photogenerated electrons changes the conductivity
and the capacitances and also affects the TFT performance parameters.
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The increased conductivity under tensile bending and illumination reduces the threshold voltage and contributes to the mobility increase,
whereas the increase in the subthreshold swing can be explained by the
increased capacitance. Under illuminated compressive bending, the reduction of the conductivity and the capacitance with increasing strain,
as compared with the relaxed layers, causes the observed opposite effect. The threshold voltage is maybe also modified by photogenerated
holes near the dielectric–semiconductor interface or inside the gate
insulator causing an increase (tensile strain) or decrease (compressive
strain) in the effective electrical field in this region.
The observed effect is probably larger for tensile bending because
the intensity of the black body radiation increases with increasing
wavelength (the maximum of the radiation emission curve λMax is
located at larger wavelengths in this case, i.e., λMax ≈ 1070 nm), and
therefore, the absorption gain for a decreased energy spacing is larger
than the decrease during the compressive phase where the absorption
is reduced due to the increased energy spacing.
5.3.2 TFT cycling
The bending tests showed that bending can influence the a- IGZO
TFT performance even after the device is reflattened. Therefore, we
performed TFT cycling experiments using our bending machine to induce the mechanical stress by cycling the TFT bending radius between
infinity and ≈9 mm. The time needed to reach the minimum bending
radius starting from a flat substrate is 50 s; therefore, one complete cycle
needs 100 s. To measure the TFT performance after a specific number
of cycles, we stopped the cycling at a point when the device was totally
flat, measured the transfer characteristic, and continued the cycling. We
have measured the characteristic after every six bending cycles (corresponding to 10 min continuous mechanical stress in between) and
extracted the common TFT performance parameters. Fig. 5.8 shows
the behavior of the linear and saturation field effect mobilities and the
subthreshold swing versus the duration of the mechanical stress induced by tensile cycling, with and without illumination. The observed
parameter shifts are in the same order of magnitude as the values measured for the single bending cycle discussed in the previous section
(see Fig. 5.6).
However, an increasing number of bending cycles also causes an increase in the parameter shift measured on the flat device. The behavior
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Figure 5.8: a) Linear field effect mobility µlin , b) saturation field effect
mobility µsat , and c) subthreshold swingSS of the a-IGZO TFT for different tensile cycling times with and without illumination, where one
bending cycle corresponds to 100 s.
of the performance parameters under compressive cycling is different. For the same number of bending cycles, the linear and saturation
field effect mobilities are nearly constant. The change of µlin (with and
without illumination) and µsat (not illuminated) is ≈0.2 %, whereas µsat
(illuminated) is varied by ≈0.35 %. The shift of the subthreshold swing
is shown in Fig. 5.9. For cycling under illumination, the increase in the
free carrier concentration due to photogeneration, resulting in an increase in the subthreshold swing, seems to be the dominant factor. We
see a decrease in the values for cycling without illumination, indicating
a decrease in the free carrier concentration (comparable with the results shown in Fig. 5.6). The thresholdvoltage shift caused by repeated
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Normalized Subthreshold Swing S/S0

bending is shown in Fig. 5.10. In the tensile case, the threshold voltage shifts by ≈ - 5 mV (no illumination) and≈ -100 mV (illuminated)
after 2400 s of cycling; for compressive cycling, the maximum shift is
≈6 mV (no illumination) and ≈33 mV (illuminated). These values are
comparable with the values measured at the reflattened TFT.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized a-IGZO TFT subthreshold swingSS for different
compressive cycling times with and without illumination, where one
bending cycle corresponds to 100 s.
The evolution of the threshold voltage shift dependent on the time
of the cycling can be described by an exponential function. Fig. 5.11
shows ∆Vth induced by tensile cycling and an exponential fit of the
measured data. An exponential fit with the following equation is used
to model the behavior:
∆Vth = A × exp(-σTH × tStr )+∆Vth,∞ ,
where ∆Vth,∞ is the maximum threshold voltage shift, σTH is a shift
constant that determines the strength of the increase in the threshold
voltage shift, and tStr is the stress time (duration of the cycling). For
tStr = 0 s, the shift should be zero; therefore, the amplitude should be
equal to -∆Vth,∞ . The maximum threshold voltage shift and the shift
constant for the mechanical stress experiments are as follows:
1. Tensile, illuminated: ∆Vth,∞ =-98.6 mV and σTH =1.57 × 10−3 s−1 ;
2. Tensile, darkness: ∆Vth,∞ =-4.8 mV and σTH =1.54 × 10−3 s−1 ;
3. Compressive, illuminated: ∆Vth,∞ =58.3 mV and σTH =1.33 × 10−3 s−1 ;
and
4. Compressive, darkness: ∆Vth,∞ =13.4 mV and σTH =0.25 × 10−3 s−1 ;
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Figure 5.10: Threshold voltage shift of the a-IGZO TFT, which is induced by electrical (at a stress field of 1 × 108 V/m) and mechanical
stresses induced by cycling (compressive and tensile). The data were
measured with and without illumination.
To compare the influence of the mechanical stress with the electrical
one, we also performed an electrical stress test with our TFTs, where
we applied a gate bias stress field EStr of 1 × 108 V/m and a voltage of
0 V at the source–drain contacts for different times and illumination
conditions and monitored the resulting threshold voltage shift. The
results of these experiments are also plotted in Fig. 5.10. The shift
parameters are as follows:
5. Electrical stress, illuminated: ∆Vth,∞ =145 mV and σTH =2.27 × 10−3 s−1 ;
and
6. Electrical stress, darkness: ∆Vth,∞ =86.4 mV and σTH =2.87 × 10−3 s−1 .
In general, the influence of tensile cycling is larger than the influence of compressive cycling. This is consistent with the results measured for a single TFT bending cycle. This suggests that the TFT nearly
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Figure 5.11: Threshold voltage shift of the a-IGZO TFT, which is induced by tensile cycling, with and without illumination. The equations
of the fitting curves are the following: not illuminated, ∆Vth =4.83 mV
exp(-0.003 54 s−1 × tStr ) -4.83 mV; and illuminated, ∆Vth =98.2 mV exp(0.001 58 s−1 × tStr ) -98.6 mV.
completely relaxes in the 50 s time needed to reflatten the TFT following the compressive strain. In comparison, the tensile strain also has
a strong effect on the TFT performance even after the TFT has been
flattened again. It is also striking that, for compressive cycling, the
parameters directly related to the carrier concentration (Vth andSS) are
more strongly affected than the mobilities (influenced by the interaction of the electrons with the lattice). This indicates that some time is
needed to restore the former carrier concentrations after the strain has
been released (and the initial lattice configuration has been recovered).

5.4 Conclusion
The major results of this paper have been summarized in Fig. 5.12,
where the influence of the mechanical strain on the saturation field
effect mobility of a-IGZO TFTs is plotted. It has been shown that the
applied mechanical strain induced by bending (tensile and compressive) has a considerable influence on the saturation mobility and all
other performance parameters (µlin , Vth , and SS) of a-IGZO TFTs and
that the strength and the relaxation behavior of this parameter shift are
strongly affected by the illumination of the device. At the same time,
the mechanical stress induced by cycling a-IGZO TFTs between two
different bending radii also has a significant impact on the performance
of reflattened TFTs. Flexible a-IGZO TFTs are nearly equally sensitive
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Figure 5.12: Shift of the normalized saturation mobility of a-IGZO TFTs
induced by bending to specific radii and cycling between different
radii for tensile and compressive strains measured with and without
illumination.
to electrical and mechanical stresses induced by cycling, particularly
under illumination. These facts need to be considered when designing
future flexible display applications.
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Abstract
Thin-film transistors have attracted a considerable amount of attention
since they enable cost effective and large scale device fabrication. Fabricating TFTs directly on flexible plastic foils enables mechanically flexible
transistors [1, 2, 3]. However, the mechanical instability of plastic substrates limits the accuracy of the photo mask alignment during the fabrication, and therefore the minimal feature size of the structures and their
performance. An alternative way to produce flexible electronic devices is
to peal-off a spin-coated polymer layer from a rigid substrate [4], or to spall
the thin top layer from a crystalline silicon wafer after device fabrication
[5]. These methods in general suffer from high strain applied during the
separation process, or a limited flexibility of the final devices. Here, we
propose a new approach based on the fabrication of transistors on top of
a flexible 1 µm thin parylene membrane deposited on a Si carrier wafer,
which can be transferred to nearly any kind of flexible or shaped surfaces.
TFTs fabricated on Si and afterwards transferred to a flexible polyimide
foil, exhibit transistor functionality even when the polyimide substrate is
bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm. Additionally, TFTs are also transferred to
a plastic rod with a radius of 2 mm.

6.1 Fabrication
The fabrication process starts with spin coating a 400 nm thick water soluble polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layer, and the evaporation of a
1 µm thick parylene layer on a 2 × 2 cm2 silicon chip. Following the
substrate preparation, bottom gate thin-film transistors consisting of a
15 nm thin sputtered amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (IGZO)
semiconductor, and a 25 nm thick ALD deposited Al2 O3 gate insulator are fabricated at a maximum process temperature of 150 ◦C, as
described in [3]. The device structure and the fabrication process flow
are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Here, the fabrication on rigid Si, and chemically stable parylene make this technology compatible with standard
semiconductor manufacturing techniques.

6.2 Results
The characterization of a typical device measured on the Si chip (black
curve in Fig. 6.4) exhibits an Io f f as low as 50 fA µm−1 with an Ion /Io f f
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a) 25nm Al2O3 gate isolator

10nm Ti / 60nm Au
source- / drain contacts
15nm a-IGZO
35nm Cr
gate contact
Si substrate
100nm PIB sacrificial layer 1µm Parylene membrane
b) PIB sacrificial layer (spin coating)
Parylene membrane (thermal evaporation)
Cr gate contact (e-beam evaporation + wet etching)
Al2O3 gate isolator (ALD)
a-IGZO (RF magnetron sputtering)
Al2O3 + a-IGZO stucturing (wet etching)
Ti/Au top metallization (e-beam evaporation + lift-off)

Figure 6.1: a) Cross section (a) and fabrication process flow (b) of
bottom-gate, inverted staggered a-IGZO TFTs on a Si /polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) /parylene stack. Maximum process temperature is 150 ◦C.
>107 (VDS = VGS =5 V), a threshold voltage of ≈2.7 V, a subthreshold
swing of 245 mV/decade, a transconductance of ≈0.735 mS µm−1 , a field
effect mobility of ≈21 cm2 V−1 s−1 , and an output resistance of ≈625 kΩ
(VDS = VGS =5 V). To releases and transfer the parylene membrane,
the chip is floated in water, which dissolves the PVA (Fig. 6.2). For a
2 × 2 cm2 chip the release takes ≈10 minutes after which the parylene
membrane incorporating the devices is floating on the water. The floating membrane can then be transferred to the final substrate by dipping
the desired substrate into the water, moving it towards the membrane,
and lifting it.
The membrane then sticks on the final substrate due to adhesion
forces. Subsequent heating to 60 ◦C for 10 minutes improves the adhesion and evaporates residual water. Here, we transferred the membrane to a 50 µm thick polyimide foil (Fig. 6.3).
The transferred device exhibits a transistor characteristic (red curve
in Fig. 6.4), with changed performance parameters compared to the
measurement prior to the transfer.
We noticed a decrease of the gate leakage current due to the insulating plastic substrate, an average decrease of the output resistance
by a factor of ≈6, a shift of the threshold voltage by -0.3 V, and an
increase of the mobility by ≈1 cm2 V−1 s−1 which is mirrored by the in-
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I. TFTs on Si
Si
Water
t=0min.

II. Water dissolves III.TFTs on
PVA
membrane
Si
Water
t=5min.

Water
t=10min.

1cm
Figure 6.2: Releasing process: H2 O dissolves the PVA and release the
1 µm thick parylene membrane incl. the TFTs.
Rigid Substrate

Flexible Substrate

Figure 6.3: TFTs fabricated on a rigid Si substrate can e.g. be transferred to a flexible polyimide foil.
creased transconductance and Ion /Io f f ratio (red curve in Fig. 6.4). The
observed shift of the threshold voltage and the mobility are caused
by the absorption of water during the transfer [6]. To demonstrate
the flexibility of the TFTs on their new substrate, we bent the devices
around a rod with a radius of 5 mm in a way that tensile strain (≈0.5 %,
substrate thickness: 51 µm) parallel to the TFT channel was applied.
The blue curve in Fig. 6.4 demonstrates that the TFTs stay fully functional and exhibit a slightly increased Ion , as expected from IGZO TFTs
under tensile strain [5]. The performance parameters of the TFT at
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Bending radius: 5 mm
On polyimide
VGS = 5 V
On Si

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15

VGS = 4 V
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0.00

VGS = 3 V

0
1
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4
5
Drain-Source Voltage VDS (V)

Figure 6.4: DC characteristic of an IGZO TFT measured on Si, transferred to a 50 µm thick polyimide foil, and bent to a tensile radius of
5 mm (strain ≈0.5 %) parallel to the TFT channel: a) Transfer-, b) Output
characteristic.
the different fabrication steps (on Si, transferred to polyimide, bent on
polyimide) are summarized in Tab. 6.1. Due to the formation of cracks
in the TFT stack, device operation at bending radii smaller than 5 mm
(strain >0.5 %) is not possible.
Since the mechanical strain in the TFT stack under bending strongly
depends on the substrate thickness, smaller bending radii are possible
by a direct transfer of the parylene membrane to a curved surface.
In this case the substrate thickness is only 1 µm, and the strain in the
TFTs stack reduces accordingly (e.g. a bending radius in of 0.1 mm
corresponds to mechanical strain of only 0.4 % when calculated with a
substrate thickness of 1 µm). The transfer of a TFT to a curved surface
is demonstrated in Fig. 6.5. Here the parylene membrane with TFTs
is attached to a plastic rod with a radius of 2 mm. The corresponding
transfer and output characteristics of a transferred TFT are shown in
Fig. 6.6. In contrast to TFTs on a 50 µm thick polyimide substrate, the
transferred TFTs are fully operational while bent to a radius of 2 mm.
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Table 6.1: Performance parameters of the same TFT measured on Si,
after transfer to polyimide, and bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm. Performance improves after transfer to a non-conductive substrate.
Parameter

Silicon
as
fabricated

Polyimide
transfered

Bent
Polyimide
radius =5 mm

field effect mobility
(cm2 V−1 s−1 )

21.3

22.6

22.1

threshold voltage
(V)

2.7

2.4

2.2

transconductance
(VDS = VGS =5 V) (µS)

195

245

250

subthreshold swing
mV/decade

245

220

211

6 × 107

2 × 108

3 × 108

658

11

10

(saturation region)

Ion /Io f f ratio
(VDS = VGS =5 V)
gate current
(VDS = VGS =5 V) (pA)
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500 µm

2mm
Figure 6.5: Micrograph and SEM image of a parylene membrane (incorporating TFTs) transferred to a plastic rod with a radius of 2 mm.
Due to the thin membrane the strain is only SI0.02%.
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Figure 6.6: Transfer characteristic (a), and output characteristic (b) measured on a TFT transferred to a plastic rod with 2 mm radius. The inset
shows the bent and contacted TFT.
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Abstract
TFTs on flexible plastic foils have the potential to enable new applications
like electronic skins or smart textiles. Due to the temperature sensitivity
of plastic substrates, amorphous In-Ga-Zn-O (a-IGZO) is a promising
semiconductor since it provides a carrier mobility >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 when
deposited at room temperature. Therefore, a-IGZO TFTs have significantly
increased electrical performance compared to organic TFTs, but also suffer
from a decreased bendability. Here, focused ion beam (FIB) images are used
to identify the gate metal as the dominant factor for the formation of cracks
in bent a-IGZO TFTs. Flexible a-IGZO TFTs using a high-k Al2 O3 gate
dielectric and different gate contact materials (Cr, Pt, Ti, or Cu) exhibit
a similar effective mobility µFE , threshold voltage Vth , and on-off current
ratio of: ≈15 cm2 V−1 s−1 , ≈1 V, and >109 . Simultaneously, bending experiments confirmed that their bendability depends on the ductility of the gate
material. These findings are used to identify Cu as suitable gate material,
and to fabricate a-IGZO TFTs on free-standing plastic foil which can be
operated at a bending radius of 1.7 mm (1.55 % strain), whereas bending
shifts µFE and Vth only by +2 %, and -6 mV.

7.1 Introduction
Electronics on flexible substrates, especially thin-film transistors (TFTs)
fabricated directly on free standing plastic foils promise to enable a
number of new and cheap devices such as bendable displays, electronic
skins and smart textiles [1]. The realization of such novel applications
calls for TFTs on plastic substrates which are designed and fabricated
according to three major constrains: First, the temperature sensitivity
of plastic substrates generally limits the maximum fabrication process
temperature to values smaller than ≈150 ◦C [2]. Second, the TFTs need
to provide a sufficient electrical performance. The two most important
parameters are the effective mobility µFE and the threshold voltage
Vth , whereas µFE should be as high as possible and Vth should enable
transistor operation at voltages <5 V. The third constrain of flexible
TFTs is their bendability. Here smaller bending radii enable a larger
number of potential applications and a more unobtrusive integration
of electronics into everyday objects.
Although, transistors partially or completely made from organic
materials offer a bendability to radii <1 mm [3, 4], TFTs based on amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc- Oxide (a-IGZO) [5], especially in combi-
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1.00

TFT broken
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Mobility µ / µ0

nation with a high-k gate dielectric like Al2 O3 have attracted much
attention because they provide a significantly better electrical performance (e.g. mobilities >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) when compared to organic TFTs
[6]. To achieve a high bendability, the adhesion between the different
material layers of flexible TFTs has to be optimized, which lead to the
fact that until now one of the most common gate metals for the fabrication of flexible bottom gate TFTs (organic and inorganic) is Cr [7, 8, 9].
This is because Cr provides a good adhesion on plastic substrates. The
measured influence of bending flexible a-IGZO TFTs with a Cr bottom
gate is presented in Fig. 7.1. The graph shows a small increase of the
effective mobility with decreasing bending radius, and also illustrates
that no transistor operation can be observed at bending radii smaller
≈4 mm. The mobility shift as well as the minimal possible bending radius have been reported earlier and are typical for a-IGZO TFTs under
tensile strain [10, 11]. At the same time, the exact reason for the limited
bendability was not investigate in the past.
In this paper, the formation of cracks in the Cr gate metal is identified as the dominant failure mechanism of bent flexible a-IGZO bottom
gate TFTs. This finding leads to the use of more ductile gate metals,
whereas Cu enabled the fabrication of flexible a-IGZO TFTs on free
standing plastic foil which can withstand bending radii smaller than
2 mm.

0.95
0.90

Bending
r  4.2 mm

Flat

0.85
1

10
100
Bending Radius r (mm)

1000

Figure 7.1: Influence of tensile bending on the effective mobility of
a-IGZO TFTs with Cr bottom gates.
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7.2 Origin of device failure under strain
Optical microscope and SEM images of a bent (r =3.5 mm) TFT with Cr
bottom gate (cross section and martials shown in Fig. 7.2) show multiple cracks in the TFT channel region, which are aligned perpendicular
to the applied mechanical stain (Fig. 7.3a+b), but neither optical nor
SEM top view micrographs are able to show the origin of these cracks.
Therefore, a focused ion beam (FIB) combined with a SEM has been
used to take a cross sectional image (Fig. 7.3c) of a flexible a-IGZO TFT
while bent to a radius of 3.5 mm (using a metal rod). The cross section
shows that the crack has an average width of ≈30 nm, and gets wider
close to the flexible polyimide substrate. Despite that the mechanical
strain is higher in the upper layers of the TFT stack the Ti/Au top
metallization is partially able to bridge the crack, while the lower Cr
bottom gate is totally separated. This can be explained by the higher
ductility of Au compared to Cr, but it also demonstrates that the limiting factor for the bendability is not the ceramic a-IGZO semiconductor
or the Al2 O3 gate insulator but the metallic and normally crystalline
Cr [12]. Hence, the replacement of the Cr gate by a more ductile metal
promises to improve the bendability of the TFTs, without a loss of the
beneficial electrical properties of a-IGZO or Al2 O3 .
25 nm Al2O3 passivation
10 nm Ti / 60 nm Au
source- / drain contacts
15 nm a-IGZO
25 nm Al2O3 gate isolator
35 nm {Cr, Ti, Pt, Cu} gate contact

Figure 7.2: Schematic of the fabricated flexible bottom gate TFTs.

7.3 Flexible TFTs using various gate metals
Beside Cr (rupture strain R ≈0.5 % [13]), materials with a higher ductility have been selected a gate metal. These are Ti (R ≈2 % [14]), Pt (R
≈4 % [15]), and Cu (R ≈4.5 % [16]).

7.3. Flexible TFTs using various gate metals

a)

b)

Source
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Au bridges
crack partially

Strain

Drain

Position of cross
section (Fig.3c)

c)
FIB deposited Pt
(protects crack
during FIB cutting)

Strain
250 nm

Al2O3 device passivation
Ti/Au top metallization
IGZO semiconductor
Al2O3 gate isolator
Cr gate
Polyimide substrate
250 nm

Bending radius: 3.5 mm

Figure 7.3: Optical (a) and SEM (b) top view, and cross sectional FIB
(c) image of a crack in a flexible a-IGZO TFT (Cr gate contact) bent to
a radius of 3.5 mm. The picture shows the gate/drain overlap region
(marked in Fig. 7.3a), here all material layers are present.
7.3.1 Fabrication
A schematic of the flexible TFTs is shown in Fig. 7.2. A 50 µm thick
polyimide foil served as substrate. Since not all metals provide an
adhesion as good as the one of Cr, the adhesion of the polyimide
was improved by a 60 min ozone treatment. Following the e− -beam
evaporation and structuring (lift-off) of the 35 nm thick gate contact (Cr,
Ti, Pt, or Cu), a 25 nm thick Al2 O3 gate insulator (r =9.5) was deposited
in an ALD process, and a 15 nm thick a-IGZO semiconductor was
deposited by room temperature RF magnetron stuttering. Next, Al2 O3
and a-IGZO were structured by wet etching. A Ti/Au (10 nm/ 60 nm) top
metallization was used to fabricate source and drain contacts in a liftoff process. The fabrication was concluded by an additional 25 nm thick
Al2 O3 layer as device passivation. The maximum process temperature
during the fabrication was 150 ◦C. A more detailed description of the
fabrication process can be found in [11].
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Table 7.1: Electrical performance parameters (saturation region) of flexible a-IGZO TFTs, fabricated using different gate metals.

Cr

Gate metal
Ti
Pt

Cu

Theshold voltage
(V)

1.1

1.0

1.2

1.1

Subthreshold swing
(mV/decade)

102

126

110

154

Transconductance (mS)
(VDS = VGS =5 V)

0.18

0.19

0.17

0.20

9 × 109

2 × 1010

2 × 1010

4 × 109

Effective mobility
(cm2 V−1 s−1 )

15

15.3

14.7

16.1

Gate current (A)
(VDS = VGS =5 V)

1.2 × 10−10

3.6 × 10−10

1.1 × 10−10

1.7 × 10−10

Parameter

On-off current ratio
(VDS =0 V, 5 V)

7.3.2 Performance
Performance parameters were extrapolated from transfer characteristics measured under ambient conditions in the saturation regime using
standard MOSFET equations [17].
Fig. 7.4 shows typical transfer and corresponding output characteristics of the fabricated TFTs. The W/L ratio is always 560 µm/ 60 µm.
The measurement demonstrates that the electrical performance is not
significantly influenced by the use of different gate metals. This is also
shown in Tab. 7.1, where the performance parameters of TFTs with Cr,
Ti, Pt, and Cu gate are compared. It is worth mentioning that although
the four metals have work functions φ which vary by up to ≈1.3 eV
[17], the threshold voltage is nearly independent from the used gate
metal. This can be explained by the fact that the fixed oxide charges
[17] have a bigger influence on Vth than the work function difference.
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Figure 7.4: Transfer (a) and output (b) characteristics of typical a-IGZO
TFTs fabricated using diffent gate metals.

7.4 Bending
7.4.1 Experimental
To measure the influence of bending on the fabricated TFTs in a reliable
way, we used a TFT layout with contact pads ≈1 cm away from the
channel, and a custom build bending tester [11] shown in Fig. 7.5. To
perform the measurement, a single TFT was cut from the substrate and
attached to a flexible carrier substrate. An electrical contact between
the pads of the TFT and the interconnect lines on the carrier substrate
was made with glued Cu wires. The interconnect lines on the carrier
substrate itself were connected with a parameter analyzer. Thereby, the
TFT can be measured at arbitrary bending radii without the need to
place any probe tips. The large distance between channel region and
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contact pads also ensures that the mechanical properties of the TFT
are not influenced by the measurement setup. The carrier substrate is
then mounted between two movable plates in a custom build bending
tester. Here, a change of the plate distance changes the bending radius
of the TFT, whereas the actual bending radius was monitored with a
CCD camera.
TFTs were characterized at different bending radii starting from a
flat substrate down to a minimum radius of 1.1 mm. This corresponds
to tensile mechanical strain between 0.07 % and 2.3 %, calculated using
the strain theory developed in [18] (the calculation also considers the
build in strain of the flat substrate). Tensile strain was chosen because
it is known that it has a bigger influence then compressive one [11].
TFTs were always bent parallel to the TFT channel and therefore also
parallel to the current flow. To minimize the effect of electrical stress
on the measurement, the gate voltage VGS was only varied in a small
interval (VGS = -0.5 V...2.5 V).
2.5 mm

Interconect lines
Glued Cu wires

TFT channel

Contact pads

Movable plate
Carrier substrate
Cables to parameter analyzer
Motor + Gear

Figure 7.5: Custom-built bending tester with a loaded carrier substrate
and close up of the attached flexible TFT bent to a radius of ≈8 mm.

7.4.2 Results
The influence of bending on TFTs with different gate metals is shown
in Fig. 7.6. Here, the evolution of the effective mobility µFE for different
bending radii is plotted. For easier comparison, the values are normalized by the value measured at the flat substrate. The graph shows
that the gate metal has a significant influence on the bending performance. The Cr gate TFT shows only a small variation of the mobility
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(≈4 %) as long as the strain in smaller than 0.7 % (r =3.8 mm), whereas
at higher strain values a decrease of the mobility by several orders of
magnitude is observed. The strain value at which the mobility drops
significantly corresponds to the strain at which crack formation starts.
We define this strain value as the threshold strain TH , it is a measure
for the bendability of the TFTs. The inset of Fig. 7.6 demonstrates the
influence of cracks on the transfer characteristic, which mirrors the decrease of the mobility at  > TH . The cracks in the channel region reduce
the TFT conductivity (causing the mobility decrease), and also reduce
the controllability of the channel (causing the off-current increase). In
contrast to the Cr TFT the TFTs with more ductile gate metals exhibit
significantly higher TH values. In particular the Cu gate TFT is fully
operational up to a stain of 1.55 % (r =1.7 mm). To demonstrate the
full functionality of the Cu gate TFT while bent to a radius <2 mm,
Fig. 7.7 shows the transfer characteristic while flat and bent to a radius of 1.7 mm. Here, the threshold voltage is decreased by ≈6 mV and
the mobility is increased by ≈2 %, which is in good agreement with
previously published values [10, 11].
As long as the strain value in the channel region was never larger
than TH , the TFTs stay fully functional after they are reflattened subsequently to the bending experiment.
For a reliable and comparable quantification of the minimal possible bending radius, defined as the bending radius corresponding to
TH , multiple bending tests (up to 5 per gate material) were performed.
The observed minimal bending radii (average value and standard deviation) are visualized in Fig. 7.8. The graph shows that a-IGZO TFTs
with Cu gates can be reliably bent to radii <2 mm which is an improvement by a factor ≈2 compared to previously published a-IGZO
TFTs fabricated on free standing plastic foil. The measured minimal
bending radii for all gate materials and the rupture strain R of the
same materials (measured on thin-films) are summarized in Tab. 7.2.
At the one hand side, the table shows a clear correlation between the
measured TH and the reported R of the gate metals. At the other
hand, although R reaches values up to 4.5 % the flexibility of the TFTs
saturates at strain value of ≈1.5 %. This shows that at strain levels
around 1.5 % the brittleness of the a-IGZO and/or the Al2 O3 is getting
dominant, indicating that more strain resistive TFTs are only possible
with a modification of the semiconductor and/or gate insulator layer
which would also influence the electrical performance. Additionally,
we observed that while an increase of the channel length L leads to
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Figure 7.6: Typical evolution of the normalized effective mobility with
increasing mechanical strain for flexible a-IGZO TFTs fabricated using
gate metals with different ductilities. The inset shows the degradation
of the transfer characteristic in the saturation regime (Cr gate TFT)
which corresponds to the drastically reduced µFE at high strain values.
less strain resistive TFTs (for bending parallel to the channel), TFTs
with shorter L do not exhibit a significantly improved bending performance (measured down to a channel length of 10 µm). Nevertheless,
even smaller bending radii of a-IGZO TFTs are expected to be possible
by a reduction of the strain in the devices by an encapsulation of the
TFTs or the use of thinner substrates.

7.5 Conclusion
The formation of cracks in bent flexible a-IGZO TFTs has been investigated, and the ductility of the gate metal was identified as the limiting
factor of their bendability. These findings have been used to optimize
the cracking behavior of flexible TFTs by the use of more ductile materials without significantly influencing their electrical performance.
TFTs fabricated on free standing polyimide foil, and based on Cu gate
contacts exhibit full functionality when bent to a radius of 1.7 mm (
=1.55 %), which is to our knowledge the smallest value ever reported
on flexible a-IGZO TFTs. At this bending radius the Cu gate TFTs exhibit a by ≈6 mV decreased threshold voltage and a ≈2 % increased
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2.5
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Figure 7.7: Transfer characteristics of a Cu gate a-IGZO TFT while flat
and bent to a tensile radius of 1.7 mm ( =1.55 %). The inset shows the
under strain increased drain current. The slightly different shape of the
characteristics compared to Fig. 7.5 results from a different measuring
range, and especially from a worse electrical connection via the carrier
substrate.
effective mobility. These results in combination with the fact that Cu is
a cheap material with a high electrical conductivity suggest that Cu is
the most suitable gate material for flexible a-IGZO TFTs.
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Gate metal

Copper
Platinum
Titanium
Chromium

1.0

1.5
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Minimum Bending Radius (mm)

5.0

Figure 7.8: Influence of the gate metal on the minimum bending radius
(the data points and error bars give the mean values and the standard
deviation).

Table 7.2: Bending performance of flexible a-IGZO TFTs, fabricated
using different gate metals, and previosly reported rupture strains of
the same metals [13, 14, 15, 16].

Parameter
Average
value
Best
measured
value

Minimum bending radius (mm)
Strain (TH )

Cr

Gate metal
Ti
Pt

Cu

4.2

2.4

2.2

1.9

0.67 %

1.12 %

1.21 %

1.39 %

Minimum bending radius (mm)
Strain (TH )

3.8

1.9

2

1.7

0.73 %

1.39 %

1.33 %

1.55 %

Rupture strain of thin films (R )

≈0.5 %

≈2 %

≈4 %

≈4.5 %
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Abstract
Findings obtained from bending experiments with mechanically flexible
InGaZnO-based thin-film transistors are used to derive design rules for
flexible InGaZnO-based n-channel metal–oxide–semiconductor logic circuits. Based on the developed design rules, flexible NAND gates, inverters,
and five-stage ring oscillators are fabricated directly on free-standing plastic foils at temperatures ≤150 ◦C. Geometrically well-designed circuits operated at a supply voltage of 5 V are exposed to tensile mechanical strains,
induced by bending, up to 0.72 % without performance degradation. This
corresponds to a bending radius of 3.5 mm. At the same time, increases in
the rise time by a factor of ca 2 and reductions in the high and low output
voltage levels by ca 10 % and 50 % have been observed for circuits with
disadvantageous geometrical design. Ring oscillators designed to be operated under strain show an increase in oscillation frequency from 22.9 kHz
(flat substrate) to 23.32 kHz (bending radius: 3.5 mm). This demonstrates
the field-effect mobility increase in a-IGZO-based circuits under tensile
mechanical strain. Long-term reliability is evaluated with 20 000 cycles
of repeated bending and reflattening without circuit failure.

8.1 Introduction
Electronic circuits on flexible substrates promise to enable a number of
new applications, such as rollable displays, electronic skins, or woven
electronics [1]. In addition, the system-on-panel approach, which was
demonstrated in [2], aims to integrate, e.g., sensors, actuators, and control electronics on flexible substrates, to reduce the fabrication costs.
While organic and a-Si:H-based thin-film transistors (TFTs) fabricated
on flexible substrates, in general, suffer from low mobilities at or below
1 cm2 V−1 s−1 [3], [4], state-of-the-art single-crystalline silicon chips have
to be thinned and transferred to foils [5]. At the same time, TFTs based
on oxide semiconductors, such as amorphous indium–gallium–zincoxide (a-IGZO), fabricated at temperatures ≤150 ◦C, provide electron
mobilities above 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 [6]. Therefore, a-IGZO combines higher
mobilities than other amorphous materials with the ability of lowtemperature deposition directly on large-area temperaturesensitive
plastic substrates.
While a-IGZO-based circuits, either fabricated on or transferred to
plastic foil, have been presented [7, 8], the influence of bending these
circuits is nearly not investigated, although this is a crucial point in
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flexible electronics. The influence of strain, induced by bending the
substrate, on the electrical performance of a-IGZO TFTs was already
determined by our work [9] and other groups’ work [10]. Fig. 8.1
shows a typical evolution of the TFT saturation field-effect mobility
versus mechanical strain induced by tensile bending of the substrate.
Strain was applied parallel and perpendicular to the TFT channel. Parallel bending increases the mobility until the TFT is destroyed above
0.72 % strain (). Perpendicular bending at the same time only slightly
increases the mobility for small values of strain (≈0.3 %) but leads to
capillary cracks and, therefore, a strong performance degradation if the
strain is increased above ≈0.3 %. The formation and influence of capillary cracks will be discussed later in this paper. The different effects
of parallel and perpendicular bending have to be taken into account
when designing and fabricating flexible a-IGZO circuits, which should
be operated under mechanical strain.

Figure 8.1: Typical mobility changes induced by mechanical tensile
stain caused by bending. As indicated by the insets, strain was applied
parallel and perpendicular to the a-IGZO TFT channel.
Here, we use findings from bending experiments with single aIGZO TFTs on plastic foils to derive design rules for flexible NMOS
a-IGZO logic circuits. The design rules are used to fabricate NAND
gates, inverters, and five-stage ring oscillators, which can be bent to a
radius of 3.5 mm. Additionally, the circuits are fully operational after
20 000 cycles of repeated bending and reflattening.
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8.2 Fabrication Process
A free-standing 50 µm-thick polyimide foil served as substrate for the
fabrication of n-type a-IGZO TFTs using a passivated bottom-gate
inverted staggered TFT geometry, as described in [9]. The device geometry, including layer materials and thicknesses, is shown in Fig. 8.2.
All metal layers were evaporated, whereas Al2 O3 was fabricated by
atomic layer deposition. The a-IGZO semiconducting layer was radiofrequency sputtered at room temperature. In addition to [9], the
Cr gates were cleaned by an ozone plasma for 60 min after etching
to increase the adhesion of the Al2 O3 gate oxide. Circuit interconnect
lines were integrated into the top metallization layer. The chosen materials and fabrication techniques are a tradeoff between performance,
low-temperature fabrication, thickness reduction of brittle materials,
and adhesion between different material layers, aiming at long-term
reliability and bendability.
25nm Al2O3
passivation

10nm Ti / 60nm Au
source- / drain contacts
+ interconnect lines
15nm a-IGZO
35nm Cr
gate contact

25nm Al2O3
gate isolator

50nm SiNx
adhesion layer

50µm
substrate

Figure 8.2: Cross section of our flexible a-IGZO TFTs.
A typical a-IGZO TFT (W/L = 280 µm/35 µm) transfer characteristic
is shown in Fig. 8.3. The performance parameters, which are extrapolated using standard MOSFET equations [11], are threshold voltage
Vth = 0.3 V, saturation field-effect mobility µsat = 13.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , linear fieldeffect mobility µlin = 14.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , transconductance gm =
0.18 mS, on/off ratio Ion /Io f f >107 , and subthreshold swing (inverse of
subthreshold slope) SS = 150 mV/decade.
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Figure 8.3: a-IGZO TFT transfer characteristic measured at
source/drain voltages VDS of 0.1 V (linear regime) and 5 V (saturation
regime).

8.3 Influence of mechanical strain
Electrical measurements under tensile mechanical strain were performed by winding the flexible substrate around rods with 10-, 5-, and
3.5-mm radius and contacting them with probe tips. A bent substrate
is shown in Fig. 8.4. The applied radii correspond to tensile mechanical
strains in the channel of 0.25 %, 0.5 %, and 0.72 %, which are calculated
using [12]. The effects of bending switching TFTs and load TFTs with
connected gate and drain contacts were evaluated. Both elements are
necessary to build logic gates. As described in the introduction, tensile
strain changes the field-effect mobility (Fig. 8.1). Since the influence
of compressive strain is smaller, compared with tensile strain [12], the
qualitative behavior under compressive bending will be the same as
under tensile bending with a negative mobility change in the elastic
region (no formation of cracks), whereas compressive bending causes
cracks at higher strain levels. The transfer characteristics of TFTs while
flat and bent to a tensile radius of 3.5 mm are plotted in Fig. 8.5(a) and
(b). The graphs show the different effects of stain (0.72 %), depending
on the direction relative to the TFT channels. Parallel bending modifies the source drain current by less than 3 % [Fig. 8.5(b)], mainly due
to a shift of the field-effect mobility. However, strain perpendicular to
the channel strongly influences the TFT behavior. Fig. 8.5(a) shows, in
particular, a reduction in the on-current (Ion ) by ≈22 % and an increase
in the off-current (Io f f ) by four orders of magnitude due to capillary
cracks.
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10 mm
Figure 8.4: Photograph of the flexible substrate, bent to a tensile radius of 3.5 mm.
Comparable results are observed when bending load TFTs with
connected gate and drain contacts [Fig. 8.5(c) and (d)]. Fig. 8.5(c) shows
that strain perpendicular to the channel cause an increased resistance
due to the reduced on-current. Strain parallel to the channel has no
significant effect [Fig. 8.5(d)]. If the TFTs are reflattened after bending,
their original characteristics are recovered.
The performance degradation of TFTs exposed to perpendicular
stains >0.3 % is caused by the formation of capillary cracks, perpendicular to the applied mechanical strain. Fig. 8.6(a) shows one of these
capillary cracks. The average width of the cracks while the substrate is
bent to a radius of 3.5 mm was ≈90 nm. The cracks propagate through
the chromium, a-IGZO, and Al2 O3 layers. Ductile gold contacts are
only damaged in areas where they are covered with Al2 O3 . This is
because, aside from the ceramic a-IGZO and Al2 O3 layers, chromium
is, compared to other metals like gold, a brittle material [13]. We measured an average distance between two neighboring capillary cracks of
≈100 µm, but in approximately 50 % of all cases, only one crack within
one TFT channel was visible. The two closest cracks we could find
had a distance of 31 µm. Therefore, we observed capillary cracks only
during bending perpendicular to the channel, because the width of
the TFT channels is much larger than their length. Hence, all observed
capillary cracks formed parallel to the channel. Consequently, perpendicular bending disconnects a part of the gate that remains floating.
The floating and, hence, uncontrollable charges in the disconnected
part of the gate result in an increased off-current similar to the drain
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Figure 8.5: Single a-IGZO TFTs characterized while flat and with applied strain of 0.72 % (bending radius:
3.5 mm) a) perpendicular and b) parallel and to the channel (logarithmic Y axis). c) perpendicular and d)
parallel strained load TFT with connected drain and gate contacts while flat and bent, including the static
resistance (linear Y axis).
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current at VGS =0 V [Fig. 8.5(a)]. At the same time, the on-current is
reduced due to the reduced effective W/L ratio. In total, this results
in a reduced on/off-current ratio. Since the capillary cracks do not occur in specific locations but rather in a stochastic manner, the curves in
Fig. 8.5(a) and (c) are exemplary and could also suffer from more or less
distinct on/off-current ratio reductions. After reflattening the substrate,
the observed capillary cracks are still visible, but their width is drastically reduced. The measured average width of capillary cracks at the
surface of the reflattened substrate is 16 nm [Fig. 8.6(b)]. At the same
time, both edges of the cracks have contact at several locations. Hence,
reflattening reestablishes the electrical contact between the separated
parts of the gate contact, and the original W/L ratio is recovered. The
potentially higher electrical resistance of the closed crack is negligible
because the electrical potential will still be uniform, due to the small
gate current (IGS <10 pA).
Bending to a radius smaller than 3.5 mm ( > 0.72 %) leads to extended cracks, causing short circuits between different material layers,
and permanently destroys the TFTs. The orientation of these extended
cracks depends on the direction of the applied strain. Destroyed TFTs,
after strains  > 0.8 %, are shown in Fig. 8.6(c). In this case, reflattening
does not recover the original TFT characteristic. These findings concerning the influence of the direction and strength of mechanical strain
lead to the following design rules for digital NMOS a-IGZO circuits:
1. Driver TFTs should be strained only parallel to the channel to
avoid capillary cracks and maintain switching performance as
long as possible.
2. Load TFTs can be oriented in both directions relative to the driver
TFTs without compromising the circuit operation, although a
perpendicular alignment will increase the load resistance and
modify the circuit performance if stained.
3. To avoid capillary cracks perpendicular to the channel, the gate
length of TFTs strained parallel to the channel should be smaller
than the expected minimal distance between two neighboring
capillary cracks.
Additionally, two rules concerning the mechanical properties of
our a-IGZO TFTs are derived.
4. Strain should, in general, not be increased above 0.72 %.
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Figure 8.6: a) SEM images of a capillary crack parallel to the TFT
channel induced by tensile bending ( = 0.72 %) perpendicular to the
channel. b) Capillary crack after reflattening the substrate. c) Extended
cracks induced by tensile bending ( > 0.72 %) parallel and perpendicular to the channel.
5. Temporarily applied mechanical strain should not influence the
performance of the reflattened circuits.

8.4 Circuits
8.4.1 Circuit Design
To verify the design rules, we fabricated and tested digital NMOS
circuits based on a-IGZO TFTs. All circuits are static n-type logic gates
composed of load TFTs (W/L =140 µm/20 µm) and driver TFTs (W/L =
1400 µm/20 µm). The gate length is always smaller than the measured
minimal crack distance of 31 µm (design rule 3). The fabrication of
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circuits is identical to the fabrication of single TFTs, with the exception
that the required interconnect lines are manufactured together with
the gate and source–drain metallization layers; thereby, no additional
process steps are required.
According to the design rules, all circuits were fabricated with load
TFTs oriented parallel and perpendicular to the driver TFTs. (Therefore, strain can be applied parallel to the driver TFTs and, at the same
time, parallel and perpendicular to the load TFTs). We fabricated inverters [Fig. 8.7(a)], NAND gates [Fig. 8.7(b)], and five-stage ring oscillators [Fig. 8.7(c)].
Fig. 8.7 also shows schematics of all circuits. Ring oscillators are
designed with five inverters in a feedback loop plus an additional
inverter as output buffer. In addition, Fig. 8.7 shows the direction of
the applied strain for all circuits.
a) NMOS inverter:

VDD = 5 V

b) NMOS NAND:

VDD

Load TFT
|| Strain

VDD = 5 V

VDD

W/L =
140µm/20µm

GND



500µm In
c) 5-stage ring oscillator

VDD = 5 V

OUT
IN 1

Out

Load TFT
┴ Strain

GND

W/L =
1400µm/20µm

GND
Out

OUT
IN

IN 2
GND In1 In2 500µm

OUT

GND

500µm

500µm

Figure 8.7: Circuit schematics and micrographs of the fabricated circuits with load TFTs aligned parallel and perpendicular to the driver
TFTs: a) Inverter, b) NAND gate, 5-stage ring oscillator.

8.4.2 Circuit Characterization
As for single TFTs, circuits were bent around rods to characterize the
influence of strain. In compliance with the constrains of the used aIGZO TFTs, Fig. 8.4 shows a contacted NAND gate bent to a tensile
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radius of 3.5 mm ( = 0.72 %). According to design rule 1, driver TFTs
are always strained parallel to the channel. The following measurement conditions were applied during electrical circuit characterization: supply voltage VDD = 5 V, input voltage swing vin = 5 V, and
input signal frequency fin = 1 kHz. All signals were monitored using
a multichannel oscilloscope at a sampling rate of 50 MS s−1 . The total
output load for the tested circuits was 1 MΩ and 300 pF. In everyday
use, flexible devices will be repeatedly bent and reflattened. Therefore,
we additionally tested the longterm stability of the flexible a-IGZO
circuits by bending and reflattening them for multiple times. Cycling
between a flat substrate and a tensile bending radius of 4.5 mm ( =
0.56 %) was performed by using our custom-built automated bending
tester [9]. Therefore, a unit cell of our substrate was mounted at the
center of a larger (7.5 cm × 7.5 cm) carrier foil. The carrier foil itself was
mounted in the bending tester, with one rim at the fixed part and the
opposed one at the movable part of the bending tester. The bending
tester moved the two opposed rims toward each other and therefore
created a bending at the middle of the foil. The velocity of this movement was 1 mm s−1 . Ambient temperature and humidity during the
long-term measurements were kept constant at 21 ◦C and 60 %RH. The
circuits were illuminated using a standard light bulb, resulting in a
constant illumination strength of 200 lx.

8.5 Results
The digital input and output signals of an exemplary a-IGZO inverter
and NAND gates under mechanical strain are shown in Figs. 8.8(a)
and 8.9, respectively. Both gates are measured before bending, while
strained to 0.72 %, and after bending (reflattened). Additionally, Fig.
8(b) shows the analog characteristic of the inverter with the load TFT
aligned perpendicular to the driver TFT while flat and strained by
0.72 %.
As expected from Fig. 8.5(b) and design rule 2, the digital circuits
with all TFTs in parallel are insensitive to bending. On the one hand,
tensile bending increases the field-effect mobility by ≈1.5 % (Fig. 8.1).
At the same time, the output levels of NANDs and inverter gates
are determined by the ratio between the conductivities of the load
and driver TFTs. This ratio remains constant if all TFTs are stained
by the same factor and in the same direction. We also do not see a
change in the rise and fall times (tr and t f ). A decrease in tr and t f
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Figure 8.8: a) Input and output signals of fabricated inverter gates,
before bending, with strain applied parallel to the driver TFTs and
hence perpendicular and parallel to the load TFTs, and reflattened. b)
DC characteristic measured with a parameter analyzer (different total
output load) of the perpendicular aligned load TFTs while flat and
strained.
due to the increasing mobility could not be measured, mainly because
the external output load is constant during bending. Therefore, the
changes in TFT conductivity are negligible for digital circuits with all
TFTs in parallel.
Circuits with perpendicular strained load TFTs show an increase
in the load resistance due to the smaller load TFT W/L ratio caused
by capillary cracks. This results in a lowering of the output voltage
levels and an increase in the rise time [14]. The output voltage swings
in Figs. 8.8(a) and 8.9 are reduced by ≈0.3 V while strained (0.72 %). In
particular, the high and low output voltages are reduced by ≈0.5 V and
≈0.2 V, and the rise times are increased by a factor > 2. The fall times
remain unchanged since the characteristics of the driver TFTs stay unaffected (compare design rule 1). In addition, the increased maximum
slope of the plotted analog inverter characteristic [Fig. 8.8(b)] shows
that the voltage amplification of the inverter is increased while bent.
Simultaneously, the average current consumptions of these inverter
and NAND gates are reduced from 130 µA to 63 µA and from 67 µA to
25 µA while bent, due to the smaller W/L ratio of the load TFT, and also
because the absolute reduction of the on-current of the driver TFTs is
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Figure 8.9: Input and output signals of exemplary NAND gates before
bending, with strain applied parallel to the driver TFTs and hence
perpendicular and parallel to the load TFTs, and reflattened.
larger than the increase in the off-current (Fig. 8.5). Reflattening the
circuit restores the original W/L ratio and, hence, the original output
signals. The evolution of the circuit high and low output voltage levels,
as well as tr and t f with increasing strain and reflattened, is visualized
in Fig. 8.10.
Aside from the digital inverter and NAND gates, we also measured
the influence of bending on five-stage ring oscillators with parallel and
perpendicular aligned load TFTs. Fig. 8.11 shows the output amplitude
and frequency measured at different bending radii. Ring oscillator performances show a similar behavior as digital circuits, but additionally,
the small mobility increase with increasing tensile strain has an influence. Due to the increasing mobility, the oscillator with parallel load
TFTs shows an increase in the frequency from 22.9 kHz to 23.32 kHz
(gate delay reduction from 4.4 µs to 4.3 µs) and a reduction in the amplitude from 2.04 V to 2 V while strained by 0.72 %. This observation is
consistent with the results achieved by other groups [10] and Fig. 8.1.
A more detailed analysis of the influence of strain on analog flexible
circuits can be found, e.g., in [15].
The oscillator with perpendicular load TFTs changes the output
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Figure 8.10: Output parameters of a NAND and an inverter gate before
bending, with different strains applied parallel to the driver TFTs and
perpendicular to the load TFTs, and reflattened.
amplitude, while strained to 0.72 %, from 2 V to 2.3 V and the frequency from 22.4 kHz to 16.4 kHz, corresponding to a gate delay of
4.5 µs and 6.1 µs, respectively. This is due to the increased amplification
and, therefore, decreased bandwidth of the single inverters [compare
Fig. 8.8(b)]. For smaller strain values (before the formation of capillary
cracks), an increase in the frequency and a decrease in the amplitude,
analog to the ring oscillator with parallel strained load TFTs, are visible.
To determine the influence of mechanical strain on a longer time
scale and verify that bending does not influence the function of reflattened circuits, the substrate was bent and reflattened 20 000 times.
This corresponds to more than two weeks of continuous bending by
the used bending tester. The minimum bending radius was 4.5 mm.
None of the tested inverters, NAND gates, or ring oscillators stopped
working during this experiment. Fig. 8.12 shows the NAND parameters during this cycling experiment, which were measured at the flat
substrate after different numbers of bending cycles. While the rise and
fall times, as well as the low voltage levels of the output signal, are
nearly constant, the high voltage level increased by ≈0.4 V, independently from the orientation of the load TFTs. Therefore, mainly the
driver TFT off-current is modified. This is consistent with an obser-
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Load TFT || Strain
Load TFT ┴ Strain

flat

rbent = 3.5 mm

Figure 8.11: Amplitude and frequency of 5-stage ring oscillators before
bending, and with strain applied parallel to the driver TFTs and hence
perpendicular and parallel to the load TFTs.
vation we made in the past, i.e., that long-term cycling increases the
threshold voltage by ≈100 mV [16]. Due to the small threshold voltage of the used a-IGZO TFTs, repeated bending mainly decreases the
source drain current of our a-IGZO TFTs when VGS ≈0 V (Fig. 8.3). As
a result, the driver TFT conductivity is further decreased if the TFTs
are turned off, and the high voltage output level increases.

8.6 Conclusion
Based on results obtained by bending single TFTs, we have derived
three design rules for flexible NMOS a-IGZO logic gates. We have
verified these design rules by fabricating and applying tensile strain
to digital circuits and ring oscillators.
Our design rules enable the operation of the circuits up to applied
strains of 0.72 %, corresponding to a minimal bending radius of 3.5 mm.
Table 8.1 summarizes all results and shows that the achieved bending
radius is, to our knowledge, significantly smaller than the bending
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Figure 8.12: Output parameter of NAND gates with strain applied
parallel to the driver TFTs and hence perpendicular and parallel to the
load TFTs for different numbers of bending cycles.
radii achieved for inorganic circuits in other publications. To further
decrease the influence of strain on circuits, one of the following would
be necessary:
1. A reduction in the dimensions (especially the gate width and
length) would reduce the probability for the formation of capillary cracks in the active region and therefore reduce the influence
of strain.
2. The encapsulation of the substrate shifts the devices closer to
the neutral stress plane, although it is difficult to place the TFTs
exactly on the neural plane and avoid the problems of cracks
completely [17].
3. In particular, the influence of the mobility change induced by
strain in the elastic region, and not by capillary cracks, visible
in circuits like the shown ring oscillators, and can be reduced
by compensator circuits or a feedback [15]. This would require a
more complicated electrical circuit design and potentially more
transistors.
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Furthermore, the circuits are still working after 20 000 repetitions
of bending and reflattening. A flexible device with these specifications
could be rolled up to a diameter of less than 1 cm 20 times a day and
would still have an extrapolated lifetime of around three years.
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Crystalline Si

Amorphous IGZO

[7]

Fabricated on glass
substrate
(TMAX
=300 ◦C) and transferred to PET foil

Amorphous IGZO

[8]

Fabricated on stainless steel foil (TMAX
=300 ◦C)

Amorphous IGZO

[10]

Fabricated on free
standing polyimide
foil (TMAX =150 ◦C)

Amorphous IGZO

This Work

Table 8.1: Comparison of previously published flexible inorganic digital circuits. (*Calculated using the strain
values given in [10])

Channel
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Fabricated on polyimide foil bonded to
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=260 ◦C)

[5]

Fabrication
method
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(20 µm)
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5V
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oscillator

No bending
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devices

3.6 V

Smallest bending radius: 30 mm

Smallest bending radius: 3.5 mm Repeated bending cycles: 20000

Inverters
and
NANDs with different geometrical
alignments, 5-stage
ring oscillators
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Smallest
bending
radius: Single TFTs
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Circuits:
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Abstract
Amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) is a promising material for the use in thin-film transistors (TFTs) and more complex electronic
devices fabricated on flexible plastic substrates due to the low required deposition temperatures, and the high achievable electron mobilities. Here
we show a mechanically flexible, fully integrated 1-bit SRAM composed of
6 a-IGZO TFTs fabricated on flexible polyimide foil that is operated with
a supply voltage of 5 V, and for the first time electrically tested while bent
to tensile radii of 10 mm and 5 mm. We observed circuit operation up to
an input frequency of 10 kHz. The output signal of our 1-bit SRAM stays
virtually unchanged even when the circuit is exposed to tensile mechanical
strain of 0.52 %, induced by bending it to a radius of 5 mm.

9.1 Introduction
Mechanically flexible electronic devices fabricated on plastic foils, and
not on rigid silicon wafers or glass plates, will enable a large number of new applications such as smart textiles [1] or flexible displays,
manufactured with cheap roll-to-roll processes [2]. One key requirement for the production of such flexible structures is device fabrication
at low temperatures (<300 ◦C) [3] because of the limited temperature
resistance of the available plastic substrates. TFTs fabricated using
oxide semiconductors such as amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide
(a-IGZO) as the channel material are attractive for flexible electronics
because of their electron mobilities higher than 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 , which
are achieved even when a-IGZO is deposited at room temperature [4].
One of the most important basic elements for all electronic circuits are
thin-film transistors (TFTs). For digital applications it is necessary to
perform logic operations and to store values in memory cells. Single
flexible TFTs based on a-IGZO [4], ZnO [5], and other organic [6] and
inorganic [3] materials have already been presented. At the same time
there are only very few flexible, a-IGZO based, circuits. Inverters and
ring oscillators fabricated on flexible substrates [7], and also a flexible shift register fabricated on a carrier substrate and transferred to a
flexible plastic foil [8] have been published. The second technique has
the disadvantage that it is not compatible with roll-to-roll fabrication
methods. However while it has been shown that IGZO TFTs function
under mechanical strain [5], the operation of a-IGZO circuits on a bent
substrate have, to our knowledge, not yet been reported.
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Here we present a fully integrated 1-bit SRAM composed of 6
a-IGZO TFTs fabricated on flexible plastic foil. We demonstrate the
function of this device under mechanical strain induced by bending
the circuit to a radius of 5 mm.

9.2 Device fabrication and evaluation
9.2.1 TFT fabrication
The device structure of our inverted staggered (bottom-gate, topcontact) thin-film transistors is show in Fig. 9.1. We used a flexible
50 µm-thick Kapton R E polyimide substrate from DuPont (surface area
= 7.6 cm × 7.6 cm), that was cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropanol for 5 minutes each, and was then pre-shrunk in a vacuum
oven at 200 ◦C for 24 h to remove trapped residual solvents [9]. We
deposited 50 nm of SiNx on each side of the substrate using plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) in an Oxford Instruments PECVD80+. We then deposited a 35 nm thick layer of Cr in a
Plassys MEB550SL e− -beam evaporator, and structured it using standard photolithography (mask 1). Afterwards, the sample was treated
in a UV ozone cleaning system for 60 min to clean the surface and
prepare it for the following depositions. A Picosun Sunale R-150B was
used to deposit 25 nm Al2 O3 , as a gate insulator, by atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 150 ◦C. Next, we deposited 15 nm of a-IGZO using
room temperature RF magnetron sputtering in an Ar atmosphere and
a ceramic InGaZnO4 target. We patterned and etched the semiconductor by standard photolithography (mask 2) and diluted hydrochloric
acid [10] (HCl : H2 O = 1 : 120). To remove the Al2 O3 above the gate
contact pads, we used photolithography mask 3 and AL-11 aluminium
etchant from Cyantek heated to 50 ◦C [11]. Due to the limited resistivity of a-IGZO against chemical etchants we deposited the upper metal
layer (source and drain contacts, interconnects) using a lift off process.
Therefore we structured negative photoresist (mask 4) and evaporated
10 nm Ti and 60 nm Au with a second electron beam evaporation step.
To increase the electrical stability of our devices, we finally deposited
additional 25 nm of Al2 O3 (ALD) [12], and opened contact holes (mask
5).
A typical transfer characteristic of one of our a-IGZO TFTs, measured with a HP4156A parameter analyzer, is shown in Fig. 9.2a. The
width (W) and the length (L) of the active channel are 1400 µm, and
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25 nm Al2O3 gate dielectric

10 nm Ti / 60 nm Au source- / draincontacts
15 nm a-IGZO
35 nm Cr
gate contact
50 µm flexible
polyimide substrate

50 nm SiNx adhesion layer 25 nm Al2O3 passivation

Figure 9.1: Schematic of our flexible bottom gate a-IGZO TFTs.
20 µm, respectively. The performance parameters for the shown characteristic are: saturation field effect mobility µsat =14.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 , linear
field effect mobility µlin =14.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 , threshold voltage (Vth ) =0.7 V,
on/off ratio =3 × 108 and subthreshold swing (inverse of subthreshold slope) SS =0.15 V/decade, extrapolated using standard equations
to model the transistor current [13]. The gate-source leakage current
(IGS ) is always smaller than 10−7 mA. The output characteristic plot
(Fig. 9.2b) shows a clear saturation behavior for high drain-source
voltages (VDS ). For an applied gate-source voltage (VGS ) of 5 V the
drain-source current (IDS ) is saturated above a drain source voltage of
≈5 V. The maximum measured IDS value is ≈ 3.5 mA.
9.2.2 Circuit design
A schematic circuit diagram of the fabricated 1-bit SRAM is shown
in Fig. 9.3. The 1-bit static memory cell consists of 6 n-channel enhancement TFTs forming two cross-coupled NAND gates. The circuit
is designed to work with a supply voltage (VDD ) of 5 V. To simplify
the whole structure we used TFTs with only two different W/L ratios:
driver transistors (TFTs 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 9.3), and load TFTs, here
both the drain and the gate contacts are connected with the power supply (TFTs 1 + 2 in Fig. 9.3). If a gate voltage is applied to the driver TFTs
the voltage levels at the output pads should shift close to the ground
level. Therefore the ratio between the conductivity of the driver and
load TFT has to be lager then one. The W/L ratios have been chosen
accordingly: W/L (driver): 1400 µm /20 µm, and W/L (load): 140 µm
/20 µm. All active elements and interconnects are fully integrated on
the same substrate.
The ‘set’ (S) and ‘reset’ (R) signals of this structure are active low.

9.2. Device fabrication and evaluation
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Figure 9.2: Transfer characteristic measured at source-drain voltages
of 0.1 V (linear regime) and 5 V (saturation regime), and b) output
characteristic of one of our a-IGZO TFTs.
Therefore the normal condition of these signals is ‘on’ (5 V). When a
low signal pulse (0 V) is applied to the set contact a “1” (5 V) will be
saved at the output pad. When a low signal pulse is applied to the
reset contact this will set the output to a saved logic “0” (0 V). The
undefined, and therefore forbidden input combination in this case is S
= R = “0”, while S = R = ”1” does not change the stored value.
9.2.3 Measurement setup
To measure the performance of our flexible a-IGZO 1-bit SRAM we
applied a supply voltage of 5 V to VDD . Two HP 33120A waveform
generators were used to create the input stimuli for our circuit. We
applied a square wave input signal to S and R with a fill factor of 80 %
at various frequencies that oscillated between 0 V and 5 V. A phase shift
between these S and R signals ensured that the undefined input state S
= R = “0” was not possible. To visualize the input and output signals of
the tested circuit a multi channel digital Tektronix DPO 4034 phosphor
oscilloscope was used to display all inputs and the produced output
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VDD
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Load TFT 2
OUT
OUT

Driver TFT 1

Set
Reset

Driver TFT 3

Driver TFT 2
Driver TFT 4
GND

Figure 9.3: Circuit diagram of the fabricated 1-bit SRAM.
signal simultaneously. The complete schematic of the measurement
setup is shown in Fig. 9.4a.
The characterization under mechanical strain was obtained by attaching circuits to double sided tape, and winding them around rods
with different diameters. The electrical contacts to the bent circuit’s
contact pads where established using probe needles (as in the flat
case). We always started with a flat circuit and decreased the bending
radius stepwise. Fig. 9.4b shows a photograph of a curved substrate,
with a contacted 1-bit SRAM bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm. We compared the performance of the flat device with that of the same device
bent to a tensile radius of 10 mm, followed by bending to 5 mm.

9.3 Results
A micrograph of the fabricated flexible 1-bit SRAM is shown in Fig. 9.5.
Output characteristics for operation frequencies between 100 Hz and
10 kHz are shown in Fig. 9.6. The circuit shows the expected output
signal for a constant supply voltage of 5 V. A low voltage pulse at the S
contact saves a digital ‘1’ (3.8 V). When R is set to 0 V, the output signal
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Figure 9.4: a) Schematic of the measurement setup. b) Picture of a
contacted flexible 1-bit SRAM, bent around a rod with 5 mm radius.
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Figure 9.5: Micrograph of the fabricated flexible 1-bit SRAM. The labeled brighter areas are the contact pads, where the Al2 O3 passivation
has been removed.
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Figure 9.6: a) Input signals allpied to the set (S) and reset (R) contact,
with a fill factor of 80 %, and a phase shift of ≈90◦ . b) - e) Output
signals for different input signal frequencies of 0.1 kHz, 1 kHz, 5 kHz,
and 10 kHz respectively.
changes to a save a value of 0.41 V (digital ‘0’). When a ‘high’ signal
(5 V) is applied to R and S at the same time the actual output signal
is saved. The output voltage levels differ from 0 V and 5 V because of
transverse currents (Fig. 9.2a shows a source drain leakage current of
≈1 nA, for VGS =0 V), induced by the exclusive use of n-type transistors.
The average current consumption of the circuit is 192 µA (measured at
an operation frequency of 1 kHz). The rise time tr is 60 µs, while the fall
time t f is ≈13 µs. Here the rise time is defined as the time span required
for the output signal amplitude to increase from 10 % of the maximum
value to 90 % of the maximum value (exclusive of overshoot or undershoot). The fall time is the time needed to decrease the signal from
90 % to 10 %. The slopes of the rising and falling edges are independent
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from the operation frequency. Therefore the maximum operation frequency is <16 kHz (at this frequency the output signal cannot reach the
high voltage level anymore). The maximum frequency depends also
on the phase shift between the input signals. Fig. 9.6e shows that the
high voltage level of the output signal for an input signal frequency
of 10 kHz is already decreased (compared to measurements at lower
frequencies), due to the needed rise time.
9.3.1 Influence of bending
To evaluate the impact of mechanical strain on the performance of our
flexible 1-bit SRAM, induced by bending, we also characterized circuit
performance while bent to tensile radii of 5 mm and 10 mm. This corresponds to mechanical strain of 0 % (flat device), 0.27 % (10 mm bending
radius), and 0.52 % (5 mm bending radius), calculated using the strain
theory developed in [14], and using the layer thicknesses of the fabricated circuit. We always applied the strain parallel to the channel
length, and therefore also parallel to the current flow through all TFTs.
Fig. 9.7a shows the output signal of our 1-bit SRAM under mechanical
strain. The circuits still works at the 5 mm bending radius. The input
frequency for all shown measurements is 1 kHz. An enlargement of
the rising edge is shown in Fig. 9.7b. While we measured that tensile
bending to a radius of 5 mm decreases the threshold voltage of single
a-IGZO TFTs by ≈0.125 V and increases the field effect mobilities by
≈10 %, bending of our flexible 1-bit SRAM has virtually no effect on
the circuit performance. We think the reasons for the insensitivity of
the 1-bit SRAM to mechanical strain are:
• The parallel alignment of all TFTs, and the uniform fabrication
process ensures that bending affects all TFTs equally. Therefore
the ratio between the conductivities of the load and driver TFTs
is constant in a first order approximation, and the potential at the
two output pads will not change.
• A more detailed consideration of the performance variation of
a-IGZO TFTs under mechanical strain shows that the change of
the source drain current is not independent of the gate voltage
as a higher gate-source voltage induces a higher absolute current
change. The effective gate-source voltages (VGS,e f f ) of the TFTs 4
+ 6 (Fig. 9.3) are 0 V or 5 V, while VGS,e f f is smaller for TFT 3 + 5,
and again smaller for TFT 1 + 2 (depending on the conductivity
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Figure 9.7: a) Output signal of the 1-bit SRAM while it is flatt, and
bent to tensile radii of 10 mmm and 5 mm. The frequency of the input
signals was 1 kHz. The small change in the duration of the “1” and
“0” phases comes from a small variation of the phase-shift of the input
signals during the measurment. b) Enlargement of the rising edges.
of the other transistors) [15]. This effect is compensated by the
feedback loop, which decreases the gate voltage of the TFTs if
Vth decreases and the mobility increase due to mechanical strain.
The 1-bit SRAM continues to work without any change in circuit
performance when the substrate is reflattened after the bending test.
On the other hand, if the device is bent to even smaller radii than 5 mm
the circuit stops working even when the substrate is flattened again.
This is because of the formation of micro cracks inside the brittle layers
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of the device (Al2 O3 , SiNx ). These cracks also propagate though the
metallic interconnect lines, and destroy the 1-bit SRAM.

9.4 Conclusion
A fully integrated 1-bit SRAM composed of 6 a-IGZO TFTs has been
fabricated on a flexible polyimide substrate. This element is an essential
basic module to build more complex logic circuits. The circuit continues
working up to operation frequencies of 10 kHz. We also for the first time
show the circuit performance of IGZO 1-bit SRAM bent to different
tensile radii. The output signal of the complete circuit showed nearly
no response to the applied mechanical strain even when bent to tensile
strains of 0.52 %.
This is the first demonstration of a 1-bit SRAM under mechanical
strain induced by bending. It represents an important step towards
fully integrated flexible electronic circuits.
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Abstract
We present flexible common source and cascode amplifiers fabricated on a
free-standing plastic foil, using amorphous-Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide
(a-IGZO) TFTs with minimum channel lengths of 2.5 µm. Amplifiers are
operated at a supply voltage VDD of 5 V, and exhibit maximum cutoff
frequencies fC of 1.2 MHz. The circuits stay fully operational while bent
to a tensile radius of 5 mm, and after 1000 cycles of repeated bending
and re-flattening. To our knowledge, these are the fastest flexible oxide
semiconductor based amplifiers.

10.1 Introduction
TFTs based on oxide semiconductors, especially amorphous-IndiumGallium-Zinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) [1] are promising devices for electronics fabricated on flexible, but temperature sensitive plastic substrates,
since they combine an electron mobility >10 cm2 V−1 s−1 and the possibility of low temperature deposition. This enables the fabrication
of fast and bendable analog circuits, opening the way to new electronics applications, such as flexible radios and RFID tags. To date,
the highest operation frequency of oxide semiconductor-based flexible
(but unstrained) circuits is 2 MHz, which was demonstrated for a 15stage ZnO ring oscillator fabricated on polyimide laminated to glass
[2]. For flexible analog circuits, the best cutoff frequency fC reported,
to our knowledge, is 10 kHz, which was demonstrated for a strained
transimpedance amplifier [3].

10.2 Fabrication
Flexible n-type a-IGZO TFTs have been fabricated on a free-standing
50 µm thick polyimide foil using a bottom-gate, passivated, inverted
staggered TFT geometry. ALD deposited Al2 O3 (thickness: 25 nm, dielectric constant: 9.5) served as gate oxide. Room temperature deposition of 15 nm thick a-IGZO was done in a RF magnetron sputtering
process, using a pure Ar atmosphere and a ceramic InGaZnO4 target. Fig. 10.1 shows the fabrication process flow and the device crosssection. The maximum process temperature was 150 ◦C. The manufacturing process was optimized concerning: device performance, low
temperature fabrication, thicknesses of brittle materials, and adhesion
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a)
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SiNx adhesion layers (PECVD)
Cr gate contact (e-beam evaporation + wet etching)
Al2O3 gate isolator (ALD)
a-IGZO (RF magnetron sputtering)
Al2O3 + a-IGZO stucturing (wet etching)
Ti/Au top metallization (e-beam evaporation + lift-off)
Al2O3 passivation (ALD + wet etching)
10 nm Ti / 60 nm Au
25 nm Al2O3 passivation
source- / drain contacts
+ interconnect lines
15 nm a-IGZO
35 nm Cr
gate contact
25 nm Al2O3
gate isolator

50 nm SiNx
adhesion layer

50 µm
substrate

Figure 10.1: Fabrication process flow (a) and device cross-section (b)
of flexible bottom-gate, passivated, inverted staggered a-IGZO based
TFTs on free standing plastic foil.
between different material layers aiming at long term reliability and
bendability.

100 µm

Source

Source
Channel length
2.5 µm

Gate

Drain

Source

Source

Gate length
10.5 µm

10 µm

Figure 10.2: Micrograph of a flexible a-IGZO TFT with a channel length
of 2.5 µm, a width of 50 µm, and a total gate overlap of 8 µm. The
overlap is needed for reliable TFT operation across the whole 7.6 cm ×
7.6 cm polyimide substrate.
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The TFTs have been designed with Ground-Signal-Ground contact
pads (pitch size: 150 µm), required for S-parameter measurements. For
high operation frequency and transconductance, a channel length of
2.5 µm was chosen for all driver transistors presented in this paper. A
total overlap of 8 µm between the gate and the source/drain contacts
was selected to compensate for the temperature induced expansion of
the flexible substrate during the fabrication process, and enable the
alignment of different material layers using standard UV lithography.
A micrograph of a fully processed flexible TFT is given in Fig. 10.2.

10.3 TFT characteristic
The IDS -VDS and IDS -VGS characteristics (Fig. 10.3) of a flexible a-IGZO
TFT with a W/L ratio of 50 µm/2.5 µm (measured while the substrate
was flat) exhibited a field effect mobility µFE of ≈14.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 , a
threshold voltage Vth of 0.87 V, an on/off current ratio of 4 × 108 , a subthreshold swing (inverse of subthreshold slope) SS of 170 mV/decade,
and a transconductance gm (at VGS =3 V) of 208 µS. The gate capacitance CG measurement of the same transistor (Fig. 10.4) shows a gate
to source/drain overlap capacitance of ≈1.31 pF (negative bias voltage)
and a total gate capacitance (VGS =3 V) of 3.52 pF.
The bendability of the flexible a-IGZO TFTs was investigated by
winding the substrate around a rod with 5 mm radius, which induced
a tensile strain  of ≈0.52 % [4] parallel to the TFT channel. The bent
substrate was then contacted using standard probe tips. The resulting
IDS -VDS and IDS -VGS characteristics for the same TFT as under flat conditions are also plotted in Fig. 10.3. Due to bending, a 70 mV higher Vth
and a 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 higher µFE were measured, causing a slightly reduced gm (VGS =3 V) of 204 µS. This is a result of the under tensile strain
decreased resistivity of a-IGZO (increase of IDS at VGS <≈0.5 V) [5], and
the under tensile strain increased resistance of the metallic interconnection lines (decrease of IDS at VGS >≈0.5 V), which becomes dominant
for sufficiently small channel resistances at VGS ≈0.5 V. The gate capacitance CG of the flat and bent TFT is shown in Fig. 10.4. According to
the under strain increased a-IGZO conductivity and the stretched gate
area, bending increases CG by ≈0.5 % to a value of ≈3.55 pF (VGS =3 V).
The TFT AC behavior was characterized with a two-port network
analyzer. Fig. 10.5 shows the measured S-parameters for a flexible aIGZO TFT, while flat and bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm. S-parameters
were used to calculate the current-gain h21 [6] of the flat and bent TFT
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Gate
Drain

VGS =1, 2, 3, 4, 5 V

Source

strain

b)

Parameter (saturation region)
field effect mobility (cm /Vs)
threshold voltage (mV)
transconductance (V =3 V) (µS)

Flat
14.5
870
208
subthreshold swing (mV/decade) 170
on / off ratio (V =V =5 V)
4 E8
2

GS

DS

GS

Bent
14.7
940
204
173
4 E8

Figure 10.3: DC characteristic of a flexible a-IGZO TFT while flat, and
bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm (strain ≈0.52 %) parallel to the TFT
channel: a) Output characteristic, b) Transfer characteristic, and performance parameters (inset). Bending changes Vth by +70 mV, and µFE
by +0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 , leading to a 4 µS decreased gm .
(Fig. 10.6). No significant variation in the AC behavior has been observed due to bending. For the flat and bent TFT, a transit frequency ft
of 10.7 MHz has been measured. This is in line with the value estimated
from gm and CG ; the expected strain induced decrease of ft by ≈2 % is
comprised within the observed measurement uncertainty.
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W/L = 50 µm / 2.5 µm
Gate to Source/Drain overlap = 8 µm
Drain
Contact 1

Gate

Contact 2
Source

Measurement frequency: 100 kHz

Figure 10.4: Gate capacitance CG of a flexible a-IGZO TFT while flat,
and bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm (source and drain connected).
Bending increases CG from ≈3.52 pF to ≈3.55 pF in the TFT on regime
(VGS =3 V), and from ≈1.31 pF to ≈1.34 pF in the TFT off regime. The
measurement was performed at a frequency of 100 kHz.

10.4 Circuits
Simulations based on S-parameter measurements of single TFTs were
used to design a common source and a cascode amplifier, both with
an active TFT load. Schematic circuit diagrams and micrographs of the
fabricated flexible a-IGZO amplifiers are shown in Fig. 10.7. Circuit interconnect lines were integrated into the top metallization layer. Both
amplifiers are designed to work at a VDD of 5 V. AC analysis was performed with an input signal peak-to-peak amplitude vAC of 100 mV,
and a total output load of RL =1 MΩ and CL <2 pF. The common source
amplifier biased at an input voltage VDC of 1.5 V, exhibited a gain G of
6.8 dB, and a fC of 1.2 MHz (Fig. 10.8a), and a power consumption of
690 µW. In order to have a lower power consumption, the cascode amplifier was operated at VDC =1.25 V, and at a cascode TFT bias voltage
VBIAS of 2.75 V. Here, a gain of 7.8 dB, an fC of 840 kHz (Fig. 10.8b), and
a power consumption of 395 µW were measured. Higher operating
frequencies at the cost of higher power consumptions can be achieved
by choosing different bias points.
Similar to single TFTs, the impact of mechanical strain on the flexible amplifiers was evaluated by bending the circuits to a tensile radius
of 5 mm parallel to all TFT channels in the circuits; a bent and contacted
circuit is shown in Fig. 10.9. The resulting Bode plots for the circuits

IS11I (dB)

S21

S22

S12

Figure 10.5: S-parameter measurement (after standard calibration procedure) of a flexible a-IGZO TFT (W/L
=50 µm/2.5 µm) while flat, and bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm (vAC = 100 mV, VDS = 5 V, VGS = 3 V). Port 1
and port 2 of the network analyzer were connected to the gate and drain contact, respectively (source contact
is connected to ground). The measurement shows that the AC behavior is nearly unaffected by bending.

IS21I (dB)

IS12I (dB)
IS22I (dB)

S11
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2 cm

G
S
G

250 µm

G
S
G

fT = 10.7 MHz
VDS = 5 V
VGS = 3 V

Figure 10.6: Absolute value of the current-gain h21 extracted from
S-parameter measurements [6] of a flexible a-IGZO TFT (W/L
=50 µm/2.5 µm) while flat, and bent to a tensile radius of 5 mm. The
extrapolated ft is 10.7 MHz for both measurements. The inset shows a
flexible a-IGZO TFT contacted with two Ground-Signal-Ground (GSG)
probe tips, and bent around a rod of 5 mm radius. The curved surface
requires a vertical deformation of the GSG probe tips by ≈2.5 µm.
flat, bent, and re-flattened are shown in Fig. 10.10. Mainly because of
the under strain nearly invariant transconductance ratio between the
different TFTs in the circuits and the unaffected ft , the measured variations for G and fC (between flat and bent amplifiers) are less than
4 %, and 6 % for the common source and less than 7 % and 6 % for the
cascode amplifier. Bending to radii <5 mm causes cracks in the TFT
channel (Cr, Al2 O3 , a-IGZO layer stack) and permanently harms the
amplifiers.
To emulate realistic application scenarios and to evaluate the influence of multiple bending, the flexible amplifiers were characterized
before and after 1000 cycles of repeated bending (5 mm radius) and
re-flattening, corresponding to 25 h of continuous bending with a custom build bending tester (inset of Fig. 10.11). After 1000 bending cycles, common source and cascode amplifiers stayed fully operational
(Fig. 10.11).
Future TFTs with self-aligned source and drain contacts [7] will
have channel lengths and gate overlaps ≤1 µm, thus enabling ft
>100 MHz, and further improving the circuit performance without
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Figure 10.7: Circuit schematics and micrographs of the fabricated flexible amplifier circuits: a) Common source amplifier, b) Cascode amplifier. The additional TFTs to bias the inputs were not used. Each circuit
occupies an area of ≈0.9 mm × 0.9 mm.
a loss of flexibility.

10.5 Conclusion
Mechanically flexible common source and cascode amplifier circuits
based on a-IGZO TFTs were fabricated on a free-standing plastic foil
using a-IGZO TFTs with minimal channel lengths of 2.5 µm. The circuits were supplied with VDD =5 V. The amplifiers stayed fully operational while bent to a radius of 5 mm, and after 1000 cycles of repeated
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a)
-3dB

Common Source Amplifier
Gain = 6.8 dB
fc = 1.2 MHz

b)

-3dB

Cascode Amplifier
Gain = 7.8 dB
fc = 0.84 MHz

Figure 10.8: Bode plots of flexible amplifier circuits: a) Common source
amplifier, b) Cascode amplifier. Measured GBWPs are 1.9 MHz (common source) and 1.5 MHz (cascode).
bending and re-flattening, showing cutoff frequencies of 1.2 MHz and
gains of ≈7 dB. These results enable new electronic applications, like
flexible AM-radios, ultra-sound devices, and LF-RFID tags.
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a)
Common Source Amplifier

b)
Cascode Amplifier

Figure 10.10: Bode plots of flexible amplifiers while the circuits are
flat, bent around a rod of 5 mm radius, and re-flattened: a) Common
source amplifier, b) Cascode amplifier. The insets show the evolution
of gain and cutoff frequency. The amplifiers are fully operational when
strained by 0.52 %.
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Figure 10.11: Bode plots of flexible amplifier circuits before cycling,
and after 1000 cycles of repeated bending and re-flattening: a) Common source amplifier, b) Cascode amplifier. The inset in a) shows a
photograph of the bending tester used for the cycling experiments. The
amplifiers stayed fully operational after 1000 bending cycles (bending
radius: 5 mm).
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Amorphous Hydrogenated Silicon
Alternating Current

Al
Al2 O3

Aluminium
Aluminum Oxide

ALD

Atomic Layer Deposition

AM
Ar
As
Au

Amplitude Modulation
Argon
Arsenic
Gold

C
CG

Carbon
TFT Gate Capacitance

39, 124, 130, 132,
134, 138, 172, 191
114, 130
39, 114, 116, 124,
130, 132, 134, 172,
191
130
130
160
85
99
85
136, 137

136
3, 11, 84, 108, 170
x, 6, 39, 41, 45, 46,
69, 70, 206, 208
85
8, 9, 38–40, 43, 46,
48, 54, 56, 59, 71, 75,
76, 85–87, 91, 92, 94,
101, 114, 123, 133,
146, 156–158, 163,
171, 174, 191, 194,
198, 204, 208
8, 38–40, 43, 71, 85,
146, 158, 191, 204
69, 74, 211
62, 123, 191, 204
2
39, 43–45, 59, 62, 63,
85, 99, 114, 123, 157,
158, 191
2
40, 41, 88, 89, 98, 206

Glossary

Notation
CL
C10-DNTT
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Cr

Description
Load Capacitance
2.9-Didecyldinaphtho[2.3-b:2.3f]thieno[3.2-b]thiophene
Charge Coupled Device
Complementary
Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor
Chromium

Cu

Copper

DC

Direct Current

DI

De-Ionized Water

e−

Electron

EG
EStr
exp

Energy Gap
Gate-Bias Stress Field
Exponential Function

fC
fin
ft

69, 204, 208
178
41, 42, 49, 206, 208,
210

FIB

Cutoff Frequency
Input Frequency
Transit Frequency (unity gain frequency of the small-signal current
gain h21 )
Focused Ion Beam

G
gm

Gain of Amplifer
Transconductance (Transistor)

gds

Output Resistance (Transistor)

69, 208
39, 41, 50, 85, 90,
172, 206
50

CCD
CMOS

69, 208
7
50, 109, 160
10, 74, 75, 185
38, 43–45, 59, 73,
85–87, 94, 96, 99,
114, 123, 156–158,
160, 162–164, 171,
191, 208
ix, xii, 7, 9, 46, 50,
59, 73, 85, 99, 111,
124, 156–158, 160,
162–164
ix, xi, 6, 10, 16, 39,
46, 62, 64, 70, 109,
147, 179, 206
114, 123
43, 56, 86, 114, 123,
158, 191
132
92, 136
136

59, 76, 156–158, 165
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Glossary

Notation
Ga

Description
Gallium

GBWP
GSG

Gain–Bandwidth Product
Ground-Signal-Ground

h+
H2 O
h21
HCl
high-k

Hole
Dihydrogen Monoxide
Current Gain
Hydrochloride acide
Material with High Dielectric Constant (Compared to SiO2 )

56, 133
60, 86, 94, 147, 191
41, 45, 46, 206
86, 114, 123, 191
6, 8, 84, 156

I
IDS

Current
Drain-Source Current (Transistor)

IGS
Io f f

Gate-Source Current (Transistor)
Off Current (Transistor)

Ion

On Current (Transistor)

IGZO

Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide

In

Indium

ITO

Indium-Tin-Oxide

63, 64
39–41, 89–92, 124,
191, 206
92, 124, 174, 191
62, 84, 146, 147, 149,
172
62, 84, 146, 147, 149,
172
ix–xii, 3, 7–12, 14–
16, 38–47, 49, 50, 52,
54–60, 62–64, 66–
76, 83–87, 89, 91, 92,
94, 95, 97–99, 101,
108, 114–116, 121–
124, 127, 128, 130,
132–134, 136, 138,
146, 147, 155–158,
160, 163, 164, 169–
174, 176–179, 182,
183, 185, 190–193,
197, 199, 203–206,
208, 211
63, 86, 107, 123, 145,
156, 170, 191, 204
6, 46, 47, 49, 72

2, 63, 86, 107, 123,
145, 156, 170, 191,
204
208
44–46, 206

Glossary
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Notation
k·p

Description
k·p Perturbation Theory

L
L0
Lk
L⊥

Transistor Channel Length
Initial Channel Length
Length Parallel to Applied Strain
Length Perpendicular to Applied
Strain
Transistor Gate to Source/Drain
Overlap Length
Low-Frequency

41, 49, 128, 163, 191
124
130
130

m∗
MoS2
MOSFET

Effective Mass of Charge Carriers
Molybdenum Disulfide
Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor FieldEffect Transistor

52, 115, 132
7
87, 159, 172

ne
np
Ni
NiO
NMOS

Electron Concentration
Hole Concentration
Nickel
Nickeloxide
n-channel MOSFET

63
62
62
12, 62–64, 73
66, 171, 176, 177,
183

O

Oxygen

O2
OTR

Molecular Oxygen
Oxygen Transmission Rate

7, 10, 63, 86, 107,
123, 145, 156, 170,
191, 204
62, 94
94

p
PECVD

Pressure
Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate)
Polyethylene Naphthalate
Polyethylene Terephthalate
Positive Negative (Doping Profile
Platinum

LOV
LF

PEDOT:PSS
PEN
PET
pn
Pt

52, 115, 132

41
69, 74, 211

132
6, 38, 123, 191
6
5, 75
5, 75, 94, 185
x, xii, 62–64, 73
59, 156, 158, 160,
164
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Glossary

Notation
PVA

Description
Polyvinyl Alcohol

R
r
RL
RF

Reset Signal
Bending radius
Load Resistance
Radio Frequency

RFID
RH
RIE
RS-232

Radio-Frequency Identification
Relative Humidity
Reactive Ion Etching
Telecomunication Standard for
Computer Serial Ports

S
S
S0
SAM
SEM

Scattering parameters
Set Signal
Initial Subthreshold Swing
Self-Assembled Monolayer
Scanning Electron Microscope

Si

Crystalline Silicon

SiNx

Silicon-Nitride

SiOx
Sn
SnO2
SRAM

Silicon-Oxide
Tin
Tin Dioxide
Static Read Only Memory

SS

Subthreshold Swing (Inverse of
Subthreshold Slope)

tf
tGB−Str
tLT
TMAX
tr

Fall Time
Gate-Bias Stress Time
Long Term Stability Test Time
Maximum Process Temperature
Rise Time

60, 146, 147
68, 192–194
45, 59, 157, 162
69, 208
8, 39, 43, 46, 63, 114,
158, 191
10, 69, 74, 204, 211
178
114
109

45, 46, 205, 206, 208
68, 192–194
130
75
44, 54, 60, 149, 157,
158, 176
2, 4, 8, 10, 60, 74,
146, 147, 149, 185
38, 43, 114, 123, 191,
198
9
10
2
x, xii, 16, 68, 189,
190, 192–194, 197–
199
39, 84, 91, 124, 130,
132, 134, 136–138,
172, 191, 206
68, 179, 180, 194
92
95
75, 185
68, 179, 180, 194

Glossary

Notation
tStr
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TFT

Description
Stress Time (duration of the TFT cycling)
Thin-Film Transistor

Ti

Titanium

TiOx

Titanium-Oxide

vi, ix, xi, xii, 2,
3, 5–16, 38–50, 52,
54–60, 62, 66–77,
83–92, 94–99, 101,
108–111, 114, 116,
121–124, 127, 128,
130, 132–134, 136–
138, 145–147, 149,
155–158, 160, 162–
164, 170–174, 176–
185, 190–192, 197,
199, 203–208, 210,
211
39, 43, 46, 59, 62–64,
85, 86, 99, 114, 123,
156–158, 160, 164,
191
9

UV

Ultraviolet

38, 43, 191, 205

V
vAC
VBIAS
VDC
VDD

Voltage
AC Voltage
Bias Voltage
DC Voltage
Supply Voltage

VDS

Drain-Source Voltage (Transistor)

VGS,e f f
VGS

Effective Gate-Source Voltage (Transistor)
Gate-Source Voltage (Transistor)

63, 64
69, 206, 208
208
69, 208
69, 178, 185, 192,
193, 204, 208, 211
39, 62, 91, 92, 124,
128, 146, 149, 160,
172, 191, 206
197

vin

AC Input Voltage Swing

56–58, 136

39–41, 62, 87, 90–92,
94, 95, 124, 146, 149,
160, 162, 174, 182,
191, 194, 206
178

226

Glossary

Notation
VOB
Vth,0
Vth,e f f
Vth

Description
Over-Bias Voltage
Initial Threshold Voltage
Effective Threshold Voltage
Threshold Voltage

W
WD
W/L

Transistor Channel Width
Depletion Region Width
Width over Length Ratio (Transistor)

WVTR

Water Vapor Transmission Rate

191
64
39, 41, 47, 52, 54,
66, 86–89, 91, 97–99,
123, 128, 160, 172,
174, 177, 180, 192,
206
94

Y

Young’s Modulus

132

Zn

Zinc

ZnO

Zinc-Oxide

63, 86, 107, 123, 145,
156, 170, 191, 204
7, 10, 12, 130, 190,
204

87–90, 92, 101
114
64
39, 55, 57, 58, 84,
87, 91, 101, 114–116,
124, 130–132, 137,
138, 156, 160, 172,
191, 197, 206
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